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RCA power Radiotrons
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uphill beyond its
power-and the motor knocks.
Drive a radio set beyond its power
-and the last tube chokes, the
loudspeaker blasts. The RCA
power Radiotron has just one
function
stand the strain the
last tube gets. More power can
flow through it without choking
or blasting and it means a decidedly clearer, finer tone -at a gr
er volume.

Radiotron 17X112, storage battery power rube
.

.

$6.50

.

-to

Radiofron UX120, dry battery

power tube
.
$2.50
.

ie

of

these tubes,

the last stage,
fset extra batteries
and gives greater
n

robeme

a car

of tone.

Use quality you know
You would not use any but a MAZDA
lamp. Why use any but an RCA Radio Iron? They are made by the same skilled
workers, hacked by the same research laboratories. But the Radiotron is far more
delicate to make. Be sure all the tubes in
your set are Radiotrons. And keep a spare
handy.
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A Great Name in Radio Development
IN about three million

homes -today, tonight -happy
family circles gladly pay homage to Brandes.

This fame and respect is a rightful heritage to such a
worthy staff of radio scientists -men who have given the
name, Brandes, such high repute.
From the earliest days of radio, the Brandes Laboratories
have done much to advance this science which brings
so much enjoyment to the people of all the world.

Never content, Brandes experts strive to better what
may even be ranked as perfect.
This Brandes spirit has a deep meaning to radio owners
stands always for advancement. It means a wonderful
staff of scientists are ever striving to add to your pleasure.

-it

Bra,ndes
Acoustics by

means the ultimate in reproduction
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Build that Set
so as to Deserve
Rauland *'Lyrics
Gone is the day of the jerrybuilt radio. Whether you build
for use or for profit -one set or
a hundred thousand skimping
on quality does not pay.

-

For the radio frequency stages,
choose any good circuit and any
type of coils you like- opinions
differ. But, having chosen your
circuit, be fair to it -let it show
what it really can do -give it
the benefit of Rauland-Lyrics.

RS-

NW-

AMERICA
TRA.LX MARA

TRANSFORMER

FOR THE MUSIC LOVER
The Choice of Noted Music Critics
Rauland -Lyric is a laboratory -grade
audio transformer designed especially for music lovers. The price is
nine dollars. Descriptive circular
with amplification curve will be
mailed on request. All- American
Radio Corp., 4211 Belmont Ave.,
Chicago, U. S. A.

As a man is known by the company he
keeps, so is a set known by the audio amplifier which its maker deems it worthy of. Yet
some builders, who would not tolerate the
uncertainty of an open spring contact even
in a battery circuit, will allow a dozen of
them in a three-stage audio amplifier! Two
stages, Rauland- Lyric- equipped, presenting no
such potential trouble spots, assure ample
volume for any speaker, with tone quality
faithful beyond cavil.

OWNING ANO OPERATING STATION WENR -266 METERS

ALLAMERICAN
Radio Built for the
Years to Come
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A PAGE WITH THE EDITOR
AT this time of year even the hardest
boiled radio fan succumbs to the lure of
the outdoors. And unless he can take
his radio receiver outdoors with him,
the tuning dials are likely to be in for
a period of comparative rest.
*

Bur outdoors -on a summer evening
-is quite the most enjoyable place of
all to listen in!
*

*

To enable the fan to enjoy broadcasting in just this way the POPULAR
RADIO LABORATORY has been working

for several months on a highly efficient
portable set that the experimenter may
assemble for himself.
*

a

AND those who have heard it in operation report that it is quite the best portable set that has yet been developed
with plenty of volume, good tone quality -and good capacity for distance for
those who believe that the best programs are farthest away.

-

*

just such a receiver as the average fan wants to take
IN other words, it is

along in his motor car, or set up in camp
or at the sea shore or on the farm, with
the least possible trouble.
a

IN the next number of POPULAR

this new "Town and Country"
portable receiver will be described in
such detail that any experimenter of
average capacity may build it himself.
RADIO

*

*

THE set is a dry-cell operated, seven-

tube superheterodyne receiver in a self contained portable cabinet; another unit
in a small suitcase carries enough batteries for four weeks operation as well
as the loudspeaker and the loop. A
power tube is used in conjunction with
a cone speaker on the last stage of amplification.
*

*

"You would, no doubt, be interested
in knowing what the traveling salesmen
think of your paper," writes Mr. E. R.
Halpin, on the stationery of Hotel
Kingsbury in Waterbury, Conn:
from which the editor assumes that his
correspondent is a traveling salesman
who is on tour.
*

a

"WHILE it is contrary to the common
belief," he continues, "travelers are interested in things other than the fair sex.
If you were to listen in to their conversations in club cars, smokers and hotel
lounges, you would know that they are
well up in many subjects, including
radio.
a

"POPULAR RADIO is quoted more
often and read more closely by this
group of men than any other radio publication. In the course of a month we
have much time to read, and in this time
we buy almost every radio publication
sold on the newsstands. The more we
read of other publications, the better we
appreciate POPULAR RADIO. And this
is the consensus of the opinions of the
many travelers with whom I have
spoken."

FOLLOWING the announcement of the
institution of the Popular Radio Medal
for Conspicuous Service the Secretary
of the Committee of Awards has received numerous recommendations
including several recommendations of
radio amateurs who obviously come
within the category of those "who have
directly or indirectly, through the
medium of radio, been instrumental in
alleviating human suffering or saving
human life."

-

a

a

UPON receipt of these recommendations the Secretary has begun investigations. In several cases he has already
obtained sufficient corroborative evidence to submit for action to the Committee of Awards.
a

a

WITHIN the next few weeks the first

of these awards may be
possibly in the July issue.
a

announced-

a

"I AM writing to you to let you know,"
writes Godfrey Dickens of Lake Worth,
Florida, "how pleased I am with the
LC-26 receiver. The first night I had
it working I received about twenty
stations in all parts of the country. During the Trans-Atlantic tests I received
several stations of which I could not get
the call letters."
a

a

"LAST year I built the old style Cockaday and had wonderful results with it.
Down in this part of the country the
stations are few and far apart but with
the LC-26 I can get them all over.
Yesterday afternoon about three o'clock
I was able to get WJZ with plenty of
volume. I have never heard of anyone
doing this before. Here are a few of
the stations I have received: WMBF,
WGBU, WGHB, WJAX, WSB, WRC,
WCAP, WEAF, WJZ, WGY, WLS,
WLIB, KYW, KFI, WSMB, KDKA,
KPRC, WFAA, WIOD, KOA, WPG,
WTAM, WKAQ, WSM, KFDM, KSD,
WSAI, WTIC, WWJ and many others.
The LC-26 is the best receiver one can

build."
a

a

a town in Virginia comes back
to our Subscription Manager a renewal
card that brings an echo of the fate that
overtook one of POPULAR RADIO'S most
enthusiastic readers. The card is signed
with strict impersonality "The First
National Bank," and carries the stern
but not entirely unfeeling report:
"Our radio fan spent too much time
with radio, so he now has all of his time
to spend on it. Our present force is
looking after the bank's work."
FROM

Boom a photograph made for POP, LAR RADIO

Will Bradley, Jr., the designer of the new three-tube Home Receiver announced on page 116 of this issue, is to a peculiar degree, a POPULAR
RADIO product. Not only was his interest in radio first aroused by this
magazine, but he has built practically every receiver described in our
"How- to- huild" series.
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in radio little

micadons
make a big
difference
MICADON 640
An improved design making possible a wider range

AIWA DON 601

of capacities.

The standard fixed condenser of radio.
MICADON 640A
Compactly made for use in resistance coupled amplifiers.

THERE doesn't seem to be much to a Micadon when
you look at it. The infinite care that is given to every
detail in the manufacture of Dubilier Micadons is your
assurance that they will always do their job.
Micadons are a sma:1 item in the cost of any radio set.
But the difference between clear and poor reception,
and the change from noise to natural tones may often
depend upon their use.
Send 10c for our booklet which shows fourteen ways
in which you can improve your set by simple applications of fixed condensers.
4377 Bronx Blvd., New York

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION
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"I'tie just had a lesson in radio
economy, and, beliebe me,
it's illuminating"
"I

On 1 to 3 tubes -Use Eveready Ne. 772.
On 4 or more tubes -Use the Heavy Duty "B" Batteries, either No. 770, or the even longer-lived Ever eady Layerbilt No. 486.
On all but single tube sets-Use a "C" battery.
When following these rules, the No. 772, on 1 to 3 tube
sets, will last for a year or more; and the Heavy Duties, on
sets of 4 or more tubes, for eight months or longer.
We have prepared a new booklet, "Choosing and Using
the Right Radio Batteries," which we will be glad to send
you upon request. This booklet also tells about the proper
battery equipment for use with the new power tubes.
*Nore: A "C" battery greatly increases
the life of your "B" batteries and gives a

WENT into my radio dealer's this noon for a couple of
Eveready 'B' Batteries and said, 'Tom, give me a pair of
Eveready 45 -volt "B" Batteries No. 772's.'
"'How many tubes in your set, Jim ?' he asked.
"'Five,' I answered.
"'Then what you want is a pair of Eveready Layerbilt
No. 486's.'

"'Why ?' I

asked.

"'Because the Eveready 772's are meant for sets having
one to three tubes. With average use of the set, and used
with a "C" battery', they should last a year or longer. But
on a five -tube set, with average use and with a "C" battery,
they will only last about four months.
Anyone with a four or five tube set
should buy a pair of Eveready
Layerbilts No. 486. Used with a
Le FT- No. 488,
"C" battery they should last eight
for 4. 5 or more
15.50.

months or longer.'
"'Yes, but the 772's cost only
$3.75 each,' I said, 'and the Layer bilt $5.50. There's some difference.'
"'Well, figure it out for yourself,'
said Tom. 'Two sets of 772's should
last you about eight months, and
will cost you $15. One set of Ever eady Layerbilts should last about
eight months, and will cost you
only $11: "

The simple rules for this satisfaction and economy are:

quality of reception unobtainable without

it. Radio

sets may easily be changed by
any competent radio service man to per-

Ruin T-Errr-

mit the use of a "C" Battery.
Manufactured and guaranteed by
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.

*cry,

New York

tubes

rods Drv Celt
Radio I"BotI %s

rafts.

San Francisco

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited

Toronto, Ontario

EVEREADY

Radio Batteries
-they last longer
www.americanradiohistory.com

Tuesday night means Eveready Hour
P. M., Eastern Standard Time,
through the following stations:

-8

WEAF-New York
w1Aa- Proridence

woos- Boston

wTAG- Worc"ler

wet- Philadelphia
woo- Buffalo
wcAE- Pittsburgh

Ksp -51.

wsAr- Cincinnati

woos- Cleveland
wwl- Detrail

WON- Chicago

woe -Davenport
w.eeo

louis

,

Minneapolis
Si.

Paul

"Of Value to Any Man Interested in Radio"
"POPULAR RADIO is an excellent magazine. I find

it not only desirable but quite necessary to read it through

each month because of the wide variety of subjects covered
which are of value to any man interested in radio. From
a semi-technical standpoint these subjects could not be
better handled than they are by POPULAR RADIO."
A. HEISING

-R.
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The Greatest Cause 3f Static Is Earth Electricity
Many incrstigations have shown that mast of the static originates in discharges of the electricity of
the earth and the atmosphere. Double momb e loops, as show here, ore weed by the United States
Bureau of Standards and other radio laboratories to determine the direction and intensity of static
impulses. There is undoubtedly a close coneuction between the facts Brod ,.ally being learned in this
way and the facts of earth and atmospheric electricity described by Dr. Free in the following article.
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EARTH ELECTRICITY
Does It Affect Radio Reception?
All radio propagation takes place between

two great electric
charges -the positive charge of the upper air and the negative charge of the earth's surface.

These charges probably have important effects, still poorly

understood, on many radio phenomena. Radio fans will be
hearing much about earth electricity and about earth currents.
This article summarizes what is now known about the
amount, changes and source of the earth's electricity.
By E. E. FREE
F you were told to stick your head
into the works of a condenser charged
to five hundred or six hundred volts you
would probably hesitate before obeying.

If you decided to try it you would
expect to receive a shock, and you
probably would not be disappointed.
Yet you and I and all of us here on
earth actually live in a set of circumstances noteo very different from those
which exist between the plates of a
charged condenser. The ground surface
of the earth carries a negative charge.
The air at the level of your head has a
different potential, usually some one or
two hundred volts more positive than
the potential of the ground. At the
height of an ordinary radio antenna, the
air potential may reach a voltage as
much as two thousand volts higher
than the potential of the ground.

Why Our Bodies Do Not
Accumulate Electricity
The only reason why we do not go
about all the time with electric sparks
streaming from our ears and our noses
is that the quantities of electricity concerned are small. The negative charge
of the ground, which charge we share
when we stand on the soil, is continually
leaking away slowly into the air. It

leaks away from our bodies just as it
does from the soil itself. The charge
does not pile up, as it does, for example,
on the glass plates of a static machine,
until the sparking voltage is reached.
Nevertheless, we do live between the
plates of a highly charged condenser.
The upper plate is formed by the positive charge of the upper levels of the
air, possibly in the Heaviside Layer,
but more probably in some atmospheric
level a little closer to the earth than that.
111
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The other plate is the surface of the
ground. The voltage across this great
condenser may be as much as a million
volts. The negative charge of the earth
is continually leaking across the earth
condenser, through the air. It is as continually renewed, no one knows how.
At different hours of the day and during
different months of the year, these conditions of earth electricity vary.
Radio Waves Must Pass Through Vast
Electric Disturbances
All of our radio transmission and
reception take place, necessarily, in the
midst of these vast and world -wide electric disturbances. That the magnetic
properties of the earth and of the atmosphere are influential in the propagation
of radio waves has now been realized.
The modern theory of radio waves -the
Eccles-Larmor theory-takes this defin-

Page

ill

POPULAR RADIO

itely into account.* The polarization of
radio waves, studied recently by Alexandersont and Pickard, $involves still more
importantly the reactions between the
radio wave, the magnetism of the earth
and the charged electric particles of the
air. Less attention has been paid to
the possible effects of earth electricity
on radio, perhaps because the facts
about it are less generally known and
less thoroughly studied than the facts
about terrestrial magnetism.
Until recently, there was no great
incentive to urge the study of earth
electricity. Practical applications seemed
unlikely. The chance of making any
really great discovery in this field
seemed remote.
Radio is likely to alter this.
Not only will the availability of radio
apparatus and of radio waves give the
physicists new tools for the study of
the electric conditions of sky and earth,
but the need of more precise information for the purposes of radio theory is
sure to stimulate research in this relatively neglected field. Within a few
months we are likely to be hearing as
*See "How the Air Affects Radio." POPULAR
September, 1925, pages 199 -206; and
"How Earth Magnetism Affecte Radio Waves,"
by H. W. Nichols and J. C. Schelleng, PoecuR
RADIO for October. 1925, pages 309-316.
t "A New Theory of Wave Transmission," by E.
F. W. Alezanderson, POPULAR RADIO for March,
RADIO for

1926, pages 207-212.

"The Polarization of Radio Waves," by Green lead W. Pickard. Presented before the Institute
of Radio Engineers (New York), January 18, 1926.
To be published in the Proceedings of that Institute.
t

much about the earth's electric charge
and about earth currents as we do
now about the Heaviside Layer and
about ions in the upper air.
How a French Scientist Proved Franklin's
Theory of Atmospherics

Knowledge of earth electricity goes
back to Benjamin Franklin. In 1750
Franklin set forth, in his celebrated
letters to his friend Collinson of the
Royal Society of London, his theories
of lightning and of atmospheric electricity. Among other items, he described
his lightning rod. Late in 1751 these
letters were translated into French and
read before the Academy of Sciences in
Paris. They came to the attention of a
French scientist, Dalibard, who decided
to attempt an experimental verification
of Franklin's ideas. He erected a vertical metallic rod in a suburb of Paris
and waited for a storm. A laborer was
left to watch the rod.
On the 10th of May, 1752, came a
small thunderstorm
thunderstorm
destined to go down in the history of
science as one of the most important of
scientific events.
The laborer ran to look at Dalibard's
rod. Sparks were pouring from the
lower end of it into the earth. Through
the downpour of rain the laborer ran to
fetch the curé of the local church. He,
too, braved the storm to see the great
phenomenon. Dalibard, who had ar-

-a

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism. Carnegie Institution of tVashIngton

Laying the Earth -Current Conductor
At the observing station at Watheroo, Australia, the scientists of the
Carnegie Institution of Washington measure the currents of electricity
in the earth by a system of long, insulated wires laid in pipe conduits
under the earth's surface. A true Australian touch is supplied by
the small kangaroo who seems lobe such an interested spectator of
the pipe- laying operation.

www.americanradiohistory.com

ranged it all, was away in Paris and
missed the occasion. Nevertheless, the
proof had been obtained. Three days
later, on May thirteenth, 1752, he assured the Academy of Sciences that the
existence of a difference of electric potential between the earth and a thundercloud, was a proven fact.
As time went on many scientific men,
both in Europe and in the growing colonies of the New World, repeated and
extended these pioneer observations. It
was discovered that similar potential
differences, although smaller ones, existed between the earth and the sky even
when the air was cloudless and when no
storm was going on. It was not until
after the middle of the last century,
however, that the investigations of the
famous English physicist, William
Thomson, afterward Lord Kelvin, finally
established beyond doubt the existence
and nature of the electric charge on the
earth and the fact of the leakage of this
charge upward through the atmosphere.
What We Know About the Electricity of
Earth and Sky
At the present time, what we know
about these matters can be summarized
briefly. Ordinarily, the surface of the
earth carries a charge of negative elec-

tricity, relative to the air above it.
This charge is usually of such magnitude
that what is called the "potential gradiant" in the air just above the soil is
in the neighborhood of 150 volts a meter.
This means that at a height of one meter
(three feet and three inches) above the
ground, the air is 150 volts more positive
than is the soil itself. At two meters
above the soil the difference of potential
is about 300 volts, at three meters it is
about 450 volts, and so on. As one rises
higher above the ground, the potential
difference for each meter of height becomes less. The evidence which exists
indicates that at heights greater than
about five miles the potential ceases to
grow more positive. It is possible that
at still higher levels the change of potential reverses, so that the highest
levels of all are negative.
If this is true our earth is surrounded
by a sheath of positive electricity at a
level of five or ten miles above the
ground. The highest levels of all (the
Heaviside Layer) and the ground itself
are negative. It is impossible to be certain, however, what potential exists in
the region of the Heaviside Layer. The
only thing that we are sure of is that
the ground is usually negative with
reference to the accessible parts of the
atmosphere, and that the positive potential of the atmosphere continues to
grow as the height above the ground
becomes greater. The rate of increase,
however, gradually becomes less, with
each succeeding increase in height.

JUTE,
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The Earth's Negative Charge

The negative charge of the ground is
not, however, a constant thing. During
storms, especially thunderstorms, it
may change greatly and rather suddenly.
Sometimes it grows still more negative;
more often it decreases. In some storms,
and on rare occasions when there is no
storm, the ground potential may change
altogether in sign, becoming positive
while the air is negative.
There exists, furthermore, a more or
less regular sequence of daily and annual
changes through which the ground potential passes. These are quite large,
frequently exceeding half of the average
potential gradient of about 150 volts a
meter. At most of the stations at which
records of earth -charge have been kept
continuously enough to be of any value,
the negative charge of the earth is greatest in the early part of the night, usually
some time between eight and ten o'clock
P. M. From this high point, the charge
gradually falls off, reaching a minimum
in the early hours of the morning, some
time between three and six o'clock A. M.
After sunrise the charge again increases,
reaching at about eight or nine o'clock
A. M. another maximum, usually not so
high as the maximum in the evening.
In the afternoon, the potential falls
again. Theme is a moderately low mini mum at about three or four o'clock
P. M., after which the rise to the principal evening maximum begins. This
describes a normal day.
Many days
are much disturbed and do not show
these regularities.
How the Earth Potential Changes
With the Seasons
The annual variation of the charge on
the earth moves with the seasons. In
moderate latitudes, like those of the
United States or Europe, the earth's
negative potential is highest in the
winter months, falling off to two -thirds
or even one-half of its value during the
summer months. In the arctic regions
the highest values come a little later in
the year, the maximum being in the
spring instead of in the winter. In the
tropics seasonal variations are much less
marked. Judging by the comparatively
meagre data now available, the potential
difference between the ground and the
air is always less in those regions than
it is farther to the north or to the south.
How "Earth Currents" are Formed

It

apparent from this description
is not
likely to be exactly the same all over
the earth at the same instant. This
being true, one would expect streams of
is

that the potential of the ground

electrons to flow from places of higher
negative potential to places of more
positive potential. They actually do so.
They form the so-called "earth cur-

Underwood & Underwood

An American Expert on Earth Electricity
Professor W. F. C. Swann, Director of the Physical Laboratory at
Yale Unirersity, is one of the foremost scientists now studying the puzzling problems of earth electricity and earth magnetism. Professor Swann
has concluded that the most probable theory for the origin of the continually renewed negative charge on the earth is the idea that positive
electricity is being continually annihilated within the earth.

rents," which show up so frequently on
telegraph lines and other long electric
conductors connected at both ends to
the ground. Although the existence of
these earth currents has been well known
since the earliest days of the electric
telegraph, as has also the fact of the
extreme and variable strength of the
earth currents during the "magnetic
storms" usually credited to the influence
of sun spots,* the details of earth current phenomena have been little
studied. The Carnegie Institution of
Washington began, is 1923, the continuous recording of the earth currents in
*See "Radio

Ils

from Sunspots." POPULAR
RADIO for April, 1926, pages 367 -369.
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two directions, north-south and east west, at Watheroo, Australia.
One
year's results have been published.
How the Earth Is Continually Losing
Its Electricity
Amid all these facts one basic circumstance must be kept in mind. This is
that the air transmits electricity. The
insulator between the two plates of our
great earth -condenser is not a perfect
insulator. If a charged body is placed on
(Continued on page 180)
t "Characteristics of Earth -Current Potentials
at Watheroo as Shown by One Year of Continuous
Records," by O. H. Gish and W. J. Rooney. Year-

Carnegie Institution of Washington,
volume 24, pages 214-2I3 (Washington, D. C.,
1925).
book of the
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"MICRO- FRIGHT"
The strange panic that sometimes seizes those who come
face to face with the microphone for the first time.
By

HOMER CROY

From a photograph made by F. A. Weeks

IHAVE just had an experience which
shows what happens when human
being meets microphone, face to face.
Station WOR had planned a Book
Week, during which two authors were
to speak each day. Half an hour was set
aside for this; and special advertising
and arrangements were made. The two
authors were to come to the studio

together so that the studio manager
would be sure that they were present
when the big moment came.
I arrived on time; and in a few moments the woman author, who was to
follow me on the program, also arrived;
and the studio manager rubbed his
hands with the satisfaction of one who
has done his work well and fears not the
future.
At the proper time, the announcer
stepped before the soup plate, with a
smile on his face and a ring in his voice.
He introduced me and I came before
that sensitive tympanum.
I was to speak for fifteen minutes. I
had prepared and rehearsed enough
material to cover that period of time.
After a few moments of nervousness, I
went along with my talk as best I
could.
Sitting where I could see her was the
woman author who was to follow me.

Homer Croy i.s the author of
Water
( "West of the
Tower" made him famous overnight), he
was invited to appear on a broadcast program. His report of his first experience
with "mike" was so illuminating that we
asked him to write it out. This is itl
BECAQSE

best sellers

As she saw me going through the silly
operation of talking and gesticulating
before a piece of metal, she began to look

uneasy.
I am not an inspired speaker; and, now
and then as I talked, I glanced at the
clock on the wall, wishing that the
agony was over.
I told everything I knew. Then I
went back and told it in a different
form, and still the clock had paralysis.
At last, thirteen minutes went limping
by; and, just as I was undertaking the
fourteenth, I was astonished to see the
announcer creeping toward me with a
slip of paper in his hand and fear in his
face.
Closer and closer he came, as silently
as a mouse on a wool blanket, the piece
of paper held before him. Thrusting it
into my hands he went creeping away
again;and then, trying to keep the words
coming, at the same time I did my best
to read the scribbled note. It said,

" Imperalivc you should continue fifteen
minutes more."
That was all the warning I had and I
had run out of everything I had to say;
yet with a minute's notice I had to continue fifteen minutes more!
I did. I carried on, somehow; but
what I said has since been a hazy and
haunting memory. I have never met
anybody who listened in on that hectic
afternoon in March and I hope I will be
spared that suffering. I hope I will
never be called on to do it again and I
expect, if the audience votes, that that
will make it unanimous.
The minute I was clicked off I rushed
up to the announcer and asked how
come; and then it was that I found the
explanation.
The woman who was to follow me had
suddenly developed microphone fright;
she would not go on. Possibly, seeing
me talking into an empty soup plate
was too much for her; anyway, she was
not able to go on and I had to carry the
message to Garcia for her.
Since then I have found out that mine
was not an uncommon experience.
Other people have gone to broadcasting
studios and suddenly found an uneasiness at the stomach that Mothersill's
or any other remedy wouldn't touch.

JUNE, 1926
Broadcasting managers are not eager
to hang out the sign that there is such a
real and painful thing as microphone
fright, for the simple reason that it
might tend to keep talent away. But
in my rambles around the studios I have
found that it is a very common and
devastating experience.
And the bigger the artists, the harder
it hits 'em.
A person may have been used for
years to appear before audiences; he may
be able to make 'em laugh and make 'em
weep as he wishes; but a curious catalepsy comes over him when he steps into
a padded room and has before him only
a silent, inscrutable plate not much
bigger than the bottom of a tin can.
There is no, what the actors call,
"audience re- action"-there is nobody
there to help him out. He must fall
back upon himself -and sometimes he
falls with a bang.
One time Charlie Chaplin came up to
the studio to go on the air. According
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actor and director, and before that as a
star on the speaking stage. He came to
WJZ to tell the world something or other
-and the world came pretty near not
hearing it. For Kirkwood suddenly developed locomotor ataxia in his knees,
which up to that time had shown no
tendency to get in each other's way.
"Opening night on Broadway is
nothing in comparison," said Kirkwood,
as he came out of the steam room.
he has faced audiences.
Strangely enough it is the actors and
But when Charlie stood alone with
the microphone he was a school boy on people who are accustomed to appearing
Friday afternoon speaking his first piece before the public who suffer most when
at school. And coupled to this was the they are alone with Mike -and especialfact that Charlie had it all written out, ly is this true of vaudeville performers.
Vaudeville performers work with, as
too!
Twice, according to eye-witnesses, the expression goes, "lights up"; that is,
who wouldn't tell a lie even in an income they prefer the house -lights on so that
tax report, Charlie reached for his hand- they can watch the faces of the audikerchief and cleansed his brow from a ence. Actors in legitimate plays work
moisture that all the cameras in Holly- with the "lights off "; that is, they themselves are in a glare of light on the stage,
wood couldn't bring out.
A similar experience befell James but the audience is unseen by them. On
(Continued on page 160)
Kirkwood, famous as a motion picture

to the boys in the studio, he was one of
the most frightened performers who
ever met Mike face to face. Before
Charlie took the Sunset Limited for
Hollywood, he was a vaudeville actor
and a good one; I myself saw him in "A
Night in a Music Hall "; and I recall
what a vivid performance he made of it.
And before that, in England, he was on
the legitimate stage. All his life, in fact,

-

FOUR RULES FOR THE BROADCASTER
1:

2:
3:
4:

Rehearse your talk or your song before you face the microphone:
Bring your sheet music or manuscript with you:
Use a porous paper that foes not crinkle when you turn the pages:
Clear your throat before you begin to talk or sing.
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From a photograph made for POPULAR RADIO

THE INVENTOR'S MODEL IN THE HOME OF A GRAND OPERA STAR
When Beniamino Gigli, the famous tenor of the Metropolitan, had concluded his search for
the "best radio receiver to be found," he asked Mr. Will Bradley, Jr., who developed this new
circuit, to build this receiver for him. This remarkable new set is described here for
the first time.

HOW TO BUILD

`the New Home Receiver
By WILL BRADLEY, JR.
COST

HERE

Is

A

A, B and C -Bruno coil set (Bradley

wound);
D-Carborundum stabilizing detector
unit;
E, Fand G- Benjamin (new type) S.L.F.
condensers, .00035 mfd., equipped
with 4 inch Kurz-Kasch Aristocrat
dials;
H
-L variodenser, Model N;
Dubilier mica, fixed condenser, .002
mfd.;
J-Tobe bypass condenser, .5 mfd.;

I--X

of

PARTS (without cabinet): Not more than 874.00
RECEPTION RANGE: 3,000 miles

LIST OF PARTS USED IN THE LABORATORY

MODEL-

K- AmerTran DeLuxe first-stage audio
transformer;
L- AmerTran DeLuxe second-stage

T- Insuline decorated panel, 8 by 22

N-

W- small, brass brackets

audio transformer;
M -Amsco 20 ohm rheostat;
Amperite, No. IA;
O- Amperite, No. 112;
Pl, P2 and P3 -Amsco Universal A. X.
102 tube sockets;
Q-Amsco open-circuit jack;
R-Marco battery switch;
S -Marco five -point switch;

inches;

U- hardwood baseboard
with cabinet );
V-Corbett sloping panel

Xl-antenna

(furnished

cabinet;

(see Figure 9);
block, 1 inch
9);
block, 1 inch
9);

connection
by 2 inches (see Figure
X2-battery connection
by 9 inches (see Figure
Yl and Y2 -Tait brackets;
9-Eby binding posts.

any reader who has difficulty in obtaining any of the parts which are necessary
in making up these model receivers and power units POPULAR RADIO SERVICE
BUREAU, 62, West 43rd Street, New York City, will gladly assist in seeing that
his requirements are promptly supplied.

CITo

FIDELITY of reproduction has been
the main objective in the development of the Home Receiver; and the
laboratory set that is described here is
the final result of several years of experiment. During that period many
models have been made and placed in
the homes of real music lovers.
Most experimenters have definite

ideals as to just what qualities should
constitute the perfect receiver for home
use; and the consensus of opinion in any
family would place good reproduction
first.
The author believes that anyone who
constructs this set of the parts that are
specified will be amply repaid by the
results that he will obtain from it.
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The accessories which are neceAasry
to perfect reception represent so much
in proportion to the actual cost of the
set that the builder is advised to buy
only the best parts obtainable. It will
pay in the end; and the difference in
price is not enough to warrant the substitution of inferior or unsuitable apparatus for the parts that are specified.
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The set will produce as great a volume
as the last tube is capable of handling.
An analysis of the circuit itself, as
shown in Figure 2, should explain how
really remarkable results have been obtained with the economy that is afforded
by the use of only three tubes. Selectivity and sensitivity are assured by the use
of two stages of radio-frequency amplification which precede the crystal detector. Because of the variable coupling
in the antenna circuit it is possible to
adjust the selectivity of the receiver for
any antenna, either indoors or outdoors.
By neutralizing the first tube, in the
manner shown, the effective inductance
that is necessary to cover the entire
broadcast waveband may be employed.
By means of the tapped system, that
is used in the plate inductance of the
second tube, there is obtained not only a
positive means of controlling oscillations
over the entire scale but also a satisfactory volume control.* The signal
intensity which must be amplified by all
three tubes is easily controlled by the
variable resistance in the filament of the
first tube. This rheostat also affords
considerable economy in "B" battery
consumption.
The fact that too much regeneration
*The closed crystal circuit which includes the
secondary of coli C and the primary of transformer
K seems to act somewhat as an absorption system
which makes use of the entire energy which is obtained from the plate circuit of the second tube.

in a detector tube will cause distortion
is too well known to require any further
elaboration. The use of the crystal
detector entirely eliminates trouble from
this source; and the author can do little
more than heartily endorse the claims
of the manufacturers for the very remarkable stabilizing unit that is specified. The use of a storage battery to
obtain the proper bias in this connection, obviates the replacement of the
dry-cell "C" battery.
After rectification, the signal is amplified by two stages of good transformer-coupled audio-frequency amplification.
Loudspeaker reception of
thirty -nine stations in fifteen minutes or
the logging of six European broadcasters
during the International tests which
were conducted a year ago, is a record of
the Home Receiver. It is not, however, because of these results, that the

author introduces this circuit to POPULAR RADIO

readers.

Hour to Construct the Set

After all the instruments and materials for building the set have been procured, the panel (shown in Figures 1,
and 5) should be prepared.
First of all, cut the panel to the correct size, 8 by 22 inches. Then, square
up the edges smoothly with a file.
The centers for boring the holes,
which are used in mounting the instru-

ments, should then be laid out on the
panel, as shown in Figure 5. A convenient method of doing this is to lay
out all center holes on a piece of paper
the same size as the panel and then to
fasten the piece of paper on the panel
and to mark the centers directly on it
by punching through the paper with a
sharp pointed instrument.
If all of the holes are started first
with a small drill, one-sixteenth of an
inch in diameter or less, they may be
more nearly centered.
The holes that are outlined with a
double circle, in the diagram, should be
countersunk so that the flat-head machine screws that are used for fastening
the instruments may be flush with the
panel. All the rest of the holes are
straight, drill holes. Sizes for the diameters of these holes have not been
given; but the builder may easily find
what size holes are necessary by measuring the diameter of the screws and
shafts of the instruments that must go
through them.
When the panel is drilled, the builder
may give it a dull finish by rubbing the
face of the panel lengthwise with fine
sandpaper until it is smooth. This
process then should be repeated, except
that light machine oil should be applied
during the second rubbing. Finally
rub the panel dry with a piece of cheesecloth. A permanent dull finish will be

cMcITTsc)
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VIEW OF THE SET FROM l'HE REAR

This picture shows the general arrangement of practically all of the instruments
that are fastened to the panel or base. The exact locations for the instruments are shown in
the working drawings on the following pages.
1:
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THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR THE HOME RECEIVER
FIGURE 2: The complete hook -up of this new three -tube set.

All of the symbols for the
instruments bear designating letters which are used in the. list of parts, the text and the
illustrations and diagrams.

THE PICTURE WIRING DIAGRAM
upper rectangle represents the panel and the lower, the base -both show
the instruments in approximately their correct positions. The heavy while lines show the
way to connect up the mounted instruments.
FIGURE 3: The

JUNE, 1926
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THE WORKING DRAWING FOR CONSTRUCTION
FIGURE 4: The exact positions of all the instruments mounted on the base are shown in this
layout, using center to center dimensions. This drawing should be referred to constantly
in building the set.

The diagrams on these two pages contain nearly all of the fundamental constructional
data and they should he referred to constantlym building the receiver. The best plan
is to lay the open magazine beside you on the table and to check your own set with the
diagrams as each instrument or wire is put in place.

r
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THE DRILLING PLAN FOR. THE PANEL
This drawing shows where to drill the holes for mounting the panel and also for
mounting the instruments on the panel. The holes with the double circles should be countersunk.
FIGURE. 5:
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hexagon nuts. Now attach a soldering
lug on each screw by using two more
hexagon nuts. The unit should now be
mounted on the panel with the crystal
at the bottom.
Next mount the switch, R, in position on the panel, as indicated in Figure
1. It will now be necessary to remove
one of the switch points of the five point switches. Remove the first and
second posts from the right (looking at
switch from the rear) and replace the
second post, with the first, which has
the attached stop, to prevent the switch
arm from leaving the points. Then
mount the switch on the panel with the
four posts on top.
This completes the work on the panel;
and you are now ready to mount the
instruments on the baseboard that is
supplied with the cabinet. Reference
to Figure 4 will make it easy to mount
the instruments in their proper posi.

tions.
Begin by mounting the three sockets,

Pl, P2 and P3, care being taken to place

THE RECEIVER AS SEEN FROM THE RIGHT
FIGURE 6: This end view of the Home Receiver shows the manner in
which the panel is held in position by the heavy supporting brackets
and also the general location of the binding -post strip.

the result.

Or, the panel may be left
with its original shiny -black finish, if
care has been exercised not to scratch

it during the drilling.
After the panel has been prepared the
experimenter is ready to mount the instruments upon it.
If the specified drilled and engraved
panel is bought this work will be unnecessary, as the drilling and finishing
have already been done by the manufacturer of the panel.
First of all, mount the three condensers, E, F and G so that the rotor
plates will swing upward when the
plates are unmeshed. Attach three
4-inch dials in such a way that 100 on
the dials will be at the indicator points,
when the condenser plates are fully
meshed.
Now, mount the rheostat, M, in
position, as indicated in Figure 1, and
attach the dial.
The next task is to prepare the
crystal stabilizing unit, D, for mounting. Using the screw-driver and smell
pliers, remove the two brackets which
are furnished with the unit to hold the
"C" battery. Care must be taken during this operation not to break the fine
resistance wire that is held in place by
the nuts. Remove the two screws; and
replace them with 6-32, %2-inch roundhead, brass machine screws. These
should be inserted from the panel side of
the unit so that the heads of the screws

will make contact with the resistance

wire.

Fasten the screws with two 6-32 brass

them with the terminals and larger
holes in the same position as indicated
in Figure 4.
Next attach the two amperites, O
and N, in position, as shown in Figure 4.
Now mount the transformer K in
position with its lugs at the base of the
transformer and the grid and filament
lugs toward the back of the set. Transformer L should next be put in place
with its lugs at the base and the plate

A LEFT -HAND VIEW OF THE SET
FIGURE 7: This illustration gives a general idea of how the inductances
and the tuning condensers are mounted.
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THE DIMENSIONS FOR THE CABINET
FIGURE 8: This diagram (which contains the top, front and side measurements for the
walnut cabinet) may be turned over to a competent cabinet maker who will be able to build
from these directions a cabinet which will be exactly the right size for the set.

.

and "B" battery lugs facing the amperite, O.
Next, attach the bypass condenser,
J, in position, as indicated in Figure 4;
and fasten the neutralizing condenser,
H, in place, so that the lettering on top
of it may be read when looking at it
from back of the set.
You are now ready to mount the
three coils, A, B and C. Mount coil A,
so that the rotor shaft points to the rear
of the baseboard. Coil B should be
placed so that the end with the three
taps faces the socket, Pl. Use the
brackets furnished with the coil for this
purpose. Now, attach coil C in position
with the tap end to the rear, again using
the brackets furnished with the coil.
The two binding -post connection
blocks should next be prepared as described in Figure 9. When the binding posts and jack have been fastened
in their correct places, attach the small
brass brackets (W) to the holes at the
extreme end of each block.
Next, notch the bottom cleat of the
cabinet, against which the panel rests,
so that the crystal unit will permit the
panel to be pressed back into its proper
position. This notch should be 3%
inches long running from a point 5%
inches from the inside of the right end of
the cabinet to the left. By placing the
panel against the cabinet, you can readily see where the notch should be
made.
You will now be ready to adjust the
panel and the baseboard to fit the cabinet. First, place the baseboard in the

cabinet so that it fits against the back
of the cabinet and is centered between

the two ends.
With the baseboard in position, adjust
the connection blocks (Xl) and (X2) in
their respective holes in back of the
panel; and, with the punch, mark the
points in the baseboard where the four
screws which hold the brackets should
be placed.
Now, fasten the large brackets, Y1
and Y2, in position on the panel, as
shown by Figures 6 and 7; but do not
tighten the screws which hold these

brackets to the panel. By placing the
panel in position on the cabinet, you
may readily adjust the brackets to their
proper positions and mark the places
for the screws in the baseboard.
When this position has been determined, tighten the machine screws into
the panel. Now, remove the panel and
the baseboard and fasten the panel to
the baseboard in the position already
determined. Do likewise with the connection blocks.
You are now ready to start in wiring,
as all of the construction work is completed. In wiring, all references to the
front of the receiver refer to that part of
the set which is nearest to the panel.
Right or left refer to the constructor's
right or left as he sits facing the back
of the receiver.
How to Wire the Set
The design of the receiver is such that
the wiring of the grid circuit of each of
the three tubes is as short as possible
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and is isolated from the other parts of
the circuit. In fact, this idea has been
employed throughout; and the leads
have been so arranged that the shortest possible connections may be used.
Because of this, the set should be wired
with bus bar.
Either a tinned-copper, round busbar or an insulated, round bus-bar such
as "Celatsite" may be used for all connections. All wires should first be
shaped to fit; and all connections should
be made permanent by soldering.
It is best to refer constantly to the
wiring diagram in Figure 2 and more
specifically to the picture diagram in
Figure 3 for the exact way in which to
run the wires.
Start by running a wire from the left
binding post of switch R down toward
the baseboard, then to the left and back
between socket P2 and coil B and connect it to post No. 2. Continue the
same wire to posts No. 3, No. 5 and on
to post No. 8.
From the right-hand binding post
of switch R again drop toward the base
with a wire and connect it to another
wire that connects the front terminals of the two amperites, O and N.
From this wire also run connecting wires
to the left top soldering lug on the stabilizing unit, D and also to terminal F
on the transformer, K. From this same
wire, a connection should be made to
the left -hand post of rheostat M and
also to the front terminal of condenser

J.
Now, from the same wire, run a wire

POPULAR RADIO
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THE DETAILS OF THE BRASS BRACKETS AND THE
CONNECTION BLOCKS
FIGURE 9: The necessary data for making the insulated block on which
the binding posts are to be mounted as well as the dimensions for the
small, brass brackets that are used to fasten these connection blocks
to the base.

under condenser E to a point opposite
the right-hand lug of coil A, and thence
back to this lug. All of the coil lugs
are made for a permanent soldered joint
which is made by inserting the bus -bar
n the hole of the terminal and soldering
with a hot iron held against the wire and
the lug. Extreme care should be used,
not to hold the iron any longer than is
necessary to flux the solder, so that the
solder holding the coil wire to the
screw will not be melted. From this
wire, which has just been fastened, make
connections to the front left terminal of
the same coil and also to the rotor lug
of the condenser E.
Next, connect the remaining terminal
of the rheostat, M, to the front lug of
socket Pl. Run a wire from the rear
terminal of the amperite, O, along the
baseboard to the left terminal of socket
P3. Make a similar connection from
the amperite, N, to the front terminal
of socket P2.
This completes the A minus ( -), B
minus (
and ground connections.
You are now ready to proceed with
the A plus ( +) lead. From post No. 4,
run a wire to the left-hand terminal of
socket P2, and thence to the left -hand
terminal of socket Pl. From this wire
run a connection to the right -hand top
lug of the stabilizing unit, D.
Now, from the sanie post No. 4 run
another wire to the rear terminal of
socket l'3. This will complete the filament leads; and they may be tested by
connecting a storage battery to terminals 3 and 4 and inserting the three
tubes in the sockets. If the filaments
light you are now ready to proceed with
the balance of the wiring.
Connect a wire from post No. 1 to
the front right lug of coil A. Now

-)

run a wire from the left terminal of the
same coil to the right-hand lug of socket
Pl. From this lead make connections
to the stator plates of condenser E and
the right-hand terminal of the neutralizing condenser, H. From the remaining terminal of this condenser run a
wire to the front, right terminal of coil
D. Next from the rear, right terminal
of coil B make a connection to the rear
lug of socket, Pl
Now, nm a wire from binding -post
No. 6 to the top right -hand terminal
of coil B; and make a connection between this lead and the remaining lug
on condenser J. From the sanie post
No. 6 run another wire to the front
right-hand lug of transformer, L.
Next, connect the left, rear terminal
of coil B to the right lug of socket P2;
and continue this lead to the stator lug
on condenser F. Connect the front, left
terminal of the sanie coil to the rear,
right lug of transformer, K; and from
this lead make a connection to the lug
on the rotor plates of condenser, F.
Now, remove the crystal from its
.

clips and make a connection between
the lower, right-hand binding post of
the stabilizing unit D, and the front,
right lug of transformer K. Connect
the remaining terminal of the crystal
unit to the rotor plate of the condenser,
G, and from there continue to the front,
left terminal of coil C.
Then connect the front, right terminal
of the saine coil to the left, front terminal of transformer K; and from this
lead run a connection to the stator plates
of condenser G. Replace the crystal in
the clips, with the end of crystal marked
A on the left-hand side.
Connect the grid lug of transformer
L to the front lug of socket, P3.
Then run a wire from the front left
lug of the sanie transformer to binding
post No. 9.
Run a wire from the right lug of
socket P3 to the lug attached to the
bottom terminal of the jack, Q. The
remaining lug on the jack should be
connected to binding post No. 7.
Next connect the left, lower-rear lug
of coil C to the right, rear lug of transformer L. Between this lead and the
binding post No. S, solder in place the
condenser, I. From the rear lug of

socket, P2, run a lead to the bottom
(or single) binding post on switch S.
This wire should be run well above the
transformer, K.
Now, from the lower, right -rear terminal of coil C run a wire to the upper
right -hand binding post on switch S.
Connect the next adjoining terminal
of coil C to the next post (from right) on
the switch. Following in consecutive
order, connect the two remaining terminals on coil C to the remaining terminals of the switch. The position of
these wires is clearly shown in Figure 3.
This completes the wiring and the set
is ready for installation.
How to Install the Set
After checking over all connections,
fasten the set in its cabinet with four
wood screws, at the points indicated in
Figure 5. First, connect the "A" minus
(
lead to binding-post No. 3 and the

-)
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HOW TO HOOK UP THE BATTERIES

Flcunt.

10: 77e builder cannot make a mistake in connecting the batter-

if

he follows these instructions carefully.
ies to the terminals of receiver
The terminals that are shouti, in the wiring diagrams are marked with
numbers that correspond exactly to the numbers given here.
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"A" plus ( +) lead to binding -post 4. lnsert the 201 -a tubes in the first two
sockets and the 112 tube in the last
socket. Turn on the rheostat, M, a
little more than half way. Turning on
the switch should now light all the
tubes.
Now, disconnect the "A" plus ( +)
lead at the set and attach it in succession
to binding posts No. 6 and 7. If the
tubes light with either of these connections, it shows that the wiring is shortcircuited, and a careful recheck should
be made.
Replace the "A" plus ( +) lead on binding post No. 4 and connect the "B"
to binding post No. 5; "B "minus (
90 to binding post No. 6; and "B" -135 to
binding post No. 7. Connect the "C"
battery leads to posts No. 8 and 9, as
shown in Figure 10.
Next make the antenna and ground
connections to posts No. 1 and No. 2
respectively. Finally, insert the loudspeaker plug in its jack and the set is
ready for use.

-)
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How to Operate the Set

Adjust the crystal knob until the contact arm is just beyond (clockwise direction) the center point of the resistance
winding where the soldered joint is.
Turn the rheostat, R, until the first
tube lights to the proper brilliancy.
Then, turn switch S to tap No. 2. The
small coil within the coil, A, should be
set so that the windings of both coils
are approximately parallel.
Refer to the tuning chart on this page,
and turn the three large dials to the
proper setting for the wavelength of
some local station. If the station is on
the air, you should immediately hear it.
Now, readjust the large dials (E, F and
G) for maximum response. When this
has been done, turn the knob of the
stabilizing unit, slightly, to the point of
maximum signal intensity. You may
now regulate volume by the rheostat.
When you have proceeded thus far
you are ready to neutralize the first
tube. Set switch S on tap No. 1. Adjust coil A until coupling is about midway between minimum and maximum.
Now, tune in your strongest local
station to maximum signal strength.
Turn the rheostat, M, completely off.
The station may still be heard but with
a great decrease in volume.
Next, with a screw- driver, or better
still with a sharpened wooden rod, turn
down the adjustment screw of condenser
N until the signal entirely disappears.
If the screw-driver is used in this operation it will be necessary to remove it
after each trial so that the hand capacity
will not affect its adjustment.
If a very short or indoor antenna is
in use, it may be necessary to slightly
increase the coupling of coil A for
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE: ('ut out the ,hart at 0,, 1i! owl paste
it on a piece of thin, stiff, white, bristol paper. Then ,o o,t the small
chart at the right. It should be pasted in position on the blank space
o ' the right -hand side of the main chart underneath the heading "Dial
Setting.' To get it in exactly the right position tune in a station of
around 350 to 450 meters and fvyul out what setting it comes in on on
your dial. For instance, a station on 405 meters would come in some where near 74, 75 or 76 on your dial according to the variation of the
condenser in the set. If it comes in at 75 (say), paste the dial setting part
of the chart in place so that 405 meters on the wavelength scale is exactly
opposite 75, on the dial setting scale. Then all the other stations will
tune in exactly as indicated by the completed chart.
You may
complete neutralization.
easily determine the proper coupling
for this coil to meet your own condition
and when once found the setting may
be left in that position and forgotten.
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Switch S may be left on tap No. 1 for
all local stations; but, in distance reception the higher taps should be used

-the

taps varying according to the
wavelength of the station received.

Ì
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NO ETHER WAVES
By WALTEß, W. MASSIE

The author, whose portrait appears
at the left, is one of America's earliest
and best known radio pioneers. He
has never accepted the conventional
ether-wave theory of radio. In this
article he explains an alternative
theory-a theory which assumes that
radio is propagated along the magnetic field of the earth.
CIENTIFIC theories and traditions
are a good deal like religious creeds.
It is heresy for the ordinary scientist to
depart from them.
This fact was strongly impressed upon
me twenty -five years ago when I could
not accept the prevalent theory that
wireless was propagated by free Hertzian
waves. During my work of more than a
quarter of a century on the subject of
wireless I have found it best to stay
down upon the earth and have been able
to explain all radio phenomena with the
magnetic wave theory.

When the theory was advanced that
wireless was propagated by free Hertzian waves, traveling in straight lines like
light I could not accept that theory. The
early results obtained did not seem to
support it and as far as I was concerned
it took a lot of explaining to show how
signals could travel around the globe.
In my home I set up a small trans-

mitter automatically operated by a
clock to give signals at short intervals.
Carrying a microphonic receiver around
the house to test the signal strength at
different distances from the transmitter,

I found that the signal strength was
strongest near a lighting fixture, regardless of the distance from the transmitter. There was no doubt the wireless waves were following the conductors
provided by the lighting installation.
With a "filings" coherer and a bell for
a receiver and a buzzer for a transmitter
I began experimenting and found that
the buzzer would ring the bell a foot
away from the coherer. But if a wire
of any length was stretched out with one
end near the coherer, the buzzer would
ring the bell when operated at any point

From a drawing made for POPULAR RADIO by Arthur Merrick

HOW THE MASSIE THEORY COULD BE TESTED
The telegraph line, grounded at both ends, is set up between the transmitting station and the
receiving one. A voltmeter inserted in this line registers the potential of the earth currents.
This potential will correspond, Mr. Massie believes, with the perfection of radio transmission
between the two stations.
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From

a

drawing made for POPULAR RADIO by Arthur Merrick

RADIO IS CARRIED BY THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD
the earth's
According to the !Massie theory the lines offorce of the magnetic field run parallel to
by the
surface. They are disturbed by a radio transmitter, as is indicated in thisthedraici.'g,
lines of magcrinkles in the magnetic lines. These disturbances are propagated along
netic force, thus producing the radio phenomena.

along this artificial ground. There was
no doubt that the wireless waves followed the conductor. I then formed my
grounded magnetic wave theory and in
the book* of which I was co-author, I
set forth my theory as follows:
"Wireless signals are a wave motion
in, or disturbance of, the magnetic
forces of the earth, and are propagated through this magnetic field,
following the curvature of the earth,
just as a tidal wave would follow the
surface of the ocean. Practice indicates that the nodal points of the
waves are at, or near, the earth's
surface."
This theory which I began testing as
far back as 1902 and which the work of
other investors indicated was the correct theory, I thought had been universally accepted. But the theories now
being advanced to explain fading indicate radio scientists are getting back
into the air again. Fading can be explained by my theory of grounded magnetic waves and can be definitely settled
by certain corporations or by the Federal
government which has experimental use
of telephone or telegraph lines.
We know there are earth currents,
that they vary in strength and that they
travel in paths of least resistance. Charts
have been made to show the earth cur-

rent paths.
Every telegraph operator has to contend with these earth currents. If one
end of a long telegraph or telephone line
"Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony," published
1908.

grounded and the other end tested for
voltage it is found at times the potential
impressed by the earth currents alone
may run into hundreds of volts. As a
matter of fact in the operation of long
distance telegraph lines it is necessary to
watch the earth currents with a great
deal of care and adjust accordingly the
is

current fed into the line from the batteries.
One day in the fall of 1903 when I was
installing a wireless station at Point

Judith, R. I., the telegraph companies
reported the earth currents exceptionally strong. At the same time it was
noticed that the wireless reception was

HOW EARTH CURRENTS AFFECT RADIO
When the paths of the earth currents follow the heavy lines western stations will be received well at Boston and Providence. If the direction
of the earth currents shifts to that of the dotted lines, Schenectady will
be exceptionally strong at Boston. Radio moves best along the lines
then being followed by the earth currents.
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extraordinarily good, indicating there is
a direct connection between earth currents and radio reception.
The stronger the earth currents, the
stronger the resultant magnetic field
and the greater the distance the radio
waves will travel and the greater the
strength of signals at the receiver. Earth
currents are constantly varying in
strength and follow paths according to
the conductivity of the earth's strata.
When we have compiled enough data on
these earth currents, I believe we will
have an explanation of practically every
radio problem not yet satisfactorily
solved.
Of one thing I am certain; it has been
demonstrated to my satisfaction, time
and again during the past twenty -six
years, that there is a very definite relation between the signal strength and
transmission distance and the strength
of the earth currents. I feel certain that
radio waves travel greater distances
when following along the earth -current
paths. This by itself explains some of
the peculiarities of radio reception.
On land, due to the almost constant
change that is taking place in the con-

ductivity of the earth -current paths,
more current may be traveling at a given
time in one path and at another time in
another path. These currents vary not
only from day to day but also from path

POPULAR RADIO

to path. There is nothing about them

that seems fixed.

Now let us suppose that on one night
the earth currents in the most direct
path between the broadcasting station
and the receiving station are exceptionally strong, that this path has less resistance than any other path between
the two stations. We would then expect
to have great signal strength and exceptionally good reception. There is
reason to believe this is actually the case.
Suppose, however, that on the following night something has happened to
make the strength of the current in this
path almost equal to that flowing between the stations by more circuitous
paths. The waves that come together
after traveling over different paths
might not be exactly in place. As a
nutter of fact those in one path might be
lagging behind or leading the others by
just the right amount as to counteract
each other and there would be no signal
at all at the receiver. If the waves from
the two paths were slightly out of phase,
they would periodically re-enforce and
then counteract each other and the
signal strength would build up and then
fade away.
Under these conditions, fading would
ordinarily be most pronounced on the
most distant stations and less pronounced on those stations nearest the

ENGLAND'S BEST-KNOWN "HAM"

receiver. However, on account of the
peculiarities of earth currents and their
paths and the great number of things
that may affect these currents and their
paths this could not be adopted as a
universal rule.
I am not trying to advance a proved
theory; I am merely submitting an idea
that I believe is worth careful thought
and extensive investigation. It is obvious that the simple experiments I conducted to satisfy myself that radio
waves are really grounded magnetic
waves would not suffice to demonstrate
that fading is caused by earth currents.
Much more study must be given to
earth currents than has ever been given
before. A vast amount of data we do
not now possess must be compiled.
It will require extensive research over
a wide area to establish this idea as a
theory. I believe, however, that work
along this line is along the right line,
and that it is possible to establish positive proof of my claims.
Therefore, I pass along the idea with
the hope that it will be taken seriously
by enough investigators to enable us,
during the next few years, to gain the
knowledge of earth currents and their
relation to radio that is necessary to
establish it as a proved theory
theory
that will show in a sound and satisfactory manner the cause of fading.

Thousands of Amcrirnn amateurs arc familiar with the signals of
Gerald Marcuse (,C NM). fiere is the radio shack from which Mr.
they
come at Caterham, Surrey, England. Mr. Marcuse's recei+ing
paratus is shown at the left of the picture, while just to the right of aphis
head may be seen the huge quartz tube used in many recent transmissions.
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A MEASUREMENT CHART

FOR USE IN CALCULATING THE INDUCTANCE OF A MULTI-LAYER COIL

By RAOUL J. HOFFMAN, A. M. E.
THIS chart may be used as an
easy means of calculating the
inductance of a multi -layer coil.
Maximum inductance in a coil may
best be obtained through the use of
multi -layer winding. A formula has
been evolved, by the use of Nagaoka's
formula, together with Coursey's correction factors for multi-layer coils,
which will give the inductance of such
coils with sufficient accuracy for ordinary engineering purposes.
This formula is:

M.D 5/2 n 2
L= .0174T1/2 O.D.

Where L is the inductance in micro-

henrys, MD, the mean diameter (see
sketch), n, the total number of turns,
T, the thickness or length, and OD, the
outside diameter of the coil; all dimensions being given in inches.
The accompanying chart will prove
to be an aid in rapid coil designing. It
acts as a substitute for the equation,
which is given above, when the mean
diameter, on scale No. 1, is connected
with the number of turns, on scale No.
2, then, the intersecting point on reference line No. 3 with the thickness, on
scale No. 4, and the intersecting point
on reference line No. 5 with the outside diameter on scale No. 6. The
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point where this final connecting line
intersects scale No. 7 will give the
inductance of the coil.
Example: To find the inductance of a
multi -layer coil consisting of 50 turns,
which has a mean diameter of 3 inches,
an outside diameter of 4 inches and a
thickness of
Connect 3, on scale No. 1, with 50,
on scale No. 2; then connect the intersecting point on reference line No. 3
with .25 on scale No. 4, and connect
the intersecting point, on reference line
No. 5 with 4 on scale No. 6. This last
line will intersect scale No. 7 at 340,
the inductance of the coil in microhenrys.
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HOW THE ANTENNA LOOKS WHEN COMPLETED

FIGURE 1: Nothing short of a hurricane could blow down this strongly
-constructed antenna installation
on the roof of a modern apartment house. It is an ideal type of installation
for the city fan; rigid, well-

supported and not at all unsightly.

HOW TO PUT UP

A Good Outdoor Antenna
Without a good aerial even the best of receivers will not work satisfactorily. Here
is an antenna that is particularly recommended to the radio fan who
lives in town.
By LAURENCE M. COCKADAY

THE first problem that a prospective
buyer of a receiving set should

answer -even before he decides what
set to buy or to build-is whether or not
he has facilities for an outdoor antenna.
For without the right kind of an
antenna the best receiver in the world
cannot function properly.
Usually the troubles that beset the
inexperienced owner of a receiver may
be traced to an improper installation of
his antenna. In most cases, of course,
the beginner knows nothing about an-

terns or the method of installing them;
After this point is decided, the next
and only too often the printed instruc- step is to obtain a set of antenna fittings,
tions that come with the set are too somewhat similar to the set shown inmeager to be of much practical value.
stalled in Figure 1, for example.
Yet the antenna installation is one
There are several manufacturers who
of the most important parts of the whole make these units. A size that is suitradio receiving apparatus.
able for a 1 -inch pipe should be obThe first step that the beginner should tained.
take is to determine what kind of an
A close up picture of such a set is
aerial is needed; whether a short wire 50 shown in Figure 2.
feet in length will serve the particular
Next, the beginner should obtain two
set he owns, or a 75 foot wire or a 100 lengths of 1 -inch pipe (one inch is apfoot wire will give the best results. proximately the diameter of the inside
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of the pipe). This pipe may be 10, 15
or 20 feet long.
He will also need about 350 feet of
stranded -copper antenna wire and four
insulators. It is best to use the same
kind of wire for the guy wires as is used
for the antenna itself.
In addition, he will need a porcelain
tube about 12 inches to 14 inches long
and a lightning arrester to complete the

installation.
The only tools he will need are a
wrench, a hammer, a set of pliers and a
knife.
A block of heavy wood, about 15
inches by 20 inches in size, will serve
as the base for the mast. Two of these,
similar to that shown in Figure 3, are
needed.
When laying out the antenna, select
the room in which the radio set is to be
placed with a view of bringing down
the lead -in wire at a suitable position
on the building.
Then place the radio set near awindow.
Next, go up on the roof to a spot that
is directly above this window. This
should be the "near" end of the antenna; the lead -in wire should go down
the side of the building or airshaft close
to this spot. The lead -in wire will then
be as short as possible.
Then measure off, in a direction that
is best available, the space that is
needed for the antenna, 50, 75 or 100
feet.
The antenna should extend in the
direction from which you want to receive. In other words, if you want best

29

Next, fasten the top piece, B (that
contains the pulley) onto the top end
of the mast. This piece is equipped with
a pulley and three or four eyelets for the
guy wires, G, which should be cut to a
little longer than the right length at
this time.
Now look around and see where these
guy wires will have to run. Be sure
that you make them long enough. There
are usually pipes or stanchions on the
THE METAL FITTINGS FOR
THE MAST
FIGURE 2: Parts similar to the ones shown

above may be obtained from any radio dealer;
they should then be fitted to the mast as told
in the text. A is the mast seat; Bi the top
piece (with pulley); C, the elbow joint; D
the porcelain ,insulator; and E is a small

guy wire ring.

reception from the East or West, the
antenna should run East or West from
that point; if you want best reception
from the North and South, the antenna
should run North or South from this
point.
After you have located the best position for the two ends of the antenna,
start erecting the "far" mast for the end
of the antenna.
Begin by screwing down the mast
seat to one of the wooden bases I, as
shown in Figure 3.
Then screw into the socket in the
mast seat one end of the one-inch pipe,
F, that constitutes the mast itself. (This
is also shown in Figure 3).

HOW THE BASE IS ATTACHED
TO THE MAST
FIGURE 3: The mast seat, A, is first attached to the
wooden block, I, by means of screws; the pipe, F, is
then tightened in the socket.

roof that make suitable guying posts.
After the ends of these guy wires, G,
have been attached (as shown in Figure
4), the end of the antenna should be run
through the pulley with two insulators,
H, attached, as shown in Figure 5 and
diagrammatically in Figure 7.
This wire that runs through the pulley
is not the antenna itself but the hoisting
wire that is used to pull the antenna
tight, so that it will be stretched evenly.
This wire should be long enough to reach
about 4 or 5 feet out from the pulley to
the insulators and then down through
the pulley to the base of the mast where
it may be temporarily fastened.

The next step is to set the mast up
straight, so that it will stand upon the
wooden base, I, squarely (as shown in
Figure 1).
It is best to have two persons hold the
guy wires while the third person raises
the mast in position, as shown in
Figure 8.
The guy wires may then be fastened
securely (as shown again in Figure 1)
to suitable pipes or stanchions. Usually,
if the mast is not over 20 feet high, it

ATTACHING THE GUY WIRES TO THE TOP
PIECE OF THE MAST
FIGURE 4: The guy wires, which are designated
here as G, are next attached to the top piece, B, with
a pair of pliers.
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HOW THE INSULATORS ARE ATTACHED
FIGURE 5: The two insulators, shown at H, should
be connected in series between the antenna wire
proper and the hoisting wire.

needs one set of guy wires at the top of
the mast; and the extra small ring, E,
that comes with the set, for guy wires
is not needed.
When the far antenna mast has been
set-up, the near one should be erected
in a similar manner except that the
elbow joint, C, shown at the right in
Figure 2, should be attached part way up
the mast and a suitable wooden rod (a
broomstick handle will sometimes suffice) inserted at the elbow so that it
sticks over the edge of the roof.
The porcelain insulator, D, shown in
Figure 2, may then be attached to the
end of this rod for carrying the lead-in
over the edge of the roof without touching the side of the building.
The antenna itself is fastened in one
piece at the near mast to the insulators,
so that the saine wire runs down to the
house and forms the lead -in (see Figure
7). In this way no soldering is necessary; and the hoisting wire, which is also
made of antenna wire, will run through
the pulley and should be fastened at the
base of this mast.
Next, the antenna itself should be
pulled tight by the two hoisting wires,
one at each end, so that the insulators
will be spaced equally between the two
masts.
Then, the lead -in wire should be run
through the insulator which is on the
wooden rod at the near mast and let
down past the window where it is to be
brought in.
A large, wood drill should then be used
to drill a hole through the window casing
for the procelain bushing, J, as shown
in Figure 6. The porcelain bushing, J,
should slope downwards to the outside
so that it will not collect water and drip
into the house.
The lightning arrester, K, may then
be installed as shown in Figure 6.

WIRING THE LIGHTNING .\l RESTER
FIGURE 6: The lead-in wire

is bd through the
porcelain bushing, J, and attached to the arrester.
The ground wire is attached to the opposite terminal.
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HOW THE INSULATORS ARE WIIRl D
FIGURE 7: The upper drawing shows how to install the two insulators
between the "far" end of the antenna and its hoisting wire; the lower,
the "near" end. The lead -in is one piece with the anteruul wire.

RAISING THE MAST
in position on the base, I, supported

FIGURE 8: The mast, F, is raised

by the guy wires, G, which will later be fastened to stanchions.
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THE THEORETICAL DIAGRAM OF THE FERGUSON CIRCUIT
are explained in the
FICtmE 1: The designating symbols which are used in this drawing
list of parts and in the text of the article.

HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF

Your Ready -made Receiver
No. II: THE

FERGUSON MODEL "EIGHT" RECEIVER

This series of articles explains the theory, operation, equipment
and care of standard receiving sets
compariThis series does not indorse the product of any manufacturer or make the
Eagle
sons between receivers. The sets already described include: No. 1,
Neutrodyne; No. 2, the Radiola Superheterodyne; No. 3, the Melco Supreme
6, the
Receiver; No. 4, the Crosley Trirdyn; No. 5 the De Forest Reflex; No. Freed
Atwater Kent; No. 7, the Grebe Synehrophase Receiver-, No. 8, theNo. 10,Eisemann Receiver; No. 9, the Garod Neutrodyne Type V Receiver;
the Thompson Minuet Receiver.

By S. GORDON TAYLOR
EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS IN FIGURE

RFC1- Antenna coupling coils;
RFC2 and RFC3- Radio-frequency coupling coils;
VC1, VC2 and VC3- Variable condensers;
VCIa, VC2a and VC3a- Balancing condensers;
VT1, VT2, VT3 and VT4-UV -201 -a type
of vacuum tubes;
VT5 and VT6-(See section under heading
"What Tubes to Use. ")
Cl -Fixed antenna series condenser;
C2, C4 and CS -Fixed by -pass condensers;

SIX vacuum tubes are used in this receiver which is of the tuned-radiofrequency type. The electrical circuit

which is employed has long been recognized as highly efficient. Heretofore not
less than six to ten tuning controls were
needed with this type of circuit and considerable ability was required on the
part of the operator to tune the receiver
properly. Pains-taking work upon the
design of the receiver has made it possible to reduce the number of tuning
controls to one. It is as easy to tune as
a single-tube receiver.
The Construction of the Receiver
The entire "works" of this receiver are
mounted on an aluminum "chassis" to

1-

C3 -Fixed grid condenser;

R1-Variable resistance whichonis operated
the front
by the volume control knob
of the receiver;
R2, R3 and R4- Filament control rheo-

stats;

R5--Stabilizing resistance;
R6 --Grid -leak;

Loudspeaker jack;
JS-Automatic switching device, operated

by notched volume control on front of
receiver.

which has been attached a composition
panel. In gearing a number of tuning
units together to operate from a single
control, it is of course essential that they
be mounted in a rigid manner to avoid the
possibility of any of them shifting out of
alignment. It is for this reason that all
the rotatable units are mounted on the
massive aluminum casting. The other instruments, which do not require a rigid
mounting, or which require an insulated
mounting, are attached to the composition
panel which is supported by the aluminum
framework.
The cabinet is of polished wood and it
serves merely as a housing for the receiver
and the batteries. The tuning and tube
controls are located on an oval -shaped
metal plate which is set in the front of the
cabinet, as shown in Figure 2. A small
window is provided in this plate, behind
which is mounted a revolving drum. Its
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circumference is calibrated directly in
wavelengths. Thus if it is desired to tune
in a broadcasting station operating on 300
meters, for instance, it is only necessary
to turn the tuning control knob until the
figure 300 on the drum is opposite the in -'
dicator in the window. This is an ideal
arrangement for the average owner of a
radio receiver because it eliminates the
necessity for keeping a record of the dial
settings for various stations. The wavelengths of the various stations may be obtained from the daily radio programs
which are printed in the newspapers.
Compartments are provided at either end
of the cabinet for the "B" and "C" hat teries. Only the storage "A" battery is
left outside of the cabinet.
How the Receiver Works
The signals transmitted by a broadcasting station are intercepted by the antenna

POPULAR RADIO

(5EN5 /T/V/TYCONTkOL VT/a)

(IOLUME CONTROL SiY/TCH5)

(ÍTOLUME COMtOL RE5/5TANCEif>)

VIEW OF THE RECEIVER WHICH SHOWS THE SIMPLIFIED CONTROL
ON THE OVAL METAL PANEL
FIGURE 2: All the tuning in this receiver is done by the control on the left. The wavelength that you are receiving on appears in the small rectangular window at the center
of the panel.
A

and pass through the antenna circuit
which consists of the antenna, ground and
the turns of the primary coil of RFC1
which connect the antenna and ground.
The number of turns between the antenna
and ground determine the amount of intercepted energy that will be passed on
into the receiver. If too much energy is
transferred to the receiver there will be a
lack of selectivity in tuning.
If the antenna is very small it naturally
picks up less energy; therefore a comparatively large number of turns should be
used in the primary coil. On the other
hand a large antenna may require cutting
the number of turns down to one or two
or even the use of a condenser connected
in series, which has much the same effect
as reducing the size of the antenna. Such
a condenser is shown at Cl For this reason
five "antenna" binding posts are incorporated in the receiver and the diagram.
Figure 1 shows how these five posts are
connected to accommodate antennas of
any length.
.

The energy in the primary of RFC1 is
transferred to the secondary coil by means
of electro-magnetic induction. This transfer of energy would be possible even if
there were no actual connection between
the two coils. The amount of energy
transferred in this way will be greatest
when the secondary coil is tuned, by means
of VC1, to the same frequency (wavelength) as the incoming signal.
The secondary coil is connected across
the grid and filament which are the "input" terminals of the first radio-frequency
amplifier tube, VT1; and the energy in
the secondary coil is therefore impressed
on the tube. Due to the amplifying acttion of this vacuum tube the energy put
into the tube may be taken out at the
output terminals (plate and filment) in
much larger quantities.
Strange to say, however, none of the
electrical energy which was put into the
tube from RFC1 is taken out. Instead,
all of the energy in the plate circuit of the
tube comes from the high voltage `B"
.iHAFTTO
CONY

battery; but this new energy is in exactly
the same form as the original energy which
was intercepted by the antenna and passed
through RFC1. The incoming signal
energy simply causes the grid circuit of
the tube to act as an automatic throttle
which governs the amount of energy
drawn from the "B" battery. Therefore,
there is in the primary of RFC2 an exact
duplicate of the energy in the antenna
circuit; but it is of increased amplitude
due to the fact that this coil is connected
between the plate and filament of the tube
(through the "B" battery).
This energy in the primary of RFC2 is
passed on to the secondary by induction
as in the case of RFC1. The amount of
energy transferred in this case is regulated
not only by the number of turns on the
primary coil, but also by its relation to
the secondary coil. When the windings
of the two coils are parallel the energy
transfer is greatest. On signals of high
wavelength the coupling between the two
coils must be close for maximum results.
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THE RECEIVER REMOVED FROM THE CABINET
FIGURE 3: This view shows the general arrangement of the various tuning units as well
as the rotating disc which carries the wavelength calibration. The designating letters in
this illustration correspond to those in Figure 1.
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A REAR VIEW OF THE WORKING PARTS
rigid aluminum frame carries all of the instruments. Some are mounted
directly upon it while others are fastened first to an insulating panel.

FIGURE 4: A

Close coupling (parallel windings) on
signals of low wavelengths, however, provides too much transfer of energy. To
obtain maximum transfer of energy on all
wavelengths without oscillation, it is
obvious that some means must be provided to vary the coupling between these
two coils so that the coupling will be
greater for high-wave signals and less for
the low-wave signals. This is accomplished in this receiver by having the
primary coil rotate within the secondary
so that the relation of the windings can be
varied with variations in wavelengths of
received signals.

From the secondary of RFC2, which is
tuned by VC2, the energy is impressed on
the grid circuit of VT2 and is amplified in
this tube through the same process as in
VT1. The output of VT2 is then transferred by VT3 by means of RFC3 as
before.
It is obvious that the three coupling
circuits must be tened to resonance with
the wavelength of the incoming signal or
the circuit which is not so tuned will block
the passage of the signal. With this
thought in mind the conclusion was
reached that if the three variable condensers were geared together so that they

could be operated by a single control the
actual tuning would be much simplified.
An obstacle was encountered, however,
in the fact that it is physically impossible
to manufacture coils and variable condensers so that all will have exactly the
same values of inductance and capacity.
This obstacle was overcome in the Ferguson receiver by shunting a small variable
condenser across each of the three larger
ones. By the adjustment of these small condensers, the values of the three circuits
can be satisfactorily balanced.
The values of the input circuit to VT1
will vary somewhat due to the influence of

.I®
&)4L,4b,6
,

l

THE BOTTOM VIEW OF THE RECEIVER

FIGURE 5:
This picture shows more clearly the rugged aluminum frame to which is attached
the sub- panel. Notice how the law tension leads are assembled in a center group by means

of insulated tubing.
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1

adjusts the amount of radio-frequency
amplification to any degree desired. By
reducing the resistance in this circuit up
to the proper point (by turning this control knob in a clockwise direction) the
radio-frequency amplifier can be made
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110W TO ( tN Nia' I' UP THE RECEIVER
FIGURE 6: All the external iu,i,.'lions are shoum here including the antenna, ground and loudspeaker.
you wire the sel in this manner, you
should have no trouble in getting it to operate.

If

the antenna circuit.

It was therefore
found necessary to provide means for balancing this input circuit when it was used
with any particular antenna. For this
reason the "sensitivity" dial is provided
on the front of the receiver. This dial
operates the small balancing condenser
VC1a. The other two small condensers
VC2a and VC3a can be adjusted to exactly balance the other two circuits before
the receiver leaves the factory because
nothing takes place later to unbalance
these two circuits.
Thus the three tuning controls have
been reduced to one. More than this, however, the primaries of RFC2 and RFC3
have also been geared to the single tuning
control so that there are actually five variable adjustments accomplished by the
operation of the single "wave -length"
knob on the front of the receiver. Before the development of the single-control
idea manufacturers did not provide variable coupling in RFC2 and RFC3 because
it was not considered practical to provide
the lay user with a receiver which required
the operation of so many tuning controls.
It was necessary to find a happy medium
between the utmost in efficiency and the
practical limit of tuning controls. With
the cleverly planned arrangement of the
Ferguson receiver no compromise was necessary. The utmost in efficiency is retained and the tuning controls have been
reduced to one.
Up to VT3, in the circuit in Figure 1, the
energy has been in the form of an alternating current of high frequency, commonly
known a.s radio-frequency current. It is
in this form that the signals reach the
antenna; and this form is retained throughout the radio-frequency amplifier. The
frequency of this energy is far too high
to actuate the comparatively sluggish
mechanism of a loudspeaker, or headphones. Even if this were not the case,
the frequency would be too high to he
within the audible range.
It is necessary to provide a means for
reducing the signal so that the frequencies
of the voice or music which is being broadcast will be available; and for this purpose
the detector tube, VT3, is used. It accomplishes a rectifying action which in
effect smothers out the radio-frequency
current, leaving only the current fluctuations of audio frequencies. The condenser
and resistance, C3 and R6, are in the circuit of this tube to assist in this action.

If headphones were connected in the output circuit of this tube the broadcast
signals would be heard, but would not be
strong enough to operate a loudspeaker.
Another form of amplifier is therefore
added to the circuit to bring the volume
up to a point where the loudspeaker may
be used. This is known as the audiofrequency amplifier and includes VT4,
VT5 and VT6. The theory of the operation of this amplifier is the same as that of
the radio-frequency amplifier. The coup ling devices, AFT1, AFT2 and AFT3 are
different, however, because of the different
nature of the current.
The volume of sound obtained from the
loudspeaker will depend on whether it is
connected after VT4, V'1:5 or V76. The
change from one to the other is automatically made in this receiver by means
of the switch S, which is operated by the
"knurled" volume control on the front of
the receiver. If low volume is desired,
the volume control may be set. on 4. This
operation not. only connects the loudspeaker into the output circuit of the
fourth tube (VT4) but also cuts off the
filament current to VT5 and VT6, thus
conserving the "A" battery supply. Setting the switch on 5 provides greater volume and the last tube is brought into use
by setting the volume control on 6.
The smaller volume knob on the front
of the receiver controls the variable resistance, Rl. This resistance limits the
amount of energy that can be drawn from
the `B" batteries by VT1 and thereby
Average daily use

The Antenna and Ground
This receiver offers extreme flexibility
in its antenna requirements. In the case
of the average receiver the selectivity,
which means the power to separate the
reception of broadcasting from two stations which work on neighboring wavelengths, varies more or less inversely with
the length of the antenna. In other words,
almost all receivers are selective if a very
small antenna is used but become less
selective if a large antenna is used.
The five antenna binding posts in this
receiver are for "very short antenna," up
to 25 feet in length; "short antenna," up
to 50 feet in length; "medium antenna,
up to 100 feet in length; "long antenna,"
up tp 150 feet in length; and "very long
antenna," over 150 feet in length.
When an indoor antenna is to be used
it is advisable to run the antenna through
two or more rooms in a fairly straight line
rather than in the form of a loop around
four sides of one room. Such an antenna
should be of insulated wire. The so-called
"single lamp cord" with either cotton or
silk insulation will serve nicely. It may
be run along the top of the picture moulding, or may be tacked to the wall and need
not be insulated from these objects except
by the insulation of the wire itself. Care
should be exercised however, to see that
the tacks which hold it up do not pierce
the insulation and touch the bare wire. It
is best to use double -pointed tacks or
staples.
A drawing on page 252 of the March,
1926, issue of POPULAR RADIO suggests
the precautions necessary in installing a
good outdoor antenna. Excellent insulation is needed outdoors to prevent
"grounding" of the antenna in wet
weather. The drawing is self explanatory;
and the ideas incorporated in it should be
followed as closely as possible in making
any outdoor installation. An excellent
length for an outdoor antenna for use with
this receiver has been found to be 125 feet,
measured from the receiver to the most
distant end of the antenna and including
both the antenna proper and the lead -in
wire. If great distance reception is not
wanted, a shorter antenna will give as
good results asthe longer type;and in that
case an antenna of about 60 to 75 feet in
overall length will meet all the requirements for good reception.
2
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3 hours

4 hours

No "C" battery

105 days

63 days

38 days

volt "C"

125 days

75 days

48 days

days

86 days

57 days

154 days

96 days

64 days

13./i

3

volt "C"

43,¡

volt "C"

141
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ESTIMATED LIFE OF "B" BATTERIES WITH THE
FERGUSON RECEIVER
This tabulation clearly shows the increased life of the two 45-volt "B" batteries where a "C" battery is used. This table is based on the use of "large"
size batteries, with five vacuum tubes in operation (volume control dial set
at ,5) and with rheostats adjusted for maximum volume. Further increase
in "B" battery life may be obtained by using only four tubes when these
will supply sufficient volume, and by turning rheostats back to reduce the
volume to just the desired degree.
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The "ground" connection is made to a
cold -water pipe preferably. In the absence of a nearby cold -water pipe a steam
radiator will serve.
The pipe to which the ground wire is
connected should be filed or scraped until
it is shiny where the connection is to be
made. A regular ground clamp should
then be attached to the pipe and the
ground wire attached to the ground clamp
by means of the bolt and nut which accompany the clamp.
A lightning arrester is usually required
with an outdoor antenna. The requirements are different in different sections of
the country so it is not practical to give
detailed instructions here on this point.
Complete information may be obtained
from any fire insurance agent.
The Correct Tubes to Use
The use of the UV -201 -a type of tube
throughout is advised. Since the advent
of the new UX-112 power- amplifier tube,
however, the author has found that both
tone quality and volume are improved
by the use of this tube for the second audio
amplifier tube, shown at VT5 in Figure
1. Ordinarily there is no necessity for
using the sixth tube in this receiver because more than ample volume on all but
very distant stations can be obtained with
the use of only five tubes, that is, when
the notched "volume" control knob is set
at 5. If six tubes are used, the UX -112
tube should be placed in socket VT6 instead of VT5.

What Batteries to Use
This receiver requires two kinds of batteries: the "A" battery, a 6-volt storage
battery for lighting the filaments, and the
"B" battery, which is made up of two
45-volt blocks and a 2234-volt block of
standard dry-cell "B" batteries. The
use of a "C" battery is optional.
The "A" battery should have a capacity
of not less than 60 ampere hours. A 100 ampere hour battery is better as it requires recharging leas frequently. When
six UV -201 -a tubes are used the filament current consumption from the "A" battery is slightly less than 134 amperes; and
a fully charged 60 -ampere-hour battery
should operate the set for approximately
40 hours before the "A" battery becomes
discharged. Actually, however, it is not
advisable to allow the "A" battery to discharge entirely before recharging so the
practical life of a single charge is more
nearly 25 or 30 hours with this number of
tubes. On the other hand a 100- amperehour "A" battery would operate these
tubes for over 50 hours before recharging
is necessary.
The state of charge of the "A" battery
cannot be judged by the number of hours
the receiver is used on a single charge.
For this purpose an instrument called a
hydrometer is used. This is a small glass
and rubber device which shows the specific
gravity of the battery solution. By
means of a rubber bulb some of the solution from the battery is drawn up into
the glass chamber of the hydrometer in
which there is a small calibrated glass
float. The specific gravity is read on the
scale of the float at the level of the top
of the liquid in the chamber. The specific
gravity, if the battery is fully charged,
should read about 1280, while in the case
of a discharged battery the reading will be
about 1150. When the reading drops to
118.5 the battery should be recharged.
The "A" batteries may be taken out
to battery service stations to be recharged;

From a photograph made for POPULAR RADIO

CHECKING UP ON THE WAVELENGTH CALIBRATION
Flamm 7: Checking up on the dial setting to see that the wavelengths

indicated are correct. 7'he small box surmounted by a coil contains a
portable oscillator w,,emceler that is used in the calibration.

but the more practical plan is to charge
the battery at home with one of the standard chargers which are now on the market.
Before purchasing a battery charger
it is necessary to know whether the houselighting supply is alternating current or
direct current.
Convenient connections for the battery
charger with the necessary switch were
shown on page 433 of the November, 1925,
issue of POPULAR RADIO, where the house
lighting supply is alternating current. The
charger shown on page 43.5 of the same
issue is all that is necessary where the
house supply is direct current., the lamps
serving as resistances to reduce the charging current to the required amount of
two or three amperes per hour.
The charger should have a charging
rate of two or three amperes-per -hour for
ordinary home use. A higher rate than
this is hable to cause "gassing" of the battery, which results occasionally in splatter ing the battery solution through the vent
holes in the battery caps onto the top of
the battery and perhaps onto the surrounding floor If this occurs the acid solution which is used for the electrolyte will
eat the finish off of the floor. It will also
eat holes through rugs or clothing. Due
care should be taken to avoid having it
come in contact with anything which it
might harm. A good plan is to place a
rubber mat under the battery and keep
a glass receptacle handy for the hydrometer so that when it is removed from the
battery it will not drip on the floor.
The two 45 -volt "B" batteries may be
.

either the `large" or the "heavy duty"
size, and of the vertical type. The 223.( volt battery may be of the smallest size
(about 334x23. x2 inches). The small
223, -volt battery supplies the plate current for the detector tube only. This current drain is so small that this size 244-
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volt battery will have a life some where
in the neighborhood of six months to a
year.
A table is given herewith which shows
the approximate life of a set, of two "large"
size, 45 -volt batteries when used with the
Ferguson receiver. This table will give
the owner a good idea of how long he may
expect his "B" batteries to last. In order
to keep a definite check on the batteries,
however, a small voltmeter should be purchased which has a scale reading from 0
to 50 volts. The voltage of the batteries
may then be tested from time to time.
When the voltage has dropped from the
original 45 to about :34 volts for each battery it is time to replace them. The small
22%-volt battery should be replaced when
its voltage drops to 17.
The "heavy duty" batteries mentioned
above will have approximately twice the
life shown in the table below, and are
therefore more practical because their
overall operating cost is considerably less
than that of the "large" type.
The use of a "C" battery is advised because of its effect in reducing the "B" battery current consumption. As the table
indicates, the use of 3 or 4% volts of "C"
battery results in a surprising increase in
the life of the large "B" batteries. It will
also be noticed that the use of a "C" battery improves the tone quality of the receiver. To find the most desirable "C"
battery voltage to use in any specific case
different voltages from 1% to 43% should
be tried to find which voltage provides the
quality of reproduction without reducing the volume. Bear in mind that the
"B" battery life increases with an increase
in the "C" battery voltage that is used.
There are devices on the market which
are intended to take the place of "B" batteries and by means of which the high
voltage ordinarily supplied by the "B"
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batteries is obtained from the house lighting line. All of these devices will not
work in all receivers. To such an extent
is this true that it is always advisable, in
purchasing a device of this kind, to require
a demonstration of the device in the home
with the receiver with which it is to be
used, or at least to demand a money back
guarantee. Where a "B" battery eliminator is used it will usually be found advisable to keep it at least two or three feet
from the receiver. Otherwise, unless the
device is thoroughly shielded, an alternating- current hum will be heard in the

receiver.

How to Operate the Receiver
Figure 6 shows the way to connect the
batteries, antenna ground and loudspeaker
to the receiver. When these connections
have been completed, and the six vacuum
tubes have been inserted in the sockets
the receiver is ready for operation.
The three rheostat knobs at the rear lef thand side of the large composition panel
inside of the cabinet should be turned as
far as possible in an anti -clockwise direction. This is the "off" position and with
the knobs in this position the tube
filaments are not lighted. The left -hand
rheostat knob should be turned half way
on so that its pointer is over the center of
the indicating arrow on the panel. This
should light the detector tube, VT3. The
"radio" rheostat knob is next turned about
two-thirds on, in a clockwise direction,
which will bring its pointer about a quarter
inch beyond the arrow head. The tubes
VT1 and VT2 in the radio-frequency
amplifier will then light.
The setting of the third rheostat knob
will depend upon the number of tubes in
use. For instance, when the notched knob
of the volume control on the front of the
receiver is set with the white mark pointing
to the figure 4, only one of the three audio
frequency amplifier tubes will be connected. Therefore, the "audio" rheostat
knob inside of the receiver should be
turned on only about half way, otherwise
it will allow too much current to flow

through the filament of this tube with the
result that the active life of the tube will
be shortened. If the volume control is set
at 5, two of the audio tubes will be connected into the circuit. Inasmuch as both
of these tubes obtain their filament current
through the "audio" rheostat, it is necessary to turn this rheostat on about two thirds to provide sufficient current to the
tubes. If the volume control on the front
is set at 6 the three audio tubes will be
in the circuit and will require a still higher
filament current, and the "audio" knob is
turned still further.
The exact setting of the "audio" knob
can be determined in each individual case
by adjusting the knob, while a broadcasting station is tuned in, to the lowest point
where maximum volume is obtained and
beyond which no further increase in volume is procured. After the receiver has
been in operation for a while it will usually
be left at one setting of the notched volume control knob and in that case readjustment of the "audio" rheostat knob
will not be necessary after it is once set.
The smaller volume control knob which is
mounted in front of the notched knob, on
the front of the receiver, has no bearing
on the setting of the rheostat knob; therefore it may be used freely without the.
necessity for readjusting the rheostat.
To tune in the first station, after the
rheostat knobs have been set and the
front and rear volume controls have been
set half-way "on" and at "5" respectively,
the wavelength knob is adjusted until the
wavelength of the desired station appears
opposite the indicator in the window.
Suppose, for instance that it is desired
to tune in station WEAF. The radio program in the newspaper is consulted to determine whether this station is "on the
air" at the time, and also to find its wavelength. The wavelength is 492 meters so,
if the station is operating, the wavelength
knob is turned until the indicator in the
window is at 492.
The station should then be heard. If the

station is not heard, rotate the "sensitivity"
knob until it is brought in with beat results.

POPULAR RADIO
Several stations should be tuned in, in
this manner, until the operator becomes
familiar with the handling of the tuning
controls. Then it is time to study the refinements of tuning.
With a broadcasting station tuned in,
preferably an out-of-town station 100
miles or more distant, turn the smaller
control all the way to the left (anti- clockwise) and then turn it slowly to the right.
At a certain point the broadcastinj5 station
will be blurred out and a shrill whistle will
start. Just below the point on the volume control knob where the whistle started will
be the point where the receiver is most sensitive to weak signals. If no whistles are
heard it is probable that the tube in socket
VT1 does not have suitable characteristics
for that position. In this case it is well to
interchange the tubes until the one which
operates best in VT1 has been found.
It is found that whistles are heard as
the wavelength tuning control, or the sensitivity controls are moved, it is an indication that the small volume control is
turned too far to the right; and it should be
turned back at once. When the receiver
is tuned to the higher wavelengths the

volume knob can be turned further to the
right than when the receiver is adjusted
for the lower wavelengths.
How to Chart the Receiver
In the case of most receivers which are
tuned by means of the usual dials or knobs,
calibrated in degrees, it is necessary to
make a record of the dial settings for the
various stations. In the case of the Ferguson receiver, where the tuning control
is calibrated in wavelengths, such a
record is not necessary. For convenience,
the scale behind the small window on the
front of the Ferguson receiver is provided
with ample space to permit writing the call
letters of stations directly on the scale.
If this is done, a station which has once
been tuned in and marked on the scale
may be tuned in again whenever it is
wished to listen in on a program without
even bothering to determine its wavelength.

THE NEW SUBMARINE RECEIVER
This new set, which uses an underwater antenna for radiophone communication between submerged submarines, has recently been developed by
scientists in the Naval Research Li oratories at Bellevue, D C'.
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New Wrinkles in Radio
Miniature Models and Ingenious
Inventions Made Recently
by Radio Fans
Photographs by Kadel

&

Herbert

Let flippant announcers and off-key singers
beware, for their broadcasting sins may be
recorded for future generations of radio fans
by means of this radio recording apparatus,
invented by Francis R. Hoyt. It operates
much as the machines which make records
for row phonograph.

Any "ham" would find himself perfectly at home in this miniature model of station 2FZ which was built by UUs owner, Frank
Frimerman. Power plant. transmitter and receiver have all been
reproduced in mnicture divan to the finest detail.

The "ham's" paradise, a miniature radio shack equipped
with transmitting and receiving apparatus, a workbench
and even bunks where he may roll in in the early morning
after a night of "working" fellow hams half-way round
the globe. Fred Parsons built this model of his own
station, 2-ABM
.

Even the absent -minded proessor could not
forget to tune in on a radio program with this
invemion of Ushichtro Tokumi, attached
to his set. It will turn a radio set on or off
at any time you wish, by closing an electric
circuit when the dock reaches the hour at
which the indicator is set.
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MR. HOGAN
who is one of the foremost radin
engineers in the United Statu
.

at work in his experimental
laboratory.
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Audio- frequency Amplification
How to get

It Without Distortion

Practical pointers for the radio fan who ought to get uniformly
good results from his loudspeaker and his audiò- amplifier
system -and doesn't.
By JOHN V. L. HOGAN

THERE

is a widespread opinion,
radio users, that the quality
of tonal reproduction is dependent entirely upon the loudspeaker used. This is
based upon one of the half- truths that
are so common in radio circles and that
lead to so much regrettable confusion.
The fact is, that unless you use a good
loudspeaker you cannot get natural or
pure reproduction of radio speech or
music in volume sufficient to fill even a
small room; but the corollary fact, so
often overlooked, is that even the best
loudspeaker will not give good reproduction unless it is used with a good
audio-amplifier system.
This brings us down to the problem

of defining what are and what are not

"good" amplifiers and loudspeakers;
and that is really something of a problem, largely for the reason that it is
complicated by the volume of sound required in any ease, and because of the
interdependence of the speaker and the
amplifying system.
What we actually desire is a combination of amplifier and speaker that
work well together.
From some viewpoints, we do not care
whether our particular speaker will
work well when connected to another
type of amplifier, or whether our particular amplifier will give good results
when used with a different type of
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speaker.

We want the combination

that we are using, our own amplifier

and our own speaker, to produce natural
and clear, undistorted speech and
music. Also, we want that reproduction to retain its clear characteristics as
the volume is increased to a reasonable
point.
What Is a Gond Amplifier?

Before we attempt to define more
closely a "good" reproduction system,
incLuding both the amplifier and the
speaker, let us consider the problem in
a rather general way.
We may omit detailed consideration
of the radio transmitter and of the wave
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THE VARIOUS UNITS IN A RECEIVER
Emma: l: The radio eaves that carry the energy that you hear as sonnet first pass through
the antenna circuit and the tuning system awl then are strengthened by means of the radio
and audio-frequency amplifiers and rectified by the detector. The current waves are then
led to the loudspeaker and transformed into sound waves. Distortion may be introduced
through faulty operation in any one of these units.

propagation through space between the
sending station and our receiving set,
although they do have a definite effect
upon the quality of reproduction.
Unless the sounds picked up at the
broadcasting station are correctly impressed upon the radio waves it sends
out, we can hardly hope to get good
reproduction of those sounds from our
receiver.
Similarly, if the radio waves are
badly mangled as they flash through
space, for instance by sonic of those
little-known causes that produce rapid
"fading" or distortion, we will not hear
natural tones at our receiver, no matter
how carefully it is built. This simply
means that for high quality we must
listen to broadcasting stations that have
carefully designed and carefully operated transmitting apparatus, and that
are not too far away. Often it happens
that signals of beautiful quality come
through from very distant stations, but
more often the fading or other effects
spoil the naturalness of signals from all
but the relatively nearby transmitters.
Coming to the receiver, then, we may
leave out detailed discussion of the
antenna and of the circuits preceding the
detector. It is true that the tuning
characteristics of these circuits sometimes affect the fidelity of tonal reproduction, for instance, because of an
attempt to use excessive amounts of

i

regeneration; but as a rule there is not
much loss of quality to be attributed
to this part of the system. So, also,
the detector tube occasionally causes
defective reproduction by reason of
overloading or an attempt to produce
loud responses with insufficient audiofrequency amplification. This condition is not usual, however; and so we
may properly consider, with some care,
the two elements that are responsible
for the greatest amount of tone distortion, namely, the audio-frequency amplifier and the loudspeaker. Nevertheless, one should not lose sight of
the fact, that even with a perfect amplifier- speaker combination, some attention should be given to the transmitter,
wave- propagation, tuning and detector
conditions in order to get the best
results.
The Purpose of the Detector

The detector of any radio receiver of
the type we are considering, delivers to
the audio-frequency amplifier an irregular alternating current that corresponds,
in amplitude (or intensity) and in the
frequencies represented, to the intensity
and frequency of each of the component
sounds which'affect the radio transmitter.
The form of this alternating current
changes from instant to instant, as the
music or speech that is being reproduced, changes in sound. The original
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sound waves are exceedingly complex,
in most cases; and, consequently, the
detector output current (which is an
electrical picture of the sound waves)
is also extremely complicated in form.
The purpose of the audio-frequency
amplifier is to magnify this rapidly varying sound-current so that it is
capable of doing more work.
If you are satisfied with head -telephone reception, you do not ordinarily
need any audio amplifier. The alternating current, just as it is delivered
from the detector, is, as a rule, strong
enough to operate the telephone receivers. As the detector current is
usually a quite accurate representation
of the sound, the response heard in a
telephone is generally quite good in
quality of reproduction. That is probably the main reason why so many
people say they would always prefer to
listen to radio in a head -set, if it were
not for the discomfort of wearing phones
for an hour or more at a time.
The vast majority of powerful radio
receivers, which have been made up to
now, have contained audio-frequency
amplifiers that do not deliver to the
loudspeaker an enlarged current that
is an exact copy of the detector output
current. Most of them, in the process of magnification, introduce some
substantial (and often a very great)
amount. of distortion. As soon as one
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HOW TONE FREQUENCY COMPARES WITH THE NOTES ON A PIANO
FIGURE 2: If all of our music were played on that part of the piano that is above middle
"C" we would have a thin kind of music. This is the kind of reproduction that is obtained
front a poor transformer which slights the notes that correspond to the lower frequencies: that
is, between 27 and 128 cycles.
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THE FREQUENCY RANGE THAT MUST BE COVERED TO OBTAIN
GOOD REPRODUCTION
FIGURE 3: The outer range (16 to 16, 884) covers the extreme limits of sound that the human
ear can pick up; but the inner range is absolutely necessary for the good reproduction
of ordinary music.

thinks about the matter, it becomes
clear that even a perfect loudspeaker,
when connected to such a distorting
amplifier, cannot reproduce the original
sounds accurately. A poor speaker
with a poor amplifier usually makes
things just so much worse. That is
why so many people say they wouldn't
tolerate loudepeaking radio sets in their
homes.
Radio Receivers Are Improving

Fortunately the trend of progress, in
radio design and manufacture, is turning strongly toward improvement in
tone reproduction. A number of last
year's sets and speakers showed striking
improvements in this direction; and the
coming season will doubtless see greater
numbers of outfits which are capable
of giving true tones and natural speech.
Evidently a distorting audio-frequency amplifier is a bad thing.
What must an amplifier do, then, or
what must it avoid doing, in order to
give us the effects we desire?
Speaking generally, it should give the
required magnification of current to
produce the intensity of response desired, for currents of any frequency
within the range that the human ear
can hear. As the average person will

recognize, as tones, any sound -wave
whose frequency lies between the lower
audible limit of 16 vibrations per second
and the upper limit of about 16,000 per
second, this is a very stiff requirement.
Moreover, the magnification of each
and every one of these frequencies of
vibration should be uniform, for otherwise certain of them will be either
accentuated or depressed and natural
reproduction will be impossible.

An Adequate Frequency Range
As a matter of practice, we do not

need to insist that our amplifier reproduces all frequencies from 16 to 16,000.
Human speech does not cover nearly so
wide a range; and the extreme frequencies have little use even in the finest
music. The lowest note on the piano
keyboard has 27 vibrations per second,
and the highest, 4096 (on the scientific
scale). You know how little either of
these is used. The lowest "C" of the
piano has 32 vibrations per second, and
the "C" above that has 64. We should
certainly try to reproduce frequencies of
this order, if we expect to hear low tones
naturally. The frequencies just quoted
are the so-called fundamental frequencies of each of the notes; that is to say,
the lowest frequencies they contain.
UX--?t!/A

A GOOD

Most musical instruments produce
tones that contain upper harmonic
frequencies in addition to the fundamental. Thus a piano struck at its
lowest "C" will give off a sound that
is a mixture of 32, 64, 128 and some
higher multiple or harmonic frequencies.
As a result of this fact our amplifier
will give a response (though not a perfectly natural one) to the lowest notes
even though it does not efficiently
magnify vibration rates quite as low as
those of the deepest fundamental tones.
At the other end of the piano scale
we have an opposite condition.
Although the highest notes are not
often used, those having frequencies up
to 1500 or 2000 vibrations a second (the
latter representing approximately the
third "C" above "middle C ") are quite
common in musical compositions.
Moreover, as we want natural reproduction that will give us not merely
the pitch of the note but also its "tone
color" that characterizes the particular
instrument that is being played, we
must get responses to the harmonic or
multiple frequencies that run up to
3000 and 6000 vibrations per second.
It is the blending of these harmonic
frequencies in various proportions that
(Continued on page 188)
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AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT

If excellent transformers

are used for the first and second stages in this diagram,
good reception should be obtained. Notice that two values of the "C" batteries are used and
that an output filter is used to keep the direct current from the last tube. If the plate voltage
of the last tube is raised higher than the values given, the "C" battery voltage should
be increased accordingly.
FIGURE 4:
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You wouldn't run your motor car without
meters. Why run your radio set without them?

THESE METERS

5uowTHE

-

P/ate argent

Plate Voltage

Filament 10&age

Use Meters to Avoid Break-downs
Every radio fan whose set has suddenly ceased to work because of a run -down battery, a burned=out tube or other preventable disturbance that should have been anticipated, can
profit from the practical advice in this article.
By DWIGHT BRADFORD HILL
OF what use are meters on radio re-

ceiving sets ?"
true that most of us have operated our sets fairly well without them.
Is it necessary then that we should add
such an expense to a piece of apparatus
that is already more or less costly?
Yet who would think of operating an
automobile without proper indicators for
the oil, gasoline and mileage? Of course,
this may be done but it would be an
inconvenient and frequently an extravagant economy which might at best leave
us stranded without fuel miles from a
filling station, or, at the worst, result in
a motor or transmission being burned
out through lack of lubrication.
So your radio receiving set through
lack of proper meters may sometimes be
stranded hours from a charged battery,
or may have a burned out set of tubes
when you want to receive a program
that is especially worth while.
A complete set of meters installed on
a radio receiving set gives a visual indication that the set is being operated so
as to approach these conditions; and, if
the warning is heeded, more satisfactory
radio reception may bemaintainedover a
far longer period of service than is otherwise possible. This extra and more satis-

It

is

factory service is the secret of the economy of meters on any radio receiver.
The Most Important Meter
The Filament Voltmeter

-

The first and most important meter
for the receiving set is the filament volt-

meter.
Whether you have a three -tube

rr-

generative set that uses dry-cell tubes or
a ten -tube superheterodyne that uses
storage- battery tubes, a voltmeter will
show the proper rheostat setting for the
best and most economical operation.
It has been common practice to have
an arrangement of holes in the. panel
through which the color of the lighted
tubes might be observed. However, the

SINGLE -CONTROL SUPERHETERODYNE WITH
FOUR METERS INSTALLED
FIGURE 1: As orderly in arrangement as the control board of a
modern airplane is this layout of four meters on this special reA

ceiver. On the left is the filament meter assembly -the voltmeter
and the ammeter; on the right is the plate meter assembly -the voltmeter and the milliammeter.
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HOW TO INCORPORATE THE METERS IN A SET
FIGURE 2: The meter at the left, designated as FV, gives the voltage on the filaments of all the
tubes. It is controlled by the switch, FS. The second meter, FA, is a filament ammeter
and registers the current flowing through the fila ment circuits. The third meter, PAPA,
whit* is a milliammeter, registers the current flowing through the plate circuits of the tubes;
and the last meter on the right, PV, registers the plate voltage of any tube by means
of the switch, PS.

most experienced eye is not accurate
enough to judge filament voltage by the
color of the filament.
There are two important reasons why
this method is not satisfactory. In the
first place, the apparent temperature of
the filament seems to change with varying light conditions in the room. In a
dark room a given filament brilliancy
seems bright while, without change of
setting, strong daylight makes it seen
faint. The second objection to the holes
in the panel is that dust and moisture
may more readily enter the receiver and
affect its operation.
With a reliable voltmeter mounted on
the panel and a selector switch, having
as many points as there are rheostats in
the set, each tube or set of tubes may be
accurately adjusted for filament voltage, so as to maintain efficient operation
at all times. The necessity for observing the tube in operation no longer
exists; and the cabinet may and should
remain tightly closed.
The wiring diagram for the installation of the filament voltmeter and selector switch is given in Figure 2. The
voltmeter is shown as FV and the switch
aa FS.
Why the Plate Voltmeter Is Important

The plate voltmeter should be considered as next in importance if you have

"B" batteries, either dry or storage,
which are not always reliable, or if you
have a plate supply unit (so- called "B"
Eliminator), working directly from the
alternating- current lighting system, in

which the possible output is in excess of
125 volts.
The reason for this is that excessive
plate voltage has a detrimental effect
upon filament life and other parts of the
circuit as well.
When two dry-cell units of 45 volts
each are used the question of a dangerous excess need not be thought of. The
bad practice of adding a third unit to a
doubtful two, however, may produce

tain efficient operation of both circuits.
In connection with the plate voltmeter a selector switch with twice as
many points as there are plate circuits,

this condition.
Another point that makes this meter
most important is that good quality and
volume with any combination of circuits
and tubes may be obtained only with the
correct voltages on the plates of the
tube. These values may be determined
by trial; but as batteries lose voltage
with use the voltmeter is needed to
maintain, by frequent check, the correct plate potential. In the case of the
storage "B" battery, it also gives an
indication of the condition of charge.
This is a compromise, for radio-frequency circuits may not always function at their best when the voltage is
suitable for the audio tubes. The reverse may also be true. This condition
becomes more apparent when resistance coupled audio-frequency amplification is
used.
It is always better to use three "B"
battery connections. They should be
marked "Detector," "Radio," and
"Audio." The plate voltmeter may
then be used to determine the correct
value for each. Frequent checks thereafter will then make it possible to main-

switch.
This leaves an idle point between two
adjacent live points. This is necessary
so as to prevent short-circuiting sections
of the "B" battery when moving the
switch. This condition is not possible
with the "A" or filament selector switch
since all tubes are run from the same
battery tap and are at nearly the same
operating voltage.
The wiring diagram for the installation of the plate voltmeter and selector
switch is also given in Figure 2. The
meter is shown as PV and the switch
as PS.
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less one, should be used.
In the case of the properly constructed
neutrodyne, for instance, there will be

three plate circuits, marked "Detector,"
"Radio," and "Audio." There should
then be twice three, or six, less one,
that is to say, five points in the selector

The Use of the Plate Afilliammeter

The next meter for the radio receiving
set and one that rivals the plate voltmeter in importance is the plate milliammeter. This meter requires no special
wiring for it is merely inserted in the
negative "B" lead. The only precautions necessary are that the polarity
as marked on the terminals of the meter
be observed and that the meter be located so as to indicate plate-current flow
for all of the tubes in the receiver.
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This meter remains permanently in
circuit as shown at PMA in Figure 2.
This is not the case with the plate voltmeter which is cut into circuit from time
to time as an indicator that the plate
battery and circuit is functioning properly; and then, by placing the selector
switch on an idle point, is cut out. The
plate voltmeter is a drain on the "B"
battery, which is equal to that of about
four or five operating tubes, so that its
constant use is not advisable. The plate
milliammeter, however, does not consume any appreciable amount of battery
energy, but merely indicates at all times
the amount of current flowing in the
plate circuits.
Many uses may be made of this information by observing any departure
from the normal milliampere flow of
plate current. A small leakage in the
receiving set, which would otherwise
escape notice, may be detected and useless battery discharge saved by prompt
action.

THE COMPLETE RECEIVER IN ITS CABINET

Fiauns

shown
3: This is the superheterodyne receiver, the panel of which is

reading on a strong signal, it means that
amplification is being carried too far
down the tube amplification curve with
resultant distortion. In the second instance, we are working too far up the
tube amplification curve and distortion
is again present.
Other Functions of this Meter
The proper section of the curve to use
flat middle portion. When this has
is
its
is
to
meter
of
this
function
Another
check the aggregate tube action of the been found by making the proper "C"
set. When the active material of the battery adjustments the hand of the
tube filaments begins to be exhausted milliammeter remains fixed during loud
the first indication is in a decreasing flow signals and produces strong undistorted
of current through the plate milliam- amplification.
meter. This, of course, assumes that
The Filament Ammeter as a
the plate voltmeter shows a normal
"Fuel Indicator"
voltage application on all tubes.
The fourth and last meter required for
The most important use for this
meter, however, is to determine the a completely-equipped, radio receiving
proper grid-bias for the tubes. During set is the filament ammeter. This
reception the hand of the milliammeter meter, while not so important as the
connected in the plate circuit of the last other three, still has its uses. It gives
tube should reach a position determined a check on the filament battery conby various conditions of the set and re- sumption for all tubes and with a little
main there without fluctuation. If the practice becomes a "fuel indicator."
The ammeter like the milliammeter
hand dips, decreasing or increasing its

requires no special wiring but is merely
inserted in one of the "A" battery leads.
The polarity, as marked on the meter,
must be observed.
The wiring diagram for the installation of the filament ammeter is also
given in Figure 2. The meter is shown
as FA.
In explanation of the peculiarities of
this hook -up, as shown in Figure 2, a description of the set from which it is taken
will be of assistance. The set has been
in constant operation for nearly a year,
so that it cannot be called merely an
experimental one. It is a nine-tube
superheterodyne, using standard, storage- battery tubes throughout. It has
a first detector, three stages of intermediate frequency amplification, a second
detector, a stage of resistance-coupled,
audio amplification, a stage of push-pull
amplification, and an oscillator. All
tubes have individual rheostats except
the two push-pull tubes, which operate
on the same rheostat control.
(Continued on page

THE NEAT TUBE LAYOUT OF THE RECEIVER
in the receiver as seen from the top. Notice that the
positions without and complication in the wiring.
accessible
in
attached
all
are
Unding posts
FIGURE 4: A view of the nine tubes
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ETHER WAVES THAT DISPEL NIGHTMARES

The mind of the patient who is upset by the shock of illness or accident tends to sleeplessness,
which in turn leads to nervous disorders that create actual toxic poisons. In the treatment
of such cases radio may play an important part.

Rebuilding Bodies by Radio
The significant effect of broadcast reception upon the subconscious
mind, particularly of a patient who is afflicted with nervous disorders, as viewed by the distinguished head of the great 3rd London
General Hospital of London.
SIR BRUCE BRUCE -PORTER, K.B.E., C.M.G., M.D.
are all of us possessed of two
kinds of minds-the thinking, or
conscious, and the automatic subconscious.
These two parts of a mind are to be
found in every normal human being or
higher type animal.
The conscious mind is that with which
we direct to the best of our ability our
actions, our ideas, and in fact our lives.
With this conscious mind we do our
mathematical calculations, arrive at decisions, develop our theories, and control our actions so as to bring about
certain desired results.
The subconscious mind, on the other
hand, seems to be more for the primary
registration of sensory impressions and
for the control of those many reflex
(involuntary) actions which cause us
to take our hands away from a hot
stove which we have touched, even before we know whether we are burned
or not, automatically to dodge when
we hear a bullet fly overhead, though
WE

the missile is past by the time we have
made this involuntary motion. The
subconscious mind will register sounds
for us, when we are so absorbed in a book
that we are taking no notice of our surroundings; and, if the sound persist, it
is often capable of breaking into our
consciousness and disturbing our reading.
Why the Subconscious Mind
Causes Nightmares

It is this stibconscious mind that
seems to be the cause of our nightmares,
too. It is one reason why patients in
hospitals are apt to dream a great deal,
at a time when they should be enjoying
a complete and unbroken sleep. As
most of the patients who come into a
hospital are suffering from shock,
through the effect that accident, operation, or illness has had on their minds,
these subconscious thoughts turn into
fear -inspiring nightmares. The patient
is wide awake, startled, and mentally
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upset -perhaps unable to get back to
sleep, if he is in a very nervous condition. This counts against his rapid
recovery, because it increases his irritability, creates nervous disorders, and
thus causes actual toxic poisons formed
by these sharp emotions to be passed
into the system.
The wounded soldiers coming back
from the war showed this to a great
degree. They had left fields of battle,
inconceivable uproar of guns and bombs,
mind- shattering nervous strain and tension. Their minds were filled with all
the conditions of the battlefields, and
they came straight to a hospital ward,
where they were surrounded by other
war- wounded patients who had had no
chance to acquire any of the calmer
ideas that a clear view of the normal
surroundings would have produced.
Whenever, for example, they were
awakened by the sound of a motorcycle
roaring through the streets, they immediately thought they were up at the front
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undergoing another dose of machinegun fire. Their subconscious minds
leaped out and tricked them into spending wakeful, unhappy hours, because
there was no "background" save of
horror.
The Effect of Music on Disordered Minds
The essential thing, then, was to re-

place these terrifying "sound memories"
by more soothing ones. Music was
found, of course, to be the most soothing of all, and the gramophone was of
great assistance in supplanting the roar
of battle with the peaceful strains of
waltzes or the exhilarating and stimulating notes of other music.
Now comes radio broadcasting, and a
new chapter has been opened for the
treatment of the sick and convalescent.
For gramophones must be heard by
all; and there may be some who do not
like them-but cannot get away if confined to beds and so prove a source of
what we are trying to avoid, i.e., irritation. With radio, headphones can be
provided for those who wish to listen;
but those who do not, are not obliged
to hear anything which might grate on
their nerves.
Radio can also supplant the increasing
uproar of the city streets, to the average
hospital patient. Where a steady stream
of traffic, with consequent blowing of
horns, screaming of brakes, and thunder
of motors will gradually begin to wear
on a sick person's nerves, he can put

Harris

&

Ewing

F. {t. Delano

DR. RADIO FILLS THE SUBCONSCIOUS MINDS
OF CHILD PATIENTS
AB patients are egotists, particularly children. Radio programs take
them out of their self-centered condition and give them an outside interest. This picture was made in St. Mary Abbott's Hospital in London.

headphones on, and at one time muffle
the outside troublesome sounds and replace them by soothing and interesting
ones. He is bound to react to this by a
.

A DISPENSARY THAT DEALS IN PRESCRIPTIONS

OF ENTERTAINMENTS

The Walter Reed Hospital for disabled veterans, located in Washington, D. C., is equipped throughout u-ith headphones and loudspeakers.
The sergeant in the radio room tunes in the programs for the patients,
who neednuerelytoadjust the headphones with which each bed is equipped.
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relaxation of his whole nervous system
and resultant rest which he would not
be able otherwise to obtain.
As Sir
All patients are egoists.
Richard Quain so aptly remarked,
"You must learn that the wart upon
milady's nose is far more important
than the cancer in her neighbor." Sick
people are always thinking of themselves. They have little chance to do
otherwise, what with a group of wouldbe sympathetic (and actually a little
idiotic) friends, who come to them with
long faces and recount horrible tales of
what they went through with this sort of
operation, or what they heard about the
frightful complications of someone else.
The Part Played by Radio on
the Patient's Brain
A sick person in a hospital, who has
a large amount of time with nothing
to do, and without the energy to produce healthy thought, naturally dwells
on the morbid. He is sorry for himself, and feels so completely out of the
world that he builds this abused and
sorry feeling up even higher, until
ofttimes he gets into a state of depression which may retard him for an appreciable time in his recovery. If he
be given healthy recreation, he has a
chance to break away from this morbid
introspection and take an interest in
affairs. And here radio plays an allimportant part.
Listening is actually far less tiring
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than any other form of amusement.
When a man listens, if the sounds

.

soothe or bore him, he can drowse off
to sleep. If they irritate him on a radio
set he can turn off the set or take off the
head-phones and put them away. If he
tried to read he would be physically
tired twice as fast; his eyes would hurt
and off would go the nervous system
again. With visitors he must exert even
more effort. Radio, on the other hand,
is not insulted if you do not answer
back. Visitors are ofttimes tiring because of a lack of sympathy (of character, not of kindness); but a patient
cannot tell them to go home. But with
radio he can either change from one program to another; or he can shut it off
entirely. He is taken out of his morbid
condition until he is ready to sleep; and
then he has a pleasant background of
music or lectures to fill his subconscious
mind when he is slightly roused by
twinges of pain, so that he is much more
apt to avoid nightmares.
How Broadcast Programs Serve
a Curative Purpose

One of my patients, an elderly
woman, who has been bedridden for a
longtime, and will remain so for the rest
of her days, was very depressed. I per-

suaded her to get a radio set with which
she could bring in the London station,
and some from the Continent. She
said, after a short while, that "it
brought her back into the world again."
A gramophone was useless to her, because it always played the same tunes.
The uncertainty of radio she found
brought life to her, and as unpleasant
things were never broadcast, she could
spend her day listening in. It brought
back the element of expectancy.
This indicates probably the greatest
value that radio can have in the hospital or sick room. The patient is more
or less completely segregated from the
world and from all the life of the city.
He sees a few friends, who tell him
stories of things that have happened.
He may hear a few familiar gramophone
records. The actual human touch is
missing. It is frankly mechanical, and
it is therefore less inspiring. A human
being needs the company of humans
society, in the larger sense -to get the
greatest enjoyment out of things. Just
as men rarely drink save when with
other men, so they cannot get the full
joy out of an orchestra piece which has
been played long before by some people
in a studio, and is now being brought
out by a mechanical apparatus.

-

But let a patient listen in to the
Savoy Orchestra, for example, with all
the people in the great ballroom actually dancing. He can hear the exhilarating strains of the jazz, which he
knows is being played by living people
just at that moment. He hears the
steady, rhythmic scrape of feet and he
can realize that those are his fellow
creatures dancing and enjoying themselves. (Even if we cannot dance, we
often love to sit outside and look on.)
And then he hears the music stop, and
a great roar of applause. He hears the
hum of voices, the movements of the
orchestra-perhaps a couple pass close
to the microphone and he catches a few
phrases-"Jolly music, isn't it ?" "Yes,
awfully
say, do you know that latest
tango step -look
The patient has
ceased to be a poor cooped-up being in
a hospital; he is for that moment living
among gay faces, pretty women, beautiful clothes. He can picture himself
there, among them, one of them -the
picture, of course, of his own favorite
dancing place being conjured into his
mind. Radio, like some obedient genus,
has for the time being taken him out
of the hospital and brought him back
into the life of the normal healthy

-I

(Continued on page 162)

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF A BROADCAST PROGRAM ON A PATIENT
"The patient ceases to be a poor, cooped-up being in a hospital he is for
that moment living among gay faces, pretty women, beautiful clothes. He
can picture himself in the midst of jovial surroundings which the
radio program suggests."
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FOUR NEW COMBINATIONS OF UNITS FOR ASSEMBLING

`the Raytheon Power -pack
PART

II

you your own favorite part
that you want to use in it? This
series of three articles gives nine

Have

combinations.
By LAURENCE M. COCKADAY
SOME readers of POPULAR RADfo who
build the improved Power -pack
may have a preference as to what manufacturer's products they would like to
use.
In Part I of this article, which appeared in the May, 1926, issue of PorULAR RADIO were given the constructional
details for Model No. I. In the present
article four more models are offered
for the discriminating radio experimenter.
In each of these models the same fundamental circuit diagram is used; but
the various parts have been grouped in
combinations that may make one or
another of them more suitable for the
reader's individual needs.
The following pages contain a layout
picture of each of the models together
with lists of the exact parts that were
used in each one of them. The lower
part of each page shows a blueprint diagram of the exact way in which to wire
the set.
All that the experimenter need do, is

decide on the model that he wants to
build, take the magazine to a reliable
dealer and ask him to supply the parts
that are indicated on the page with the
model layout. Then, the prospective
builder may take the parts home and
assemble them as shown in the illustrations and wire them up as shown in
the blueprint picture wiring diagram.
He should have no trouble in getting
his unit to operate satisfactorily. The
operating data on these various models
is exactly the same as that which was
given for Model No. I, and was illustrated and described in the May, 1926
issue. Reference to Part I, therefore,
will give the reader all of the necessary
details.
Part III of this article will contain
four more models of the same power
unit that use still further combinations
of manufacturers' devices.*
'Thae who do not wish to build a Raytheon
Power-park may obtain one complete from any one
of the following manufacturers: Acme Apparatus,
Webster Electric Co., All- American Radio Corp.
and the Mayolian Co.
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THE FUNDAMENTAL CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE RAYTHEON UNIT

All of the various models of the improved Raytheon Power -pack that are described in the
pales of POPULAR RADIO employ the circuit that is shown above. The characteristics of the
various models are therefore due to the special characteristics of the parts which are used.
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A High -Voltage Model of the Power-pack
The particularly high -voltage characteristics of this model of the improved Raytheon Powerpack will appeal to many readers who wish to build this unit. It is slightly larger than
several of the other models; but it is set upon a long, narrow baseboard that will help it
to
fit easily into many cabinets.

HERE

A-Raytheon tube;

IS A LIST

OF THE PARTS THAT

B-All American step-up transformer;
CI and C2 -All American chokes;
Dl and D2-Potter condenser units for
Raytheon circuit;
Benjamin standard tube socket

E-

WERE USED

IN

THE LABORATORY MODEL OF THIS UNIT-

(old style);

F-Bradleyohm, No. 10;

G-Bradlevohm, No. 25;
H- Bradlevunit, 7500 ohms;

Igrid -leak mounting;
J-Electrad
wooden baseboard;

K-binding -post strip;
L-brass brackets;
4

Eby binding posts.

Note: This unit was referred to in Part I
as Model II.
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Compact Power-pack for Small Cabinets

Builders of the improved Raytheon Power-pack who have a limited amount of cabinet space
at their disposal will find this model of the unit particularly suited to their needs.

HERE

IS A LIST

A-Raytheon tube;
B-Thordarson step-up

OF THE PARTS THAT

transformer;

Cl and C2- Thordarson chokes;
Dl and D2- Dubilier filter condensers
for Raytheon circuit;

E- Benjamin

standard tube socket

WERE USED

IN

THE LABORATORY MODEL OF THIS

(old style);

F- Bradleyohm, No. 10;
G- Bradleyohm,

No. 25;

H-Bradleyunit, 7500 ohms;

I- Electrad
grid -leak mounting;
wooden baseboard;
J-
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UNIT-

K-binding -post strip;
L-brass brackets;
4

Eby binding posts.

Note: This unit was referred to in Part I

as Model IV.
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A Model Built from the Original Raytheon

Parts

This model of the improved Raytheon Power-pack was designed to enable the builders of the
original Raytheon unit (as described in the November, 1925, issue of POPULAR RADIO, to
convert these units into the new type with as little additional expense as possible.

HERE Is

A LIST OF THE PARTS

A-Raytheon tube;

B -Acme step -up transformer;

Cl and C2 -Acme chokes;

Dl, D2 and D3 -Tobe filter condenser
units for Raytheon circuit;
Federal socket;

E-

THAT WERE USED

IN

THE LABORATORY MODEL OF THIS

F-Bradleyohm, No. 10;

G-Bradleyohm, No. 25;
H-Bradley unit, 7500 ohms;

I-Electrad
grid-leak mounting;
Jwooden baseboard;
-post
K- binding strip;
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UNIT-

L -brass brackets;
M- Benjamin porcelain socket fixture;
4 Eby binding posts.
Note: This unit was referred to in Part
I as Model V.
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A Compact and Efficient Raytheon Unit
This efficient model of the improved Raytheon Power -pack is compactly set upon a baseboard that is nearly square in its dimensions. It has slightly lower voltage characteristics
than the models previously mentioned, but this does not in any way interfere
with its efficiency.

HERE

IS A LIST

OF THE PARTS THAT

A-Raytheon tube;

C1 and C2- Precise chokes;
Dl, D2 and D3- Potter filter condenser
units for Raytheon circuit;

standard

tube

IN

THE LABORATORY MODEL OF THIS UNIT-

(old style);

B- Precise step-up transformer;

E- Benjamin

WERE USED

socket

F-Bradleyohm,

No. 10;
G-Bradleyohm, No. 25;
H- Brodleyunit, 7500 ohms;
Electrad grid-leak mounting;
wooden baseboard;

IJ-
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K-binding -post strip;
L -brass brackets;
4

Eby binding posts.

Note: This unit was referred to in
Part I as Model VI.

IN THE WORLD'S LABORATORIES
CONDUCTED BY DR.

What Sounds Can
You Identify?
OUR London

contemporary, Popular

Wireless, staged recently one of the most
interesting and novel radio contests
which has come to light for a long time.
A series of twenty sounds, all more
or less familiar, was selected. These
were then broadcast, every attention

E. E. FREE

power of the British radio public seems
to have shown up very well. Doubtless before this item can be printed,
some enterprising broadcaster will have
repeated the novelty in the United
States. To him we would offer one suggestion. It is that an effort be made to
determine the particular frequencies in
each sound which render it, possible of
identification. In the case of the kiss,
for example, it is quite probable that
the essential sound is of relatively low
frequency (no humor intended) and
that it did not get through the receiver
circuits of most of the listeners, if,
indeed, it survived the modulating
apparatus of the transmitter.

being given to having the sounds
absolutely correct; but no spoken clue
(or only very indirect clues) were given
as to what the sounds really were. Listeners were asked to send in their identifications of the different sounds. It
was believed, as actually proved to be
the case, that the information obtained
might be of help to the British Broad- What Obstacles Most Impede
casting Company in putting on their
Broadcasting Reception?
radio plays.
MOST radio enthusiasts will remember
The results of the tests are now briefly
described by the Editor of that publica- that in 1922 and 1923 the United States
Bureau of Standards organized a group
tion.* Some of them are surprising.
For example, one of the sounds that was of cooperating observers who kept
very poorly identified was the sound of a records of the reception of Station
kiss. Can it be that British radio fans KDKA, at Pittsburgh, for a long series
are not listening when kissing is being of nights, recording the character of the
done? The firing of a gun and the reception and the chief causes of interflight of a shell were poorly recognized,
also, although there must have been
many ex-artillerymen in the radio
audience. The sounds incidental to
laying a table for seven people were
much missed, also, as was the sound of a
mouse caught in a trap. On the other
hand, the crackling sound of a wood
fire, which was not expected to "get
over" well, was identified correctly by
a large proportion of the listeners.
More usual and characteristic sounds,
such as that of an elevator, that of a
turnstile, that of a telephone pay station, that of tearing calico, that of a
cash register, that of stropping a razor,
RADIO INTERFERENCE
that of hammering a nail in the wall and
chart shows the percentages of different
that of a sewing machine, were very This
causes of interference to good radio recepwell identified.
tion, as indicated by the tçsts of the United
On the whole the sound- identifying States Bureau of Standards in 1923. It is
* "The Radio Sounds

Editor.

Competition," by The
Popular Wireless (London), vol. 8, pages

953 -954 (December 19. 1925).

probable that the results of a test now would
indicate a much lower percentage of interference from other broadcasting stations and
a higher percentage of good reception.

POPULAR RADIO
ference. Several preliminary notes of
the results have been issued from time to
time by the Bureau. The full report has
now appeared.*
The most interesting feature of the
statistics, now reported, as the analysis
of the obstacles encountered in hearing
KDKA between August 1, 1922, and
July 31, 1923. A total of 7,372 observations is taken into account. Practically
one -third of the observations (32-4 per
cent) report no obstacle to reception.
Of the remainder, the largest single
cause of bad reception was interference
from other broadcasting stations. The
total so included equalled 25.7 per cent
of the observations. Atmospherics were
responsible for bad reception in 15.7 per
cent of the observations, and fading, in
12.2 per cent.
It may be doubted, of course, whether
a renewed test at present would show
equivalent results. The average receiver is now more selective and broadcasting stations are probably operated
more competently. Probably the percentage of `other station" difficulty
would now be less.
*"A Statistical Study of Conditions Affecting the
Distance Range of Radio Broadcasting Stations,"
by C. M. Janeky, Jr. Technologic Paper No. 297 of
the Bureau of Standards; being Vol. 19, pages 641 650_(dated October 8, 1925.)

The Roof of the Earth
THE discussion, which was so active
two years ago, concerning the reality of

the Heaviside Layer and its part in
long -distance radio transmission is grad-

ually being decided, by preponderance
of evidence, in favor both of the existence and the effectiveness of this Layer.*
The evidence in favor of this conclusion comes from two quite different lines
of research. One is the study of the
transmission and reception of the short
waves, especially the examination of
the "skip- distance" effect.t The other
is the increasing number of measurements that indicate that radio waves arriving at a distant station actually do
come downward from the upper air
toward the receiver, instead of horizontally along the surface of the ground.*
Simultaneously, the investigation of
the upper atmosphere bymethodsnot in.For an account of the modern form of the Heaviside Layer theory (frequently called the Eccles l.armor theory), together with references to the
rarlier discussions see: "How the Air Affecta Radio,"
POPULAR RADIO for September, 1925, pages 199206.
tSee, for example, the work of Drs. Taylor and
Hurlburt, of the Naval Research Laboratory;
POPULAR RADIO for January. 1926, pages 61-63.
The work of Dr. Smith -Rove and Mr. Barfield
on this problem was described in POPULAR RADIO
for September, 1925, pages 281 -283 and for February, 1926, page 169. A further report was made
by them to the Royal Society, London, on February 18, 1926, and is reported briefly in Nature
(London), volume 117, page 325 (February 27
1926). A still more cogent investigation, resulting
in a similar conclusion, was made last year by Professor E. V. Appleton and \Ir. M. A. F. Barnett
and is reported in "Some Direct Evidence for
Downward Atmospheric Reflection of Electric
Rays," by Appleton and Barnett. Proceedings of
the Royal Society of London, series A, volume 109,
pages 621 -641 (December, 1925).
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volving radio at all is telling us much
about what the Heaviside region is
really like. At a recent special meeting
of the Royal Society, in London, these
matters were discussed by an exceptional gathering of experts, including
such distinguished radio engineers as
Sir Henry Jackson, Dr. W. H. Eccles,
Professor E. V. Appleton and Dr. R.
L. Smith-Rose .§§
Sir Henry Jackson contributed to the
discussion an account of recent experiments with transmission on a wavelength of 12 meters from a ship at sea
to a receiving station in England. Reception was good within a 100 -mile distance, probably by means of the near-by
ground wave. Thereafter, transmissions were received when the distance
was of 1,100 miles, 3,000 miles and
6,000 miles, but not at intermediate
positions. These facts are clearly in
accord with the previous observations
' of the skip- distance effect and with the
theory of double reflection between the
earth's surface and the Heaviside Layer
as elaborated by Taylor and Hurlburt
in the article referred to above.
Prof. Appleton and Dr. Smith -Rose
described their respective experiments
in detecting down -coming waves. The
latter gentleman announced some calculations, based on the angle of inclination of the received wave, indicating a height of about 88 kilometers (55
miles) for the lower surface of the reflecting layer. This is in good agreement with the height of 50 miles estimated last fall by Breit and Tuve from
the time difference in the arrival of
direct and reflected waves sent between
two stations 7 miles apart near Washington, D. C.
Of the non-radio contributions to the
London discussion the most interesting
to the radio engineer was a summary,
by Professor Sydney Chapman, of what
is now believed to be the physical constitution of the atmosphere in the Heaviside region. Aside from the use of radio
waves, there are three ways to obtain
such physical data. First, is the use of
sounding balloons, which are thin rubber balloons a foot or two in diameter,
filled with hydrogen and carrying instruments which will record atmospheric density, temperature and the
like. Such balloons have risen to
11The meeting is reported in Nature (London),
volume 117, pages 385356 (March 13, 1926).
5 "A Radio Method of Estimating the Height of
the Conducting Layer," by G. Breit and M. A.
Tuve. Nature (London), volume 116, page 357
(September 5, 1925). The experiments were with
Other experiments with 60071 -meter waves.
meter waves and a distance of 100 to 150 miles gave
no indication of reflection. It has recently been
pointed out, however, by Captain Eckersley, that
this negative result is to be expected from the best
available theory of the nature of the Heaviside
Layer. It constitutes, therefore, a confirmation of
the theory and of the estimated height of about
50 miles for the under surface of the Layer. See
The Constitution of the Heaviside Layer," by
T. L. Eckersley. Nature (London), volume 117,
pages 380.381 (March 13, 1976).

Underwood & Underaoou

ONE WAY TO EXPLORE THE UPPER AIR
Instruments arranged to record air pressure, electrification and other
characters of the atmosphere important to radio are attached to a small
hydrogenfilled balloon which is then released. The cage around the
instruments prevents injury to them when the balloon returns to earth.
This cage bears a tag asking the finder to notify the proper scientific
authority. Balloons like this have risen nearly twenty miles.
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of the ideas of Dr. Vegard with those
of Drs. Lindemann and Dobson may
lie in consideration of height. It is

possible that at one level the atmosphere
is really composed of relative warm
ozone, while at a higher level it consists
of frozen nitrogen dust. If so, the
lower, warm -ozone level is probably the
one which includes the Heaviside Layer,
Assuming the idea of a warm layer at
the height indicated for the Heaviside
region, Professor Chapman calculated
a pressure, at 100 kilometers (62 miles),
of about one one-hundred -thousandth
of that at the earth's surface. The
distance traveled by the average gas
atom between collisions with other
atoms increases from a tiny fraction of
a millimeter at the earth's surface to
approximately 3 centimeters (over an
inch) at the 62 -mile height. It is this
long path of the atoms, plus the high
degree of ionization and electrification,
which give to the Heaviside region the
conducting properties which are so important in radio.
The investigation of the upper atmosphere is a striking instance of the
way in which radio investigations and.
the studies of other branches of science
reinforce each other. As the study of
meteors and of the aurora yields more
facts about the upper air these facts
assist the formulation of a theory of
radio transmission. On the other hand,
radio data, such as that reported by
Drs. Taylor and Hurlburt, by Dr.
Breit and Mr. Tuve and by Sir Henry
Jackson, promise to provide the atmospheric physicists with much in-

Bell Telephone Laboratories

A MECHANISM WHICH RADIO HELPS
Mr. Paul B. Findley, at the left, is holding a model of the inner part
of the human ear. The coiled spiral on the right of this model contains
the nerves of hearing. The part of the model on the (able shows the re-

mainder of the ear. Dr. Harvey Fletcher is pointing to Me chain of
three small (ones which transmit the sounds and which it is claimed that
radio practice sometimes helps to loosen and improve.

heights of approximately twenty miles.
From the records thus obtained certain
inferences can be made as to conditions
at still higher levels.
The second source of information
about the high atmosphere is the observation of meteors or shooting-stars.
By careful study of all the data available, Dr. F. A. Lindemann and I)r. G.
B. Dobson concluded, three years ago,
that the upper atmosphere is much
warmer and much denser than had previously been imagined.* Its temperature came out as perhaps as high as 80
degrees, Fahrenheit, quite comparable

nitrogen, this gas being frozen to tiny
crystals by the intense cold which there
prevails.t Possibly the reconciliation
tFor accounts of Professor 1'egard's work

see

March, 1924, page 299, and July,
1924, page 89. A more recent summary appeared
as "The Luminescence from Solidified Gases Down
POPULAR RADIO,

to the Temperature of Liquid Hydrogen and its
Application to Cosmic Phenomena," by L. Vegard.
Communications from the Physical Laboratory of the
University of Leiden (Holland), number 175, 105
pages, manuscript delivered June 18, 1025. Poet.1.111 RADIO will print soon a more complete account
of Professor Vegard's work, for which we are indebted to his personal courtesy.

valuable information.

with the temperature on the earth's
surface. This surprising conclusion
was explained by Lindemann and
Dobson as due to the presence of a high
proportion of ozone in the upper air and
to the absorption of heat rays by this
gas.
The third source of information about
the upper air is the aurora. Observations on it do not agree with the conclusions of high temperature and relatively high density reached by Lindemann and Dobson. On the contrary,
Professor Lars Vegard, of Oslo University, Norway, who is the outstanding student of the nature of the aurora,
has concluded that the chief constituent
of the atmosphere at the height where
the aurora occurs is a solid dust of
* "A Theory of Meteors and the Density and
Temperature of the Outer Atmosphere to which
it Leads," by F. A. Lindemann and Cl. B. Dobson.
Proceedings of the Royal .Society of London, aeries A,
volume 102, pages 411 -421 (1923). The best general account of meteors, including how they ran
help us learn about the upper air, is "Meteors."
by Charles 1'. Olivier. 279 pages, published 1925,
by The Williams and Wilkins Company, Baltimore, Md.

From

a
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AN APPARATUS FOR DUPLICATING THE AURORA
By these instruments Professor Lars Vegard has produced, from frozen
nitrogen crystals, spectrum lines which he believes to be the same as (lose
observed in the streamers of the Aurora. The frozen nitrogen is in
the glass apparatus at the right. At the left is the .spectrograph through
which observations are made.
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SHOWING A LONG SERIES OF ETHER WAVES
exhibited at the Wembley Science Exhibit, under the direction of the
was
apparatus
This
Royal Society of London, to show the extensions of the ether wane spectrum beyond risible

light. The short ultraviolet rays were shown on the fluorescent screen occupying the left half
of the apparatus. At the right, the longer rays of infra -red and of heat, all of them invisible,
were demonstrated by a thermopile, used as a detector. The operator moved this thermopile
back and forth by means of the strings. Al the extreme right -hand end of the apparatus were
found the millimeter electric wares which are now attracting so Hutch attention among the
more advanced radio experimenters.

More Radio Aids for the Deaf
OVER two years age POPULAR RADIO
published an account of the work of Dr.
Paid V. Winslow, of New York City, in
stimulating the hearing of partially deaf
persons by feeding radio programs into
their ears. By sufficient amplification
and the use of headphones, the sounds
supplied to the ears may be made extremely loud, far louder than any sounds
which would reach the ear in ordinary
ways. Of course, these loud sounds are
heard better merely because they are
loud. That is why many deaf people
hear radio when they can hear nothing
else. But that, says Dr. Winslow, is not
all of the story. The supply of loud
radio sounds to the car actually improves, he believes, what remains of the
sense of hearing. This opinion is now
shared, it appears, by I)r. Max A.
Goldstein, of the Central Institute for
the Deaf, in St. Louis.*
*Dr. Goldstein's work is described in an article
"Teaching Deaf Children to Talk," by Paul Paddock. Popular Mechanics (Chicago), volume 45,
1926). The work of Dr.
Winslow and Dr. Goldstein is described also in an
article by F. M. Delano, Jr., in the Boston Post
for March 7, 1928, page B-8. POPULAR RADIO'S
original mention of Dr. Winslowa ideas was in (b.
issue for March,1924, ogc '02.

=low(March.

The theory is that forced vibrations
are good for the ear. Some parts of the
mechanism by which sounds reach the
sensitive nerve endings in the inner ear
are purely mechanical. The ear possesses, for example, a chain of three
small bones and a drum -like diaphragm,
through all of which the sounds must
In some varieties of deafness
pass.
these bones or other parts seem to become stiff. Sounds do not pass through
them well. Forced exercise, as, for
example, by listening to loud radio,
loosens them up. The subject hears
better, Dr. Winslow and I)r. Goldstein
claim, not only at the time but later.
According to Mr. Paddock, as quoted
above, the Institute at St.. Louis contains a special radio apparatus adapted
to feed stimulating sounds into the ear
in this way.
Another conclusion from this viewpoint is that there is probably a measure of truth in the old idea that deaf
people hear better in noisy places. This
has been much debated, some experts
maintaining that the apparent improvement is due merely to the fact that persons speaking to the sufferer from deaf-
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apt, unconsciously, to speak
louder amid noisy surroundings. I)r.
Winslow recently made a test of this
matter, the hearing of deaf persons being tested while on a moving street car.
According to a report of the tests in the
New York Tinter for March l3, 1926,
a distinct improvement of hearing was
noticed. Dr. Winslow intends to repeat
these tests, using more exact controls.
ness are

Can We Make Use of
Millimeter Waves?
AT the annual dinner of the Institute
of Radio Engineers, in New York held
in January, Dr. Irving Langmtir, of
the General Electric Company, made
the prediction that before long we would
be using waves so short that their wavelengths would he measured in thoumillimeters
sandths of a meter
rather than in the meters which we use
now. It is not probable, Dr. Langnuir
predicted, that these extremely short
waves will be produced or broadcast by
apparatus of the types now in use.
Totally new lines of experimentation
(Continued on page 170)

-in

-
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WITH THE EXPERIMENTERS
CONDUCTED BY LAURENCE

Trouble Shooting in the
Cockaday Eight-tube
Superheterodyne
THREE years ago the superhetero-

dyne was considered a receiver for

the amateur or experimenter. At that
time the word "amateur" signified one
who dabbled with transmitters-generally known as a "ham." It was not
even commonly used by them until a
short time after Paul Godley, in England, copied several American "hams"
with a "superhet." Those who were in
the game at the time will remember that
this receiverthen had apanel about three
feet long that was dimly visible behind
an imposing array of knobs and dials.
Rumor had it that three men and a
boy were required to tune the set.
Had the superheterodyne remained in
this state, it is certain that few of them
would be in existence today. But a
look at any modern super gives at

least one reason for its increased popularity. The panel is visible; in fact it
may have fewer controls than a neutrodyne or a similar type of receiver.
One reason, then, is simplicity of
operation.
Another factor has been simplification of construction. Receivers of this
type have been built by experts with the
use of standard parts and specifications
that permit the duplication of the original receiver by others less skilled. One
of the outstanding contributions to this
field was the Cockaday eight -tube superheterodyne receiver, that was described
in the January, 1925, issue of POPULAR
RADIO.

The average constructor of receivers
is not in a position to determine the
value of a circuit by a mere inspection.
He must either build it (in which case
he values it in accordance with the
results he gets from his own receiver),
consult others, who purport to know, or
value it by taking into consideration the
time of its appearance. Obsolescence,
in the latter case, is governed purely by
the length of time the set has been "out."
An éxample of this is the old three-

M.

COCKADAY

circuit receiver that used two variometers, one to tune the grid and the
other the plate circuit. It is an "old"
circuit and is valued accordingly by
most of the public, although an operator familiar with one can get almost as
good results from one using three tubes
as the average individual gets out of
his five tube-dyne or -plex circuit.
The Cockaday superheterodyne is an
exception to this rule as those who
handle any sort of a question department are in a position to corroborate.
Both the numerous inquiries in regard
to it and the comments by those who
furnish kits or parts for it testify to this
fact. It is for this reason that a discussion of this receiver still seems timely
although the receiver was described
almost a year and a half ago.
One thing should be borne in mind by
the reader before he goes into the subject of "trouble shooting" on such a
receiver. This is the fact that simplification of control and standardization
of construction do not simplify the electrical principles upon which such a
receiver operates.

Often the reverse is true. Simplicity
of operation is frequently obtained at
the cost of simplicity of design. This is
true, for example, in a single -control
superheterodyne where both tuning
circuits (the loop and oscillator) have
to be designed so that a constant frequency difference exists between them
over the whole tuning range. This rests,
among other things, on the construction of true straight-line -frequency condensers which is a problem in itself.
A Knowledge of Electrical Principles
Is Essential

In trouble shooting in such a receiver
some knowledge of the electrical principles is involved; and it is not, therefore, child's play. Additional tubes and
circuits multiply the possibilities of
trouble; and such trouble can only be
found by systematic, careful testing and
elimination. Unless the experimenter
has had sufficient experience with receivers to be able to immediately identify

the source of trouble, he can only do so
by eliminating first one and then another possibility.
Such elimination
should preferably rest on the order of
probability. The most probable source
of trouble should naturally be investigated first.
An investigation of this sort, unfortunately, requires at least a slight
knowledge of the principle on which the
receiver operates.
The most satisfactory way of explaining its operation is to follow a signal
from the input of the receiver to the
output. This we shall attempt to do
considering at the same time the possibility of trouble occurring in the various stages through which the signal
passes.

This would normally give a disproportionate emphasis to certain possibilities; that is, considering the probability of its occurrence, and we will
attempt to give a more accurate emphasis in the conclusion. The possibilities will be numbered successively
and then a list of these numbers, in the
order of their probability, will be given
at the end of the discussion.
How the Signal Changes on Its Way
Through the Receiver

Figure 2 illustrates roughly what
occurs in the receiver. (All references
to parts in the original receiver will include the original designating letters.
The layout of the tubes in Figure 1
corresponds to the layout of the tubes
on the baseboard and not to the schematic diagram of the receiver (shown in
Figure 1). We have found that many
owners of this receiver do not know the
functions which each tube performs.)
The change in length of the dots and
dashes that are used to illustrate the
path of the signal signifies a change in
frequency. The shorter the dots, the
greater the frequency. An increase in
thickness or width (using a fixed length)
indicates an increase in the amplitude
or volume of the signal.
The signal from the loop enters the
tube II and is amplified at this frequency, as is shown by the increase in
the width of the line and the fact that
the length of the dot remains constant.
This tube first acts as a radio-frequency
amplifier.
The signal then enters the tube I2
where it combines with the auxiliary
current, shown as the oscillator current,
and reduces the frequency (as shown by
the increase in length of the line). The
current is rectified before it goes to the
tube I3 so that this tube is a detector. A
theoretical discussion of the necessity
for rectification is out of the scope of
this article but it may be discussed at
some future time. The tube also per-
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forms the function of oscillator as shown middle switch point or inductance setting of the Korach loop.
by the auxiliary oscillator current.
This was done to simplify the chart.
The tubes I3, I4 and I5 successively
amplify the signal at the intermediate Each tap has a different calibration
curve that is due to the change in infrequency.
The tube H decreases the frequency ductance.
This does not mean that the wave(by rectification) and is the second
length range of the receiver is restricted
detector.
The decrease in the thickness of the to these limits. By the use of different
line at this point does not indicate a taps the wavelength range of the loop
decrease in amplitude due to this tube. circuit may be extended from well below
The thickness is merely relative and 200 to over 800 meters.
The loop and the condenser A (.0005
applies only to a particular length of
variable) comprise the loop tuning
mfd.
This
audio-frefrequency).
(or
dash
quency signal then goes through the circuit. If your wavelength range is
tube Il as shown, is amplified at this restricted the trouble does not lie in this
frequency, and goes through the last circuit unless some other type of loop is
two stages of amplification-tubes I6 used that has improper inductance.
The same effect could be produced by
and I7.
shortcircuiting several turns of the
from
the
Let us follow the signal
input to the output of the receiver. The Korach loop through the switch points;
original diagram is reproduced in Figure but this is very improbable. (I)
Other factors remaining constant, the
1 to facilitate reference to the various
parts. Those who cannot follow such a signal voltage that is impressed on the
circuit may refer to the lay -out diagram input of the first tube is proportional to
which appeared on page 39 of the the number of turns used in the loop.
January, 1925, issue of POPULAR RADIO. It is advisable, therefore, to use as many
Both figures use the same designating turns in the loop as possible and a low
setting of the tuning condenser. A fair
letters for the various parts.
compromise between increased lcsses in
The Loop Circuit
the condenser at low capacities and
The curve that shows the setting of increase in signal from the loop with
the loop tuning condenser A (Kl in the increased inductance may be secured by
original article) indicates a wavelength operating the condenser around 20
range of approximately 266 to 550 degrees or so (about 100mmfds.). Very
meters. This curve was made for the little difference will be noted normally

when operating in this manner; but it is
an aggregate of such small considerations which makes the difference between a set that will receive DX and
one that will not.
Rectification in the First Tube
One side of this circuit is connected to
the filament lead, in the usual manner,
and the other to the grid of the tube I1
through the condenser Ql which cor-

responds to the usual grid condenser.
The secondary of the transformer is
connected in the circuit in the manner
in which the grid-leak is normally connected.
Rectification in a tube that employs
a grid condenser and leak takes place in
the grid circuit (by virtue of the change
of slope in the grid current -grid voltage curve). Negligible rectification
takes place here, however, due to the
fact that the resistance (to direct currents or reactance to low-frequency
currents) is very low and also to the
fact that the filament end of the secondary is connected to the negative "A"
battery lead. The subject of detection
is an intricate one and one that we cannot take space to discuss here. The
reader has doubtlessly noticed, however,
that in "hard" or highly evacuated
amplifier tubes of the 201 -a type the
grid -leak or grid return is connected to
the positive "A" battery lead when
detection is wanted.
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THE SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE RECEIVER

FIGURE 1: The hook -up of the Cockaday 8-tube superheterodyne which was described in the
January, 1925 issue of POPULAR RADIO. All designating letters that appear in the text
apply to this diagram and to the layout diagram of the receiver which will appear next
month in the second installment of this article.
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HOW THE SIGNAL CHANGES ON ITS WAY THROUGH

THE RECEIVER

FIGURE 2: The path of the signal from the loop to the speaker. An
increase in the length of the dashes indicates a decrease in the frequency
of the signal while an increase in thickness represents an increase in the
amplitude of the signal at that particular frequency.

The condenser, Q3, offers a certain
amount of what is called reactance to
the high- frequency current. This is
comparable to the resistance that is
offered to the flow of direct current
(this is not strictly accurate as no energy
is dissipated-we again have to sacrifice some accuracy to simplify the discussion). The voltage across the secondary of the transformer and hence across
the grid and filament of the first tube
(which we want to keep as high as possible) is therefore less than that across
the loop circuit by an amount equal to
the drop in the condenser Q1. The
greater the capacity the less the drop
through it.
This capacity may he increased to

dance characteristics are used, a small
choke coil should be inserted between the
post, G, of the Karas transformer and
the lead now connected to it. This will
greatly increase the impedance to the
high frequencies and yet offer very little
to the audio frequencies.
This choke coil may be made by winding about 120 -150 turns of number 36
wire (preferably DCC or DSC) on a oneinch tube. It may be mounted vertically on the base board to the left of the

transformer. (III)
In referring to right and left front and
rear of the receiver, in the case of instruments, it is assumed that the reader is
looking at the set from the front. Where
reference is made to the diagram (Figure
.00025 or .0005 mfds. with some im- 1) top and bottom, right and left apply
provement in signal strength. It cannot to the position of the leads or instrube increased too much because as far as ments upon it.
low- (audio) frequency currents are conThe signal is then applied to the
cerned it is connected across the second- grid and filament (input circuit.) of the
ary. Too high a capacity would seri- RF tube and amplified at its original
ously impair the amplification of the frequency by virtue of the amplifying
higher, audible frequencies in the characteristic of the tube. Nearly all
amplifier. (II)
of the output or plate circuit current at
The method of reflexing that is em- this frequency then goes through the
ployed here is called "shunt reflexing" primary of the Duratran transformer.
due to the fact that the transformer The condenser, Q3, offers very little
winding is connected directly across, reactance to this frequency and so most
or. in shunt to, the input circuit of the
of the current returns to the filament
tube --not in series with it as is usual.
(completing the output circuit) through
We will return to a consideration of its it. A slight amount of this goes through
operation later when the path of the the resistance 03 to the filament
audio-frequency is traced. One thing (through the "B" battery). For this
should be noted. This secondary is con- reason and others which will appear
nected across or in shunt to the input later a 1 mfd. condenser should be
of the first RF tube. If the impedance shunted across the "I3" battery. The
to radio-frequencies through this cir- capacity is made large to minimize
cuit is low, it will considerably lower the audio-frequency current variations
voltage that is applied to the input of which might occur in this circuit. (IV)
the tube because it acts as a short cirThe Use of the Pliodyne Method of
cuit to the high frequency.
The rise of a Choke Coil to Increase
the Impedance

There is no simple method of determining the impedance of this path to
radio-frequencies; but, where trouble is
suspected and particularly where other
types of audio-frequency transformers
that have different secondary iml:c

Preventing Feedback

We stated that nearly all of the current in the plate circuit went through
the primary of the Duratran. The portion of it which does not go through this
winding returns to the grid circuit
through the condenser, Q2, and the
resistance, 01. This current is opposed
to (approximately 180 degrees out cf

www.americanradiohistory.com

phase with) the current in the grid circuit. It produces what may be termed
negative regeneration.
At the frequencies which we are considering, a certain amount of positive
regeneration takes place through the
inter-electrode capacity of the tube (due
to the inductive reactance of the primary winding of R) . This positive regeneration may be sufficient to make the
RG tube oscillate. To prevent this and
also to prevent any of the oscillator current (which we will consider later) from
getting back into the loop circuit the
negative regeneration is introduced.
The method that is employed is one
which is commonly called the "Pliodyne." The amount of negative regeneration is governed by the capacity
of Q2 and the resistance of 01. The
greater the capacity of Q2 the greater
will be the negative "feed back" (less
positive regeneration). The higher the
resistance of 01, the less will be the
negative regeneration.
In some cases, experimenters have
found that removing the resistance 01
slightly increases the signal strength.
This is due to the fact that a certain
amount of positive regeneration is
present.. The loop is then capable of
radiating some energy. (V)
Transformer Amplification
The signal is slightly amplified
through the transformer, R, at radiofrequency. This transformer is of the
untuned or semi-aperiodic type. It is
very difficult to construct a transformer of this type that will give appreciable amplification, and especially,
uniform amplification over the whole
broadcasting band from 550 to 1500
K.C. The particular transformer used
is one of the best, available of this type;
but its frequency range is restricted to
from 550 to 1330 K.C. At the time it
was used the use of the higher frequencies had not become common:
This then is the principal frequency
(or wave -length) limiting factor in
reception. The amplification at frequencies between 1000 and 1330 KC
is not very high (300 down to 225
meters). (VI)
The First Detector Tube
The tube, I2, is both the first detector and the oscillator. The secondary circuit of the Autodync coupler
(E, Figure 1), which is shunted by the
.001 mfd. variable condenser, is the frequency governing circuit of the oscillator. The tickler, or what might be
called the primary winding, of the coupler is connected in the plate circuit in
series with the condenser, G, and the
primary of C (these two being in parallel). This provides the regeneration

(Continued on page 170)
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perate your present radio set
from the light socket
with Balkite `B "and a Balkite !Trickle Charger
The radio set you now own will operate from the light socket. No
changes are necessary. You need only add Balkite "B" at $35 and a
Balkite Trickle Charger at $10.
the noiseless "B" power supply- replaces your "B"
Balkite "B
batteries entirely and supplies plate current from the light socket. The
Balkite Trickle Charger keeps your "A" battery always at full charge,
also from the light socket. If you like you may also purchase from your
dealer an automatic switch that cuts out the charger and turns on Balkite
"B" when you turn on the set.
This type of installation is the last word in radio convenience and
ease of operation. You never have to operate your set on a weak power
supply or worry about replacing or recharging batteries. One turn of
the switch and you have full, even power, exactly as required by the set.
And because you always have full power you secure a quality of reception possible in no other way.
Both Balkite "B " and the Balkite Trickle Charger are entirely noiseless.
Their first cost is the last. Both are permanent pieces cf equipment with
no bulbs, nothing to replace, break or get out of order. There is no further expense other than a negligible amount of household current.
Thousands of radio owners have already made this simple addition
to their sets. You can make it too, and convert your set into a light socket
receiver. Ash your dealer.
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Prices slightly higher West of Rockies and in Canuda
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"Micro- fright"
(Continued from page 115)
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the other hand, the variety artist
watches every move and expression on
the part of the audience. He singles out
people in the audience, plays to them,
gets an individual approchement, as the
people who sling French like to say, and
thus the vaudeville performer makes
his acting a personal matter.
But they can't do this with Mike, for
Mike is as impersonal as a hunk of ice.
And there is no way of thawing him out.
It won't do to bellow out, as some
vaudeville people on occasion have been
known to do, "Hey, out there! Are
your hands chained?"
Mike's hands are always chained.
You have to get on the good side of him
in some other way.
Often the less figure the person is in
the world, the better he performs in
front of Mike. After dinner speakers,
small fry politicians, unknown football
coaches and so on, often do better in the
sending room than actors and singers of
renown. The former go galloping on,
taking the hurdles as they come, and it
makes no difference to them what happens. They are not accustomed to
bringing audiences to their feet, so when
they step in front of the sensitive plate
they don't need audience inspiration,
and they acquit themselves better than
people the public is much more interested in hearing.
Many things must be learned by
people who are to meet Mike for the
first time. Once a sad experience happened to me. Possibly others, who are
to make their debut, may profit by the
situation I found myself in.
I was to speak over WJZ and I was to
occupy ten minutes in time. WJZ is
very particular about what a person is
going to transmit and requires that the
speaker write down in advance just what
he is going to turn loose on the good
people. I had written my speech out
and sent it in to the studio manager. He
had telephoned me that it had passed
the requirements, and I was pleased
that everything had gone as happily as
a wedding bell. I was to go on at a
quarter after eight and so took an early
train just to make sure that there
wouldn't be any slip-up.
I arrived. The colored attendant
there whisked my hat and stick from me
in the way he has (don't forget him as
you go out, boys) and I sat around for
some minutes listening to how the others
did it. My time came and the announcer, with the geniality of a dentist
going to relieve you of a molar, escorted
me to the sending chamber. Some
woman was just finishing a song and the
announcer took his place at the control
switch and then whispered to me:
"You have your manuscript all right,
haven't you ?"
"No," I said, "you have it."
www.americanradiohistory.com

He would not have looked any more
scared if he had met a pay roll robber in
a lone and deserted street.
"Where is it, then ?" he said, leaping
to his feet and dashing out the door in a
way that would have made Red Grange
say, "Aw, what's the use ?" He called
to the other men in the studio, asking
where the manuscript was, but none
knew.
"Maybe it's in the filing cabinet,"
someone suggested, and the announcer
started digging through that steel cabinet like a ferret going after a mouse. But
he didn't find it; there had been a bungle
and the manuscript was in another office
and the manager gone home (I trust) to
his wife and children. So the poor announcer dashed back to the microphone
just as the song was finishing -and then
and there he had to step in and oblige
with a solo.
As a word of warning to those appearing on the air for the first time, take
along your carbon copy; or, if you sing
or play, don't depend on the studio
library. Play safe and take it along.
You won't feel half as foolish coming in
with a duplicate set as you will standing
in front of Mike without anything except your good intentions. Good intentions don't carry very far over the radio.
Those who are expecting to sing or
play over the radio must not expect to
go on without a try-out, or as the new
and fashionable word about the studios
now is, without an "audition."
First, the person sings or plays, or
otherwise shows what he can do, while
the studio booker looks him over and
goes into the next room to hear how he
sounds over the speaker. But the person has not gone up into the air; he has
merely been switched into the other
room for this same audition, for even
the most skilled studio manager cannot
tell whether a person has a microphone
voice. Then the person is told how to
remedy his voice, or how to make it
carry better, how close he should stand,
and so on. In this way the singer, or
musician, has had some experience before he goes on for the first time. But a
speaker, or story teller, or lecturer hasn't
that. He must come without having
met Mike before -and then the two are
left alone together.
But don't get the idea that the slower
and more distinctly one speaks the

better.
Recently Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.,
was called upon to speak over the radio.
He sent in his speech, all written out,
and it passed without the blue pencil
falling on a line. But when Mr. Vanderbilt started to speak he spoke so slowly
and distinctly that it was painful to listen to him; he sounded like a high school
boy making his first speech in a debating
class on "Government-What is It ?"
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For Experimenters who prefer
Impedance Coupled Amplification

Type 369

Price

Coupling

$5.00 each

Impedance

The General Radio Company has endeavored to make
it possible for the experimenter to obtain its products
with a minimum of effort.
A careful selection of distributors and dealers has
been made. They are best
fitted to serve you. If, however, you are unable to obtain our products in your
particular locality they will
be delivered to you, postpaid,
direct from the factory upon
receipt of list price.

In a search for a perfect amplifier experimenters are
now giving much attention to coupling impedances.
While transformer coupled amplification produces
more amplification per stage than any other method
under some conditions slightly better quality may be
obtained by the use of impedances and resistances.
By using chokes of sufficiently high inductance, a
quality of reproduction may be obtained equivalent
to that produced by resistances.
The use of chokes has the added advantage of requiring considerably less plate voltage thus reducing
operating costs of the set, and also giving greater
amplification per stage.
A three stage amplifier using three General Radio
Type 369 coupling impedances will give a combination
of generous volume with exceptional purity of tone.
Write for our circular showing wiring diagram for a
3 Stage Impedance Ccupled Amplifier and our latest
parts catalog 924.
Cambridge 39, Mass.
GENERAL RADIO CO.,

Io
INSTRUMENTS
"Behind the Panels of Better Built Sets"

1
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The studio manager, who had been listening in the reception room, cante
rushing with a note;
"Speak faster and more naturally."
Young Vanderbilt changed his method
of delivery, became himself, talked as if
he was speaking to a human being instead of to a piece of vibrating tin, and
closed his speech with congratulations
on the part of the whole studio staff.
Small points are important when you
are alone, with the air before you. One
is, if you speak from notes, or if you read
your speech, don't use thin, crinkly
paper, for in turning it the audience
(tears every crinkle. Use rough, porous
paper.
And be careful about clearing your
throat. Recently Station WSB had to
give up a speaker for this very reason.
He was interesting and was able to put
humor in his talks, but he had a way,
every few sentences, of clearing his
throat. The first time or two it was not
noticeable, but repeated constantly
through a fifteen minute talk it became

c1
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Bracibr-Amplü,er
Resistance- Coupled

PERFECT AUDIO AMPLIFIER

annoying.
How can you overcome micro-fright?
The dictionary fails to give this word.
but for that matter many a good and
useful word has been kept out of the dictionary by moral turpitude, or some-

THE Bradley-Amplifier is
a ready -built, ready -to-install audio-amplifier. It contains no transformers, but is
equipped with Bradleyunit
resistors which amplify without distortion.
The quality of the Browning Drake receiver, like any other
selective radio set, can be improved by substituting the
Bradley -Amplifier for audiofrequency transformers. Try
the Bradley -Amplifier with
the Browning-Drake receiver
and be assured of amplification
without distortion.

Rebuilding Bodies by Radio
(Continued from page 146)

world. His morale has improved tremendously.
An Interest in Radio Is an Interest
in Life Itself

It may be opera that he likes -per-

There are six Bradleyunit resistors mounted in the base of the Bradley- Amplifier.

These compact units are of solid, molded
material, baked under terrific pressure and
fitted with silver- plated terminal caps.
Bradleyunits do not deteriorate with age
nor are they affected by temperature or
moisture. They are permanently soldered
into the Bradley- Amplifier, thereby assuring an amplifier which is permanently
adjusted for maximum efficiency.

$1500

..w
ALLEN -BRADLEY CO.,
i 276 Greenfield Avenue,
I

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Please send me your literature on the Bradley
Amplifier and other Allen -Bradley products.

1
a

-

Name....

Address

....

thing, when it deserved a place in that
proud lexicon. Gelett Burgess (who invented the word "bromide" and made it
so popular that it finally found its way
to the chaste pages of the dictionary)
should come along and give the little
orphan a helping hand.
There is no way to overcome microfright. And just how frightened one is
depends on temperament. But there is
one thing that will help-and that is
preparation.
Don't ever meet Mike face to face
expecting to depend on the inspiration
of the moment, as so many speakers
come to an audience expecting that
inspiration will come and cuddle with
them, for when you step before Mike
there is no more inspiration than if you
were talking into a tomato can. That is
the reason humor is so hard to make go
over the radio.
Comedians depend on their audiences
to laugh and to inspire them to fresh
witticisms, but Mike, the poor nut,
hasn't laughed yet.
Come prepared; say over your speech
to your family until you are able to give
it everything you have and then come in
and look him confidently in the eye.
You'll find he isn't such a bad fellow,
after all.

u

haps he can get one of the latest revues being broadcast straight from the
theater. He may suddenly gain a keen
interest in distant stations, and have
the thrill of lying in his own bed and
listening to a quartet in Paris, a solo
in Berlin, the military band in Madrid,
or an instrumental selection from Brussels. He may follow a course of lectures, a class of some sort. But the
important effect of radio (and its vast
superiority to any other form of entertainment for hospitals) is that the patient is no longer a segregated mortal,
cut off from all intercourse with his
fellow men and feeling that the world
and life are whirling on without him.
Instead, he is able to actually take part
in the life of the world, and to become
a member of human society. The events
that happen around him are not recited
to him by dolorous callers, but are
shared by him. When the callers come,
he has something to offer too -he can
listen to them discussing things, or he
can discuss events with them, which
have actually happened that day. He
has begun to take an interest in the life
outside, and his morbid interest in himself wanes, to be replaced by a healthy
www.americanradiohistory.com

interest in -radio and what it brings.
Radio Benefits the Nurses as well as
Their Patients

Radio also helps to keep the nurses
in a better frame of mind, as they can
get in touch with the outside world during their leisure hours, via the loudspeaker. This is a humane effect,
rather; though indirectly it has its beneficial influence on the patient. Many
of the hospitals in London today are
installing radio sets -in fact, there is a
regular wave of this work going on
throughout England which will become
even more general as the beneficial
effects of radio become better known.
The actual results of the application
of the broadcast programs have apparently justified once and for all the claim
of the radio receiving set to take its
place among hospital appliances and installations. Several radio firms are making special portable sets to sell or hire to
patients for hospital use. I personally
look forward to the time when every
patient will be supplied with his radio
set, or at least his set of headphones,
just as he is today supplied with bed,
garments, or meals. And I expect then
to see the percentage of early convalescences and cures definitely and permanently increased by the intelligent employment of radio both in the hospital
and in the home to give rest and recreation to the patient's mind.
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The Taper Plate Type E Cardwell,
accepted as the first logical solution
of the straight frequency problem,
has proved its right to a permanent
position in the Cardwell line ow eo
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Sold out far in advance of production
ever since it was first announced, its
enthusiastic reception by the public has
'O
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Engineers and Editors hail it as an epoch
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Prices are as low as consistent with
good workmanship. The .0005 mfd. is
$5.00, with other sizes proportionately
lower. Order yours now! .
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Use Meters to Avoid
Break -downs
(Continued from page 143)

An every-night
adventure ofBurgess
Radio Batteries

In starting the set the "A" and "B"
batteries are turned on and the filament
selector switch, "FS," at the left of Figure 2, is set at the first point on the extreme left.
The rheostat for this tube is then adjusted until the proper voltage is shown
on the filament voltmeter, "FV," in the
lower left-hand part of Figure 2. The
filament selector is set on the second
point and the second rheostat set by the
voltmeter reading, and so on for all
tubes. The last point on the filament
selector switch is so connected as to
read "A" battery voltage.
When all tubes have the proper filament voltage the total ampere -flow for
the set will be shown on the filament ammeter, "FA," in Figure 2. The lowest
reading consistent with good volume
and quality should always be maintained. This is the secret of conserving
tube life.
How the Selector Switch Is Used

In connection with the use of the filament voltmeter it will be noted that all
rheostats are on the negative side of the
ONE of the reasons why
line. This is necessary if a simple selecyou should always buy
tor switch is to be used. In this way the
Burgess Radio Batteries is
positive side of the voltmeter is permanently connected with the positive
that the batteries used by airside of the "A" battery, and the negamail pilots battleships -extive side of the meter can then be conplorers
the majority of
nected at will to each tube through the
recognized radio engineers
selector switch.
This location of the rheostats is in acare evolved in the Burgess
cordance with recommended practice of
Laboratories and manufacthe standard tube makers. If, however,
tured in the Burgess factory.
as is common in sets with one or two
stages of neutralized radio-frequency
These batteries are identiamplification, all amplifier tubes have
cal with the batteries sold
the rheostats on the positive side of the
"A" battery and the detector rheostat
by your dealer and thousands
on the negative side, it is advisable not
of other good dealers everyto make detector connection to the
where.
selector switch. It is then possible to
make the permanent meter connection
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY to the negative side of the "A" battery,
and to read the filament voltage for each
GENERAL SALES OFFICE: CHICAGO
amplifier tube by means of the selector
Canadian Fattoria and Offices:
switch.
Niagara Falls and Winnipeg
It is not advisable to attempt to use a
selector switch which has two movable
arms, so as to take readings of filament
voltage when tubes have their rheostats
on more than one side of the "A" battery. This is a complication which is
likely to give trouble.
Another peculiarity to be noted in Figure 2 is that of the plate-voltage selector
switch, which has the first connection to
the positive side of the "A" battery.
This is, in reality, the plate voltage for
the first detector tube as no "B" battery
is used here. The negative side of the
"B" battery after going through the
plate milliammeter connects with the
negative of the "A" battery. The first
detector plate return then goes to the

NOTHING ELSE
LIKE IT!

HERE is a simple radio control -the Centralab Modulator Plug that is unique
even in a field where pheno-

-

menal developments are common.
Provides smooth, noiseless control of tone and volume direct
at the plug with the set operating at full efficiency. Without adjusting tuning dials or
other controls, you can regulate volume from a whisper to
maximum simply by turning
the little knob on this plug.
Reduces static interferenceclarifies tone. Replaces the ordinary loud-speaker plug.
$2.50 at your dealer's, or mailed direct on
receipt of Price.

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES
17 Keefe Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Manufacturers of variable resistances
for all radio circuits

-

-and

-
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Sheet BRASS used as
panels does not split
or warp. Its easy fabrication assures economical production.
BRASS can be readily
marked, engraved or

etched and will take
permanent finish in
any color or style.
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BRASS

RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
25 Broadway.,-,New York
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positive "A" battery. This gives a first
detector plate voltage of only six volts
and is, by the way, a practice that the
writer highly recommends.
It should then be noted that the second point of the plate voltage selector
switch, "PS," in Figure 2 has no connection. This follows for every second
point and must be observed, for otherwise contact of the switch arm with
two live points simultaneously would
short-circuit sections of the "B" battery.
By rotation of the switch arm the plate
voltmeter, "PV," in Figure 2, is connected successively with each detector
plate, the radio-frequency plates and the
audio-frequency plates.
The relative connections of the plate
voltmeter and the plate milliammeter
should also be noted. In Figure 2 it is
so arranged that the current consumed
by the voltmeter registers on the plate
milliammeter. This is recommended so
that the total consumption of "B" battery current will always be known and
also because there is dual indication that
the plate voltmeter is in circuit, a condition that should be necessary only for
short periods of time at infrequent intervals.
It will be noted that the selector
switch points, as shown in Figure 2,
have no designating marking.
In Figure 2 all arrows pointing up indicate leads to the set. This applies to
both binding posts and rheostats.
Figure 3 shows a picture of the radio
receiving set described, with single -dial
tuning control.
The Panel Arrangement
Figure 1 shows the details of the
panel. On the extreme left is the filament meter assembly. The upper meter
is the voltmeter, the lower the ammeter,
and between the two is the filament
selector switch.
On the extreme right of Figure 1 is the
plate meter assembly. The upper meter
is the voltmeter, the lower the milliammeter, while between the two is the plate
selector switch.
Figure 4 shows the top of the set with
the cover open. The position of the
binding posts all placed where connections may be easily made should be
noted. At the extreme left of the shelf
are the antenna and ground connections,
while the "C" battery connections are
located on the extreme right.
In the centre of the shelf, and in front
of the tubes, are the "A" and "B" battery connections. All plate connections
are from the binding posts to the rear
of the set; and the radio-frequency circuits are at the extreme rear.
The plate voltmeter wiring is from the
binding posts to the panel. Thus no
complication of wiring is introduced
near the radio-frequency part of the set.
And finally remember that meters on
a radio receiver are an insurance against
trouble and breakdowns if the information they give you is heeded.
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Morison's Gives You the Best of Service
on these

Popular Circuits
You Have Seen and Read About

Morison's ships your order for parts within

we receive it.

24

hours after

Morison's ships only the parts which are exact duplicates
of those used in the laboratory models by the designers of the

circuits.

THE NEW "HOME" RECEIVER
A New 3 -Tube

COMPLETE
STOCK
OF
PARTS
Now Ready

Set with

many splendid features

at Morison's

HERE ARE THE EXACT PARTS USED:
-Set of 3 Bruno-Bradley Coils
$11.50
1-Dubilier Fixed Condenser, type
3 -Amato Universal Type AX -102 Tube
601, .002 mid
Sockets
2.25
1 -First -stage
Amertran De Luxe
1 -Amato Single Rheostat with Dial,
1

20

ohms (B-102)

-Amato Single- Circuit Jack
1-XL Neutralizing Condenser, Model
1 -Tobe Deutschmann By -Pass Con1

denser,

5 mfd
3- Benjamin
new -t
densers,
00035

mfd

1.25
.50
,90

S. L. F. Con-

-Marco Battery Switch No. 144
-Marco Five -point Switch
1- Carborundum Co. Stabilizing Detector Unit

15.75

1

1.00
1.00

1-Amperite No. 112
1-Amperite No. lA

3.50
1.10
1.10

1

.40

Transformer
10.00
1-Second-stage Amertran De Luxe
Transformer
10.00
3-Kurz -Kusch Aristocrat Dials
3.00
2- Binding Posts
1.35
2-Tait Brackets
pr. 2.00
1-Panel, hard rubber, 8 x 22 inches.. 4.55

The complete parts are
$72.15
Corbett Cabinet- (Mahogany or Walnut -finish)
113.00
Corbett Cabinet-(Genuine Mahogany
or Walnut)

15.00

The S -C 4 -TUBE RECEIVER
EXACT PARTS USED:
S-M No. 316 .00035 Condensers
$5.75
$11.50
2 S-M No. 515 Coil Sockets @ $1.00
2.00
1 S-M No. 801 Vernier Dial
2.50
1 S-M No. 110A Coil
2.50
1 S-M No. 114A Coil
2.50
4 S-M No. 510 Tube Sockets @ 50c
2.00
S-M No. 340 Condenser- .000025
1.50
S-M No. 540 Mounting Brackets (pr.)
.70
Yaxley No. 16K 6 ohm Rheostat
1.35
Yaxley No. 1 Jack
.50
Yaxley No. 2 Jack
.60
Yaxley No. 10 Switch
.50
Complete Screw Assortment, $
2

1
1

1
1

2
1
1

1

1

Polymet 00015 Condenser with grid
leak cli a
Polymet .002 Condenser
$ .4400
Polymet .005 Condenser
.60
Polymet 2 megohm leak
.25
Thordarson Equiformers i $8.00.... 16.00
Centralab Resistance No. 25 M. S. R. 2.00
Drilled and Engraved Front Panel... 4.50
Drilled and Engraved Sub -panel
2.50
S-C Wiring Harness
4.00

Total $58.85
15

The Corbett Cabinet, $8.55

Complete Parts for
THE LC -26 RECEIVER

CRAIG POWER - PACK
AMPLIFIER

Parts for the ORTHOPHASE
including Corbett Cabinet,

A

are
$79.70

are $69.75
The McLAUGHLIN Single
Control Receiver Parts,
complete are $113.30
WHOLESALE
Have your name put on
the mailing list of

All

Parts for the Unit, $95.70
RETAIL

OI%ISO

"BROADCASTS, "a

monthly bulletin giving
the latest news of the
radio world. There will
be no obligation on your
part.

new and improved eliminator
combined with a distortionless
audio amplifier. Supplies B and
C current to the Set, and A, B
and C current to the amplifier

Electrical
15

Supply C Inc

East 40th Street, New York City

www.americanradiohistory.com

"The Key to the SILVER RECEIVER" explains the new S -C
Set. It will be sent to
you on receipt of 25c.
COCKADAY

loi

Pane
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CARTER
"HI -OHM" Universal

Volume
Control for All Circuits

(Pat. Pend.)

500,000

Halt Size

LISTENING IN

$2

Ohms

pointers front experimenters and broadcast listeners. IV hat Itlpful hints can
YOU offer to your fellow fan? Readers are invited to address their letters to the Editor
of this Department.
PRACTICAL

A non -inductive,

variable, wire
wound resistance l;á" dia. Projects but fi" back of panel. The
contact arm slides on protecting
wires covering the special moistureproof resistance element, eliminating wear and assuring long life
and unvarying electrical characteristics.
"HI -POT" same size with third
terminal, $2.25. Write for illustrated folder of full description
and circuit diagrams.

firer

CONDUCTED 13Y LLOYD . JACQUET

Any dealer can supply.

In Canada--Catar Radia Cs., Limitad. Tames

muu6buflloaunu¢lmullumtt7lumminitlimuwwtlmummifgl

BROADCAST
LISTENERS
The POPULAR RADIO ATLAS and LOG
will Rive you a list of ell the NEW Broadcasting Stations with wavelengths and

other necessary Information

A Complete Atlas and Station Log
The "POPULAR RADIO International Radio
Atlas and Log" will supply you with full Information regarding broadcasting etatlotw of
the United Stata, and Canada.
This most useful and practical Atlas consists
of 18 pages, size 12' x IS', printed on good pacontains
clear
i compplete series of double page maps Ina
a
World -The United States-Canada
-North and South America, showing location
of principal broadcasting, leading commercial
and governmental radio stations.

P.

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
You may have a copy of the "POPULAR RADIO
International Radio Atlas and Log" free, with
POPULAR RADIO for (8) eight months.

N.

A Scheme for Keeping A

Springy Antenna Taut

How I Preserve My Wooden
Battery Case

LIKE many other listeners, I have
tied my single -wire antenna to a tree
about 80 feet away from my house. The
installation, which is shown in Figure 1,
is unusual in that it employs a method of
taking up the slack and the spring which
the tree gives to the wire in a wind.
The 80 -foot length of wire runs directly to one of the upper limbs of the
tree, where it is fastened with a heavy
rope which has been tarred. It is well
insulated. At the house end, it does
not come directly to the side of the wall,
but is connected to a spring, such as
is used to close screen doors.
The antenna wire pare through its
length and thence to the insulator. The
lead-in is taken off at this point. About
20 inches of slack are provided for by
the spring connection.
As the wire is fastened to the spring,
this device relieves the wire itself from
any excessive tension. As the tree
sways, the tightness or slackness is automatically compensated for by the spring.
Not only is this arrangement inexpensive to install, but it saves many an
antenna from snapping when the tree
sways in a high wind.
-CHARLES MACPHERSON, Santa Cruz,
Cal.

BROKEN or leaky battery jars on a
storage battery will permit the acid to
attack the bottom part of the battery
box; and destruction usually starts
around the top edges.
I have found that this may be due to
the fact that the case is not fully painted
on the inside, where the protection is
most needed. To prevent this, I have
been in the habit of following the treatment which is given below, every time
I get a new battery:
I buy about five cents' worth of sealing compound from a service station.
I then heat it and pour it around the
inner edges of the wooden case. I take
care, of course, not to drop any of the
molten material inside of the batteries
proper.
By means of an old knife, which has
also been heated, I spread the sealing
compound on top of the battery, evenly,
like butter. I do this job thoroughly
and cover every part of the wood.
If I see any small cracks, I fill them
up at once. These cracks sometimes
occur between jars, and sometimes between the jars and the case; it is through
these cracks that the acid seeps into
the battery case and attacks the inside.
ARCHIE KLINOBEIL, Ashtabula, Ohio

-

For Only $2.00
Pin 62.00 In bille to the coupon below.
If you are a subscriber to POPULAR RADIO yo tar
subscription will be extended eight months.

Data
Dept. 62A
827 West 93d St.. New York City.
POPULAR RADIO,

Enclosed is my remittance of $2.00 for which you
are to enter my subscription (extend my subscription) for (8) eight months for POPULAR RADIO and
send FREE a copy of the `POPULAR RADIO International Radio Atlas and WI."

Name.
Address.

City

State

HOW THE ANTENNA INSTALLATION IS MADE
spring is used to take up the slack wire in the antenna
when it is fastened to a swinging support, such as the branch of a tree.
FIGURE 1: A

!
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"TUNING THE OUTPUT"

FIGURE 2: A variable condenser connected
between the grid and plate of the last audio
tube allows tuning to get various tone qualities from the set.

I Get Better Speaker
Results by "Tuning"
the Output

'

DUE to the fact that my receiver,
which was a five -tube tuned, neutralizedradio-frequency type, gave me impure
loudspeaker results, I decided to try the
shunting of a fixed 0.0001 mfd. mica
condenser across the grid and plate of

the last audio-frequency tube.
Although this worked, and did away
with all of the distortion, there was a
noticeable difference in the quality of the
cone speaker. Using different capacities gave me different results.
After some experimenting, I decided
to use a large variable condenser in this
position. This is the arrangement I
now have in my circuit (Figure 2).
I have found that the capacity of this
condenser may be adjusted in receiving
some stations, with great resultant improvement in the loudspeaker reproduction. Musical selections of a certain type will require a different adjustment than a voice speaking or singing
An approximate setting can be found
that will take care of the average type
of broadcast.
-EDMUND F. LAMB, Montreal, Canada

Brach Radio
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
Now Carry With Them

$100 INSURANCE
Against Damage to Any Standard Radio Set
The high efficiency of Brach Lightning Arresters enables
us to attach to every Brach Arrester a $100 guaranty
against damage by lightning. This insurance covers
electrical parts in Radio Sets of standard makes.
Brach Arresters Are Different!

L. S. BRACH MFG. CO.,
Newark, N. J.
Makers of Electrical Protective Devices for over 20 Years
FOR CLEAR, QUIET `B" POWER

Separates
Low Wave
Stations
Converts
any set

Are Your Conditions of
Reception Undergoing
a Change?
HAVE you noted a peculiarity, or
rather a directional change, in receiving
conditions this past winter?
From November, 1924, up to May,
1925, I frequently received northeastern
stations as far away as Montreal
(CKAC) and New York (WEAF),
on my loudspeaker. It was difficult
if not impossible for me to hear any
Southwestern stations beyond Salt Lake
City and Los Angeles.
This winter, on the other hand, to
get Chicago is a rarity. But I have received New Orleans, Chattanooga,
Tenn., Kennonwood, La., Phoenix,
Ariz., Mexico City, Mex., and many
others on the loudspeaker. Only once
have I tuned in Winnipeg, and no stations further East, except. occasionally

Chicago.
In these observations I have used a
De Forest 5 -tube, type D -17 receiver,
with loudspeaker enclosed. I live on the
sea-side, and have an antenna 100 feet
in length attached to the set.
THOMAS A. Wool), Vancouver Island,
B. C., Canada.

TUNE RITE

The Straight Line Frequency Dial

RADIO
STORAGE "B" BATTERY
24g t. Lasts Indefinitely -Pays for Itself
Economy and performance unheard of before. Recharged at a negligible cost. De-

into a SLF
set without
expensive or
bulky SLF
condensers

No drilling to attach.

Price $3.50

RADIALL COMPANY, NEW YORK

livers unfailing power that is clear, pure and
quiet. Approved and listed as Standard by
leading Radio Authorities, including Pop.
Radio Laboratories, Pop. Sci. Inst. Standards, Radio News Lab., Lefax, Inc., and

other important institutions. Equipped
with Solid Rubber Case, an insurance against
acid and leakage. Extra heavy glass jars.
Heavy rugged plates. Order yours today!
Just state
SEND NO MONEY of batteriesnumber
wanted
and we will ship day order is received. Extra offer: 4 batteries in series (96 volts),
$10.50. Pay expressman after examining
batteries. 5 per cent discount for cash with
order. Mail your order now!

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY
1219
So. Wabash Ave., Dept. 77, Chicago, Dl.
Makers ofthe Famous World Radio'. A" Storage Battery
Prices: a-roll, 100 Amp. 811.25;
120 Amp. 813.25; 140 Amp. 814.00
sour Radio
meters
s

worrs

4r.

Write for
Hook -ups

at 210

t

Chicano.
:dórhó
ném
STORAGE BATTERIES
tareameatfieuriaargamagmemaxes

ñ

CompanyDept. P.R..6 50 Franklin Street, New York City

FREE

All egni ppsd with Solid Rubber Case.

World

No .Noises!

Tones clearer, voices more distinct, and
volume greater with- AMPERITE. No moving parts. It brings the utmost out of each
individual tube. Specified in all popular
construction sets. Price $1.10.
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`Jhe "SELF ADJUSTING "Rheostat
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S -C KIT

A SIMPLE TERMINAL STRIP
FIGURE 3: The drawing shows how ordinary eyelets and soldering

lugs may be used for handy connections.

A Short Cut for Plugging In
the use of an eyelet machine, such
as is employed in the average office to
fasten papers together, I have made attractive and serviceable terminal strips
for my coils, as shown in Figure 3.
Although I use celluloid for the material on which the terminal holes are
made, thin bakelite or hard rubber is
just as good. The advantage of the
celluloid lies in the fact that it may be
fastened onto the celluloid backing of
some of the windings that are now
popular, by means of a little collodion.
To make the terminal, bore a hole,
the diameter of which should be big
enough to admit the half of the eyelet.
Place the second half in the machine;
and fasten them together by manual
pressure with pliers.
For the connection, I have used a
small cotter pin, made of spring- brass.
The wire is passed through the loop and
soldered in place. The sides of the cotter pin are separated apart as much as
may be necessary to provide good frictional contact when inserted in the
eyelet terminal.
BY

Praised By
Set Builders

-

And now, the Supreme Court of Radio
the Set Builders-have placed the stamp of
approval on the S-C Receiver. Letters in
every mail chant the praises of this remark.
able receiver. One writes that he is amazed
at S-C simplicity and ease of assembly
another marvels at the quality and fine degree of selectivity- Another praises the
volume and range, quoting call after call in
startling array -And all definitely agree that
the S-C is the outstanding receiver of their

-

experience.
This famous receiver is now offered exclusively by Silver -Marshall, Inc., as
complete
Armstrong- licensed Kit, including all the
parts necessary to build the S -C in a few
hours' time.

PRICE NO. 620 $59.00
Licensed under Armstrong U. S. Patent No
11113149. Manufactured by 'Fresco. Exclusive Distributing Agents: Silver- Marshall, Inc.

SENSITIVITY
MEASUREMENT!

The Silver- Marshall Laboratories have perfected a new and radical method of transformer measuring that insures an unbelieveable degree of selectivity and sensitivity to
weak signals. All 2to long wave interstage
and ari tuned transformers are now measured by this remarkable system. Price singly
or in matched groups, $6.00 each.

-MARSHALL BAIRD, New York
a

a

How I Made My Double
Condensers Work With
Any Set
I HAVE just built one of the S-C receiving sets which was described in the
March, 1926, issue of POPULAR RADIO.
I have experienced one difficulty that
is common to all of these sets; the twin
condensers, due probably to some slight
change in the wiring layout, sometimes
do not tune exactly alike. When I tried
to equalize each circuit with a midget
condenser, for example, I set the main
dials, and then readjusted the smaller
condenser. But I always found it necr-C,Q+vCr

74W0

50.4 MIVaalr

¡

For those experimenters desiring to avail
themselves of this special service, S -M transformers will be measured and matched at 50c.
each. All other makes at $1. each, when
returned accompanied by remittance.

See S -M Parts At Your Dealers

SILVER -MARSHALL, Inc.
844 W.

Jackson Blvd.,

Chicago

BALANCING TWIN CONDENSERS
tined-radio-frequency amplification may be easily balFIGURE 4: Two stages of

anced by the use of a compensating condenser of a small size.

www.americanradiohistory.com

essary to retune the main dial afterwards.
I finally solved the difficulty by using
a Cardwell split stator condenser, such
as was used in the Pressly "super." By
connecting each stator to one of the
stators of the double condenser, and the
rotor, to the frame of the double condenser, as shown in Figure 4, it became
an easy matter to equalize the two circuits. My set works finely now.
When you increase the capacity of one
side of the balancing condenser, you
decrease the other, automatically cornpensating either circuit. I imagine
that these compensating condensers
would work in any set which used a
double condenser to simultaneously tune
both circuits.
-FRANK E. EPZEL, Montclair, N. J.
a

a

A Successful Experiment With

My Four -circuit Tuner
I AM using my fourth -and my best
-Four -circuit Tuner. I have had such
good results, that I should like to tell
other Listeners about them.
I employed the three -tube hook -up,
shown on page 57 of the July, 1925, issue
of POPULAR RADIO, with some variations.
I also used the baseboard of a five -tube
resistance-coupled amplifier, using the
same coil required, and placing the
detector where the first amplifier is
usually located on the baseboard. This
gave me three inches added distance between the coil and the detector tube.
The first stage of the audio-frequency
circuit is transformer- coupled; the second stage is resistance-coupled.
All through the summer I have been
able to get the higher powered stations;
I have heard Chicago, Davenport,
Dallas, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati while
a storm was raging here. While a fellow- listener, equipped with a standard
type of five -tube, tuned- radio-frequency
receiver,tuned in seven stations between
7:30 and 11 P.M. one evening, I logged
31 in the same period of time.
I use 22.5 volts on the detector and
the same voltage on the two amplifier
tubes, for headphone reception. As the
detector battery is five months old and
has been used on an average of five hours
a week this summer and about 20 hours
during cold weather, I think that these
results are worthy of notice.

-R. R. Mitts, Indianapolis, Ind.

All apparatus advertised in this magazine has been tested and approved by POPULAR RADIO

How I Handled Greater
Output from My
Powerful Set

covered wire running along a floor or
molding, a light socket adapter or an
independent ground lead. This additional collector is connected directly to
ONE of the ways which enable me to
the primary winding of the middle neuhandle comfortably the output of any troformer or other type
of coil.
of the sets made from directions in
The writer uses coils with binding
POPULAR RADIO, is through the use of
posts, so that it is an easy matter to
parallel tubes in the last stage of the make connections (a
small battery clip
audio-frequency transformer.
may be used for this purpose). The
The arrangement is very simple. In- result is a greater number
of stations
stead of one tube, a complete duplicate truly received and a greater facility
in
tube layout is needed. Obtain another tuning. The receiver also becomes
socket and a similar tube and make more stable in action.
space for both on the base. Then conWhen you want to spend an evening
nect the two up as if there were but a with local broadcasting stations,
there
single tube. The grid connections of is no necessity of using
the radio-frethe two tubes are run together to the quency portion of a five -tube
neutrodyne
correct post on the output of the last type of set. The auxiliary
antenna may
transformer. The two plate terminals then be transferred to the input
primary
go to the positive of the high voltage
of the third or detector coil. The first
battery, as shown in Figure 5.
tubes may then be cut out. This is a far
The filament circuit is placed in par- more convenient method than
disturballel to the other filaments; and a single ing the regular ground
and antenna
rheostat is all that is needed for the connections.
two tubes.
The auxiliary antenna also presents
Ordinary receiving tubes may now be a good method of testing the
efficiency
used for the handling of this. last stage. of a tuned -radio-frequency
receiver.
As the "load" is distributed between
-LIONEL MURRAY, New York
the two tubes, they will better be able
*
*
to take care of it. It must be borne in
Does
Radio
Cause
Drought?
mind, however, that as the circuits are
THE
real
cause
for
good
or bad
in parallel, it is essential that the two
tubes be exactly the same; you may weather is still shrouded in mystery
have to try many tubes to match them, -but radio has come in for a share of
or measure them on a tube meter for the blame or credit for both.
Last summer, for example, people
similar characteristic readings.
blamed
radio for the drought. This
If still greater power is to be handled,
the use of the newer "power tubes" will year they are saying that radio is the
real reason for so much rain.
be necessary.
Yet scientists all agree that radio has
-JOHN J. O'NEILL, Freeport, L. I.
nothing at all to do with the state of
*
*
the weather!
How an Auxiliary Antenna
Scientists tell us that the amount of
Improves Local Reception
electrical energy sent into the air by all
SOMETIMES a receiver is too selecthe radio stations put together is but a
tive for the best results; on certain drop in the ocean compared to the trestations the peak is reached too abruptly; mendous electrical manifestations that
and no amount of fine tuning will yield Mother Nature stages for herself in the
reception of the proper quality and de- form of lightning, northern lights, and
sired modulation. This is especially many forms of static discharges.
true of distant stations, with an output
The temperature of the water in the
of 1,000 watts, when received with the north Atlantic Ocean has averaged
aid of tuned -radio-frequency. To cope about eight degrees above normal this
with this condition a Philadelphia year, and the heavy rains have been atamateur tells how he got better recep- tributed to the extra amount of water
tion:
that evaporates into the air under these
I employ a secondary antenna. This conditions.
may be fifteen or twenty feet of silk-JoHN RAMSAY, Baltimore, Md.
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Why

THE

METALLIZED

RESISTO
7
METAL long has been recognized
as

the best of electrical conduc-

tors. The metallized resistor gives
conductive resistance and absoutely silent operation.

W by I entered the

RESISTOR
Business
In concentrating upon the
reduction of losses in coils

and condensers, too little
attention has been given
to the development of an
equally vital factor -efficient resistors.
Resistance is, at once.
radio's greatest enemy and
best servant. It Is the balance wheel. It is used to
control power houses, radio stations and even radio
receivers. We have studied
the shortcomings of modem feed resistors and now
offer the result of much
research and experimental
work -the

LYNCH METAL-

LIZED RESISTOR.

Arthur H. Lynch

FIXED RESISTOR
NEW YORK NY.

PRICES:.25 to 10
Megóhnu .30
.75
above .01 to .24
$1.00
.001 to .01
"

The

LYNCH METALLUED FIXED RESISTOR

comprises a concentrated coating of
metal one -thousandth of an inch thick
upon a glass core and sealed within a
glass tube. Each Resistor is warranted
noiseless, impervious to moisture, and
of permanent resistance value.

The LYNCH label is your guarantee of
accuracy, dependability and satisfaction.
If your dealer cannot supply you, order
direct and we will ship postpaid.
Ä

row

ARTHUR H. LYNCH, Inc.

Mew

Manufacturers of Radio Devices

HOW TO HANDLE OUTPUT FROM A

POWERFUL RECEIVER

FIGURE 5: The tone quality of almost any receiver may be considerably improved by the use of two tubes in parallel for the last

stage of audio-frequency amplification.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Fisk Bldg., Broadway 6L 57th Street

New York, N.Y.
DEALERS -write usi

cor<ax>.o.rs_cxQr.e+f.or,st..o,D (
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With the Experimenters
(Continued from page 158)

that

It says

"Stop"

and lightning won't
harm your set
'l'he National Board of Fire Underwriters specify that an approved
Radio Lightning Arrester must be
used with all out-door aerial installations.
Protection is easy. Insure your
insurance and save your set with a
WIRT LIGHTNING ARRESTER
(listed as standard by the Underwriters' Laboratories). The cost is
a trifle.
THE WIRT LIGHTNING ARRESTER is an approved air gap
type, made of bakelite giving ample insulation, with brass terminals
moulded in bakelite, far enough
apart so that there is no leakage. A
"petticoat" of bakelite shields the
arrester from water and dust. Handsome and rigid. Lasts a lifetime.
Easy to install. Full directions on
box.

Don't wait for a warning from the
elements-it may be too late then.
Install the WIRT LIGHTNING
ARRESTER-now.
When you in-

stall your

I R T
LIGHTNING ARW

RESTER,

get a

WIRT

INSULATOR

and prevent
leakage along
your lead -in
wire. It keeps
the wire at the

proper dis-

tance,
provides perfect
insulation, and prevents wear and tear on
the wire by preventing sagging and swaying.
The Wirt Lightning Arrester is listed as
standard by the Underwriters' Laboratories.

Wirt Lightning Arrester.
Wirt Insulator

$1 00
35

SOLD BY LEADING RADIO DEALERS

WIRT

OMPANI(

PHILADELPHIA PENNSYLVANIA.
Makers of Dim -A -Cite

is necessary to keep the tube I2
oscillating at the frequency to which
the secondary of E is tuned.
If this circuit were tuned to a frequency which varied only slightly from
the received frequency (as is the ease in
fundamental frequency oscillators) it
would offer considerable impedance to
the frequency in the secondary of R
which we wish to amplify. This means
that only a portion of the available
signal would be impressed on the input
of I2.
A separate tube may be used, of
course, oscillating at a frequency comparable to the incoming one and with
the two coupled together loosely to
provide the necessary heterodyning. At
the time this receiver was designed
economy in tubes was a fairly important
consideration and the second harmonic
principle was utilized.
Hour the Autodyne Coupler

Is Used

to

Prevent Interaction

In this system the secondary of the
autodyme coupler, E, is tuned to half
the frequency wanted for heterodyning
(twice the wave length). The second
harmonic of this current, which has
twice the frequency of the fundamental,
is then used to do the heterodyning.
The secondary circuit of E is then tuned
to a frequekcy which differs so much
froin the incoming one that it offers
negligible impedance to the incoming
frequency and permits practically all
of the voltage available at the secondary
terminals of R to be impressed on the
input cit'cuit of 12. Interaction between
the two circuits is thus minimized. This
arrangement is one which was first suggested by Mr. Harry Houck who worked
with Mr. Armstrong in developing the
superheterodyne.

What Happens When a Signal Is
Heterodyned
A brief discussion of what takes place
when a signal is heterodyned may help
at this point. Let us assume that we
have a continuous wave which is impressed on the input circuit of a tube
(the same consideration holds in any
circuit). If another continuous alternating current is impressed on the same
circuit, there will be a resultant current which includes a frequency equal
to the difference of the two.
If, for example, one current has a
frequency of 1,000,000 cycles (300
meters) and another that has a frequency of 900,000 is superimposed upon
it, the resultant current will contain,
among others, a frequency of 100,000
cycles -100 K.C. (3000 meters). As
the second frequency (900,000) approaches the first (1,000,000) the difference will become less and less until the
difference enters the audible range (this

www.americanradiohistory.com

is what you do when you get a carrier
wave beat which is audible in an ordi-

nary regenerative receiver).
When they are the same the difference will be zero. As it is increased still
farther a difference will again appear;
and, when the second equals 1,100,000,
we will again have a resultant current
which contains a frequency of 100,000
cycles.

This is what occurs in a superheterodyne. The first frequency, which we
were considering and which is fixed,
is that of the broadcasting station. The
second, is that produced locally by the
oscillator. It is evident therefore, that
there will be at least two points on the
oscillator dial at which a signal may be
received. These points will occur when
the oscillator is tuned to a frequency
which is less or greater than the received one by a certain amount. This
"certain amount" is another fixed frequency which we wish to amplify. It
is ordinarily called the intermediate
frequency and it usually lies between
30 and 150 K.C.
A question very naturally arises
regarding the necessity for this frequency. It is this conversion which distinguishes the "super" from other circuits.
We mentioned, in discussing the R.F.
amplifier, that a certain amount of
regeneration takes place through the
inter-electrode capacity of the tube.
This, it happens, is proportional to the
square of the frequency and therefore
it decreases rapidly with decrease in
frequency or increase in wavelength.
The interelectrode capacity also reduces
the amplification which may he secured
at higher frequencies. Expressed differently, the amplifying efficiency increases with a decrease in frequency.
To amplify the signal efficiently its
frequency is therefore reduced.
Returning to the problem of the oscillator we confront one of the most common complaints against the super. This
complaint hinges on the fact that stations are received on two or more points
on the oscillator dial. We have examined the reason for the two which normally occur. Why are there more of
them?

for Extra Repeat Points
In an oscillator of the usual type there
exists, in addition to the fundamental
frequency (considered the first harmonic), a series of harmonic frequencies
which are multiples of the fundamental.
That is, frequencies which are two,
three, four, five or more times the first.
The amplitude of these frequencies
depends on a number of factors. In the
first place, all of the factors which produce distortion in the usual type of
amplifier enter, and must be considered.
7'he Reason
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The harmonics are due to a departure
of the wave form from the sinesoidal
(sine wave). If the amplitude of the
oscillations is permitted to become great
enough both the variations in grid and
plate voltage include portions of their
respective curves which arc not linear.
Unless the oscillator is very carefully
operated it will be possible to use the
first three harmonics in heterodyning,
providing, of course, that they fall
within the required frequency band. It
is this fact which permits many stations
to be received at six points on the oscillator dial. Can we eliminate the "extra"
ones -that is, all above the two which
would normally occur?
How to Eliminate the Unnecessary
Repeat Points
This can be done but it is not a simple
problem that is involved. If a fundamental frequency oscillator were used,
we could resort to the methods that are
ordinarily used to produce sinewave
oscillations. Some distortion is necessary in this case, however, to give us the
second harmonic that is necossary for
heterodyning.
One fine along which we can direct
our efforts is based on the fact that the
amplitude of the output current of the
first detector is proportional to the
product of the amplitude of the incoming signal and the locally generated
current. Incidentally, it is this fact
which makes the first detector more
sensitive than the ordinary one (which
follows the square law) and permits
distortionless amplification.
In passing it may be well to point out
that if the tube is operated anywhere
within its ordinary operating limits there
is no such thing tin a "threshhold value" or
input voltage below which no signal can
possibly be received.
It frequently happens that thclocal
stations come in at four or six points on
the oscillator dial whereas. DX stations
come in at only two points. This is due
to the fact that the product of the received local and locally generated (er
heterodyning) current is sufficient to
give a fairly loud signal. If the amplitude of the heterodyning current is low
(it may, for example, be the third harmonic) the product of it and the amplitude of the DX station, which is likewise low, may be insufficient to actuate
the speaker (or rather to produce an
audible signal) .

-HUGH S.

KNOWLES

(Another article on. this receiver, which
trill contain trouble -shooting data on the
remainder of the circuit, trill appear in
the following issue of POPULAR RADIO-

for July.)
A Department of Commerce radio
inspector states that he has received
sufficient requests for assistance, to keel)
him occupied fourteen hours a day for
the remainder of the fiscal year.

POPULAR RADIO LABORATORY
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New and Improved Parts -Lower Prices
Set Manufacturers:
Remarkable refinements in our new Audio Transformers combined with
perfected manufacturing facilities add new efficiency of performance
to Dongan quality parts. Lower prices are likewise possible on some
models. No matter what type set you manufacture there is a Dongan
Audio Transformer for the finest reception.
B - POWER UNITS
Transformers and Chokes for all types of B- Eliminators. Dongan BPower Units are the choice of leading Eliminator manufacturers.
Samples of mounted and unmounted types available now -our engineering department will cooperate with you in perfecting your models.
TRANSFORMERS

FANS

Fans: The better sets this year will get
their B -Power from the light socket. You
can build your own B- Eliminator at small
cost. Ask your dealer for Information or
send order to us direct.

CHOKES
Manufactured In 25. 40. 50 and 61 cycles.
No. 509 Fuit Wave for Raytheon Tubes.
No. 537 Full Wave for R.C.A. l' X-213

No. 514 20 Henry
No. SOS 30 Henry
No. 539 50 Henry

Tubes.
No. 538 Half Wave for R.C.A. .N--216rß
Tubes.
No. 501 For R.C.A. Ux -216 Tubes.
No. 1572 For New 80 MIN -amp. Raytheon Tubes.
Special Transformers for trickle chargers.

RAYTHEON
TUBES
$6.00 List

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

2983 -3001

Franklin Street

Detroit, Mich.

.'`TRANSFORMERS of MERIT for FIFTEEN YEARS
J
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"i The Better Coudcnscrs"

Radio Manual
WITH

Popular Radio
Kendall Banning, 1,11,r. :11111 Laurence
M. Cockaday. Technical Editor "f POPULAR
RADIO. have compiled a book that will prove to
anyone that he can build a net which will give
distance. aelacttvity and tone volume. and at
the same time a very definite Mode knowledge
of radio.

BUILD YOUR OWN SET
AND SAVE MONEY
In "How to Build Your Radio Reeelver."
you will find complete a1sMPent lotis. cunstntrIlonal diagrams. photographs and Instructions
for building all of the folluwlrg sets:
A S5 Crystal Set
The Haynes Single-1'01,e Receiver
Two -Stage Audio-frequency Amplifier
The Cockaday 4-Circuit 'Tuner
A 5 -'ruhe Tuned Radlo- frequency Receiver
The' mproved"Cockaday 4- CI rcuIt Tuner
The Regenerative Super-Heterodyne
Receiver
ADVISORY SERVICE. ALSO FREE
A

1

maintains a bug modern laboratory with a trained clan of Investigators
under the personal supervision of Str. t'ortsday
This laboratory is always available
through our Technical Servire Bureau to
answer. free to subscribers. by personal letter
any problems you encoupter which are not
answered In either the
Handbook" or the
POPULAR RADIO

.

magazine.

SPECIAL ROOK OFFER
You ran secure it copy of "How to Build
Your Radio Reeelver" Fltl:l:. and have all the
privileges of the Technical Service Bureau
wit hoot additional expense. If you will send a
remittance of $3.00 In full payment of 12
months' subscription for POPULAR RADIO (Or
as an alternative. )ou may have the bulk and
privileges of the Technical Service Bureau wit h
POPULAR RADIO for 7 months only -for $2.00.
A two dollar till will do.)
Remember you take no chance-we will
refund your money In full If you are not more
than satisfied.

POPULAR RADIO
Department
627 West 43rd

65

Street, New York

nmmwutnnunuultaumumut9ttmuninuoalnnmwimmnminitl
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The Tobe B Block
Type 761
smaller B -Block containing
one 8 and two 2 Ntfd. Condensers,-the
essential capacities in the filter circuits
of modern types of plate -supply units
We recommend
and B- elintinators.
this when the eliminator is not made
with intermediate tape or where the
constructor wishes to use separately eased condensers for by- pussing these.

This

is n

Price, $9.50
dealer for "TORE S."
TORE: means "a better condenser."
Ask

your

We hare tried to make it possible for
you to yrl "7MBE" apparatus at your

-if

dealer's. Ask him first,
it happens
that he is not yet stocked, tee tsjU be glad
to forward your order on receipt of check
or money-order.

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN
COMPANY
CORNHILL, BOSTON, MASS.
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Stones 'B' BNbry

Positively given free with
each purchas: of a WORLD
A" Storage Battery. You
muet send this ad. with your
order.
WORLD Batteries
are famous for their guaranteed quality and se, vice.
Backed by years of successful
manufacture and thousands
of satleded users. Equipped
with Solid Rubber Cage, an insurance against acid and leakage.
You save 50 per cent
and get a
2 -Year

Guarantee Bond in

Writing

WORLD Battery owners "tea their friends." That's our
beat proof of performance. Send your order in today.
Solid Rubber Case Radio Batteries
8-Volt, 100- Amperea $11.25
0 -Volt, 120-Amperes
13 25
0-Volt, 140-Amperes
14 w
Solid Rubber Case Auto
and ListApproved
B
les
6 -Volt, 11-Plate . .
$11.25 ed as Standard by
8-Volt, 13 -Plate
.
13.25 Leading Author!.
12 -Volt. 7 -Plate
16.00 ties
Just state battery
SENB NB MONEY
including
.

.

.

.

.

wanted and wd.wlll
ship day order is received, oy
Express C. O. D.. subject to your
examination on arrival. FREE
"B" Battery included. Extra
Offer: 5 per cent discount for cash
in full with order. Buy now and
get a guaranteed battery at 50
per cent saving to you.

RadioNews
Laboratories; Popular Science Institute
of Standmds Popular Radio Laboratories, Radio Broadcast Laboratories,
Radio in the Home,
and Letax, Inc.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY
1219 So. Wabash Ave.
Dspt.3 CHICAGO, ILL.

World

AUTO

RADIO
"t.1EllSf.1i2T':a1 7fitier5LI1ti31 s '11.1tJVAla:(';
ORAGE BATTERIES

FREE
RADIO
CATALOG

,
Just

off the press! Our second
catalog for 1926. 100 pages of
parts, accessories, kits, and sets
-all the best and the latest. A
copy is yours for the asking.
Just drop us a line-do it today!

Dep't

PR

CHICAGO SALVAGE
STOCK STORE
509 S. STATE STREET
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

THE HOLDER OF THE HOOVER CUP IN ACTION
Ted Ostman (at left), the only holder of the coveted Hoover cup in the
East, takes a low -wave message from R. C. Dotson of Tampa, Florida,
for transmission to St. Petersburg, Alaska.

BROADCAST LISTENER
Comments on radio programs, methods and technique
-from the point of view of the average fan
By RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

Will Broadcasting Become
A "Public Utility?"

What greater ally of pep could man
invent? It was magnificently Rotarian.
America went into the broadcasting
BROADCASTING, in the mind of this
business wholesale. It was the spectacle
sanguine reviewer, is still a vast ex- of a duck discovering water upon emergperiment that has almost entirely ing from a desert.
eluded the business acumen of its PittsHere was a new business tonic, a new
burgh progenitors. It is a good idea medium for propaganda, publicity, adrunning amuck.
vertising and good will. Breathless repThe problem of making radio some- resentatives of furniture stores, hotels,
thing more than a free lunch has been chiropractic schools, colleges, universicarried to the college professors of ties, street railways, city governments,
finance and economy for diagnosis but department stores, churches, laundries,
they have shaken their academic cra- and manufacturers of a long and sundry
niums in grave doubt. Broadcasting is list of things ranging from tooth paste
to them a curious new specimen about to playing cards, besieged the Départas entertaining as a four-legged louse ment of Commerce with applications for
might be to the entomologist. It electri- wavelengths.
fies the imagination but it gripes
Hastily instituted conferences found
judgment and reason. It is fascinating the confreres unanimous in their belief
and dynamic with possibilities but it is that a kilowatt of advertising would
at the same time loaded with a new kind help them sell more toothpaste and
of business poison that has within the linoleum than eleven pages in the
last few years laid low an astonishingly Saturday Evening Post and that in radio
large number of victims.
they had at last discovered a medium
Bombastic, Kiwanistic, enthusiastic which would permit them to tell their
America, the business laboratory and "message" to the public smoothly,
booby hatch of contemporary civiliza- adroitly and effectively. The expense
tion, was the only hot house in which was reasonable, the results obvious.
a nebulous idea like broadcasting could You had but to squirt your stuff into
take root and sprout. "Telling the the unprotesting ether and before you
cockeyed world" is profoundly and could say "Jack Rabbit" it would leak
characteristically American. Broadcast- into a million homes, percolate through
ing, as an instrumentality for use in in- millions of receptive intelligences and
forming the strabismatic world was im- send them right out into the streets
mense; a wampus kitty of the best sort. hell -bent for a drug store dispensing
www.americanradiohistory.com
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your dyspepsia tablets or a soda fountain unloading your ice cream.
Five years have passed since this
hysteria was at flood tide and these
years have disillusioned many a rampageous adherent to broadcasting. Tidy
fortunes have been thrown to the bow wows in the search for the new elixir of
advertising and many red -hot and violent passions formerly located in the
cortex have slipped down to the stomach to produce nausea and colic.
The events of the first three years were
somewhat gratifying. The public, fascinated by the novelty of this new colossus of communication, was liberal and
ingratiating in its correspondence. It
was not long, however, before the public
began to write itself out of appreciation.
Then it finally became indifferent and
calloused.
Now it is fickle and positively critical.
It has long since stopped writing to
the enthusiastic managers of WBX and
WVC, and those enthusiastic managers
have shown symptoms of palpitation
in presenting their reports to the directors of the Little Wonder Gas Lighter
Company and the Imperial Hotel.
The figures and the results are not
on friendly terms.
These notes are not the random jottings of an alarmist nor are they the
frothy musings of an armchair statistician. Broadcasting is in a precarious
position. That is an obvious and demonstrable fact.
Every ruse to get public reaction in
something more than a puny measure
has been unavailing; and advertisers
paying fancy sums for the services of
toll stations have, in many instances,
been unable to reconcile the expenditure
with results. As an object of exploitation, the announcer has become as barren as a desert. His puerile harangues
of by -gone days have been supplanted
with the tasty morsels of deep -dyed
psychologists; but even these have failed
to make the public express itself. If the
public does not write, one cannot send
out one's booklet, one cannot tell one's
dealers of the great interest shown in
one's product and one cannot, with any
degree of certainty, determine what one
has done for oneself in the way of creating good will.
While the improvements in broadcasting technique have not been overwhelming, they have been perceptible,
and diligent investigation would reveal
a still-growing list of listeners.
The trouble is that the public has
grown tired of writing and that is the
price the broadcasters ask. Why should
the public write? The responsibility for
this thing rests with its Pittsburgh
papas; with those who started it. Certainly not with those who were induced
to support it.
The simple truth of the whole matter
is that broadcasters are losing their incentive. The game is not worth the
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MORE PROFITS
for the

PROFESSIONAL

SET BUILDER
have an unusually
interesting proposition to make to the man
WE

who is now building (or has
the ability to build) radio
receiving sets for resale.

This is a real opportunity. Write to-day for full
information.

Gearhart -Schlueter Radio Corp.
714

Voorman Ave.

Fresno, California

-it's in the

Tube

Your rec

In

¡rig

.

be

re,

nerbT than Its

cell, Tubua
maximum results
clarity of tone, rich give
volume and long life.

tubes.

i

i
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Our charted tests (results confirmed by laboratories of national reputation) PROVE ('E('0
TUNES SUPERIORITY -as detectors, ne
amplifiers.
Ruy ('etio Tubes whether your net takes one
tube or eight.. Now ready) ('eco Tubes with
new type Long PRONG BASES. Also, power
amplifier tubes, E (Dry Cell Type). F (Storage
Battery), for last stage of Audio Frequency.
Ask your radio dealer.

C.E. Mfg. Co., Inc.
702

Eddy St..

Providence, ,.. i.

TUBES

low.
253 MILES OF TELEGRAMS
When station RFNF of Shenandoah, Iowa, recently celebrated its anniversary, it received this pile of congratulatory telegrams -over 200,000
in ail Try and count 'end

candle. There are no evidences of panic, It may be that an announcer
but an observer with anything like a
Will speak through that squeal-again,
sense of proportions cannot help but It may be that he will tell me,
discern a growing uneasiness in the
This is WAAM.
ranks of even the most faithful. The
-Catherine E. Dennis
pressure on the Department of Com*Poetic
License
No.
6278.
merce for new wavelength assignments
has been considerably reduced and a
*
*
surprisingly large number of studios
Now You Write One!
were abandoned during 1925.
Now
that the tearful pleading for
If the present system of broadcasting,
which at its best is a haphazard, unor- mail has reached and moved all of the
ganized effort, is showing unmistakable soft -hearted people in the country, our
signs of decay, what has the broadcast broadcasters who do a little advertising
business on the side have gone back to
listener to look forward to?
While this Department has never had one of the oldest tricks in the business.
a record for crystal gazing, it cannot When you come right down to brass
help but feel that broadcasting will sur- tacks, this trick amounts to nothing
vive only as a public utility. This means more than a lot of plain flimflamming.
The trick is this:
that eventually radios will be rented
You, Dear Reader and Listener,
like gas stoves and telephones and that
the renter will be responsible not only know best what you like to hear on the
for the entertainment but for the care radio. How can a poor broadcaster who
doesn't even know what you look like
of the instrument as well. The present
or what kind of toothpaste you use be
situation cannot endure indefinitely.
expected to get up a program that will
That is as plain as your gold tooth.
please you ?. Isn't that expecting too
much?
Just think of the hundreds of thouThe Lost Squawk
sands of yous whom we are trying
yes, struggling-to please and you will
Seated one day at the radio,
understand that without your suggesI was weary and without smiles,
tions, we are lost. So sit right down now
And my fingers wandered idly
and write to the Harmony Boys and tell
Over the much -used dials,*
them what you want them to play.
I knew not how I was tuning,
Unless you do this broadcasting isn't
Or what I was dreaming there,
really worth while.
But I struck one brand new station
That is the new psychology of anLike the sound of a jazz band blare.
nouncing. The listener is made to feel
like a Little Captain of Programs and
It linked all well-known squeals
unless he speaks and tells the poor
Into one horrid din,
studio managers what he wants in the
And trembled away into silence
way of music, all broadcasting is futile.
As if it were loath to sin,
s
I have sought, but I seek it vainly,
HORSE: (looking at farmer with set of
That one lost squawk divine,
radio earphones on.) Well, of all the
Which came from the heart of radio,
crazy harness, that's the darnedest I
And entered into mine,
ever saw! -Life.

-
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A Breezy Program Feature
I`n's nice to have so many pleasant
things to say this month. Once more
the little bunch of violets goes to WJZ.
You might begin to think that we are
getting to be an old softy where WJZ is
concerned. If you do, don't let the
thought keep you awake nights, because
we are really the same old toughy and it
would take a whole express train full of
Sunday School teachers to reform us.
As tough and touchy as we are, we cannot overlook merit.
For several months now WJZ have
been covering the bald spots between
its features with news items of national
importance. We must admit that this
is a mighty fine way of using up spare
time.
Incidentally the news broadcast is so
fresh and breezy that several very bad
cases of pneumonia have been reported.
*

One of the Three Best
Stations
Now that we have run off all of the
disagreeable stuff, we shall get out
the old jimmy-pipe and be nice and
pleasant. You know we really do like
to be amiable and all that but if you are
the least bit conscientious about your
work as a writer of critique, it is practically impossible to keep smiling from
one paragraph to another.
Going back over last winter's broadcasting one cannot help but feel that
WJZ made conspicuous progress both
in the quality of its programs and their
presentation. Modulation has been improved, power increased and, although
Mr. Brokenshire is still untamed, we
feel that WJZ is one of the three best
stations in America.
And the year before last we were
thinking seriously of putting WJZ down
on the "just fair" list!

HOUSE YOUR
Set In A Cabinet That Will Hold Batteries
Panel size 21x10 % inches, made of Solid Select
Mahogany (excepting bottom and back) . Varnished
and hand - rubbed to a piano finish. Especially designed
for the person wanting Individuality.
Complete Cabinet including Extra Mounting board;
overall length 39;'.1". Price $15.00.

HARDING MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1335 MAIN

rr,

STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Save 20 t°50í

r,aetat.rt

FREE RADIO CATALOG
New
1926

tlli
0atla

221/2

¡Iwo magi

.

Ñ

a4TTeay

Volt un -acid everlasting

rechargeable ((B" Storage Battery
$( C includes
2f
S chemical

.9

45 Volts $5.25, 90 volts $10.00, 112%
volts $12.50, 135 volts $14.75, 1573/s

S. R. Winters

THE "BOOK OF REGRETS"
In this volume, in the Radio Section of the
U.S. Department of Commerce, are recorded
the

vuapprored applications for broadcasting ltcc"saa- swell/ GLYI in all.

volts $16.80. Truly the biggest buy
today. Easily charged on any current
including 32 volt systems. Any special
detector plate voltage had. Tested
and approved by leading authorities
such as POPULAR RADIO laboratories.
Over 3 years sold on a non-red tape 30
day offer with complete refund if not
thoroughly satisfied. Further guaranteed 2 years. Knock -down kits at
greater savings. Complete "Hawley"
"B" Battery charger $2.75. Sample
cell 35e. Order direct -send no money
-simply pay the expressman cost on
delivery. Or write for my free literature, testimonials and guarantee. Same
day shipments.
B. HAWLEY SMITH
315 Washington Avenue

Danbury, Conn.
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The Barawlk Company,
pioneers in radio, now offers
you through Its Radio
Catalog and Guide. greater
bargalps than ever before
in standard sets.parts. kits
No matter
and supplies
what. parts yuu want, for
whatever circuit or hook -up
you mpy morel, we can supply them to you at
sulutantial savings. Special prices on tubes.
butteries. rune speakers, cabinets, etc.

Take Advantage of These Bargains:
!'7.80

Complete parts for S-(' Receiver

`

'
'

'' .''
" ,
"

03.1.5

1.(' 26

liammarinnd- Roberts. 60.85
McLaughlin 8 -tube
102.30
Super
48.50
Silver Six

'' Silver
Autoalyne
Rrowning -Drake
circuit

58.50

34.50
.98
Guaranteed 20IA type tubes
2.35
45 V large B batteritat....
If you are In the market, for any of the above.
order direct from this ad. enclosing remittance
and goods will be shipped you at once. All merchandise guaranteed.
Write today for our New 1928 Radio Catalog
and Builder's Guide, showing radio's newest
rcreations. Also plea include name of another
adio fan when writing.
.

Send me my copy of your ucw Radio Catalog
and Builder's Guide.

Name
Address

Friend
Address

THE

BAR AW I K COMPANY

102 -10580.

('ANAL ST.. ('HI('AGO. ILL.
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The obverse of the medal; this original
is two -and- one-half inches in diameter.

Sure is Safe and Simple

THE POPULAR RADIO

--1 Approved by

Medal for Conspicuous Service

Radio Engineers
A Genuine Sntder

CIIICAt'dl SOLDER COAITANY

every radio amateur to every amaTOteur
experimenter and broadcast lis-

4221 wtlxóv.oeA....Chksro. U. S. A.

tener, who is instrumental in alleviating
human suffering or saving human life,
directly through the medium of radio,
recognition will hereafter be extended in
the form of a medal that shall be known
as "The Popular Radio Medal for Conspicuous Service." This medal is unique
within the realms of radio in that it shall
be awarded, not for scientific achievement
or invention, but for service to humanity.

Sickles Coil Set No. 24 for Browuiog -llrake
Circuit. Price $7.50.

SICKLES
Diamond -Weave Coils
(Trade Mark registered Aug. 4, 1925)

For
Browning- Drake, Roberts,

and Aristocrat Circuits
Nn.
The Sickles
18 A coil combination
is designed specifically for the Roberts Reflex and other reflex circuits using neutralized radio frequency amplification, combined with regeneration controlled by a
movable ticker.
The No. 25 coil combination is built for
the Aristocrat Circuit, and it will also work
admirably in all of the universal circuits
using tuned radio frequency amplification,
neutralized by the Rice Method and combined with regeneration.

Send for descriptive catalog

The F. W. Sickles Co.
134 Union Street
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

No. 18A Roberts Circuit
No. 24 Browning -Drake
No. 25

Aristocrat

'"

$8.00 Set
7
8

The reverse; the name of each recipient
will be engraved in the space provided.

50
00

To insure a fair and unbiased consideration of
all claims, a Committee of Awards has been appointed that includes five distinguished citizens
of international fame. To assist this Committee
of Awards, an Advisory Committee has been appointed that numbers among its members some
of the most eminent citizens of the United States,
including representatives of many of our most disyed institutions.
h
The conditions under which the medal will be
awarded are here specified:
1. The medal shall be known as the Popular
Radio Medal for Conspicuous Service.
2. The medal shall be awarded, without discrimination as to sex, age, race, nationality. color or
creed, to those radio amateurs, radio experimenters, broadcast listeners and other nonprofessionals through whose prompt and efficient action radio is utilized to perform an essential part in the alleviation of human suffering or
in the saving of human life within the territorial confines of the United States and its possessions. or in the waters thereof.
3. The medal shall be awarded by a Committee
of Awards that shall not exceed five in number. No member of this Committee shall be
an employee, officer or stockholder of POPULAR
RADIO, Ion., nor shall any such employee,
officer or stockholder have a vote in the deliberations of the Committee.
4. An advisory Committee, which shall cooperate
with the Committee of Awards and which shall
be particularly charged with the responsibility
of making recommendations for awards of this
medal, shall be made up of men and women who,
because of their interest in the public welfare or
because of their connection with institutions
that are consecrated to public service, are in
positions to bring to the attention of the Corn mittee of Awards the exploits of candidates who
are within their own special fields of activity.
5. The medal will be awarded for services rendered
since Armistice Day, November 11, 1918.
6. Recommendations for awards may be submitted
to the Committee of Awards at any time and
by any person. Every recommendation must
contain the full name and address of the candidate, together with a detailed account of the
accomplishment on which the proposed award is
based, and must be accompanied by corroboratory evidence from persons who have first -hand
knowledge of the circumstances and whose
statements may be verified to the satisfaction of
the Committee of Awards.
7. The medal will be awarded to as many individuals as qualify for it and at such times as
the Committee of Awards may authorize.
8. All considerations not specified herein shall be
left to the discretion of the Committee of
Awards.
AU communications to the Committee of Awards
may be addressed to-

www.americanradiohistory.com

The Secretary of the Committee of Awards, PoorLAS RADIO Medal for Conspicuous Service, 627
West 43rd Street, New York.

The Committee of Awards
HIRAM PERCY MAXIM,

Radio Relay League.

President of the American

E. F. W. ALExANDERRON, Chief Consulting Engineer
of the Radio Corporation of America.

MAJOR

GENERAL C HARLES :LICK. SALTZMAN,
Chief Signal Officer of the Army.
REAR ADMIRAL W. A. Morrow, Chief of the Bu-

reau of Aeronautics, U. S. Navy.
DR. JOHN H. FINLEY, publicist and journalist.
Secretary: Dr. E. E. Free, 627 West 43rd Street,
New York.

Advisory Committee
SENATOR JAMES

W. WADSWORTH, JR.,

Of

New

York.
HON. JOHN BARTON PAYNE, Chairman, American

Red Cross.

ADOLPH LEW ISORN, Publicist.
JUDGE BEN S. LINDSAY, of the

Juvenile and Family

Court, Denver real.
DR. J. MCKEEN I.ATTELL, Past President, American Association for the Advancement ofScience.
DR. J. H. DELLINGER, Past President, Institute of

Radio Engineers.
Past President, American Institute
of Electrical Engineers.
C. E. CRUMMY, Past President, American Society of
Civil Engineers.
DR. DAYTON C. MILLER, President, The American
Physical Society.
W. L. ABBOTT, President, the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.
W. J. HOLLAND, President, Carnegie Hero Fund
Commission.
GEORGE K. Snoozes, Director, Bureau of StandFARLEY OSaooD,

ards.
H. LnINowroxx, President, Boy Scouts of

COLIN

America.

DANIEL C. BEARD. Chairman, .ti'of,ona[ Court of

Honor, Boy Scouts of America.

MISS

SARAH

Scouts.

LOUISE

ARNOLD,

President,

Girl

DR. W. D. HAGGARD, President, American Medical

Association.
K. A. BICKEL, President, United Press Association.
KENT COOPER, General Manager, the Associated
Press.
H. P. DAVIS, rice- President, Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company.
DR. VERNON KELLOGG, General Secretary, National
Research Council.
JESSE LYNCH WILLIAMS, Past President, Authors'
League of America.
PROFESSOR GEORGE B. PEORAM, Dean of the Faculty
of Applied Science, Columbia University.
PROFESSOR H. H. SHELDON, Professor of Physics,
New York University.
WM. HAWLEY ATWELL, Grand Exalted Ruler, Order
of Elks.
PROresaoR EDWIN B. WILSON, Harvard University,
National Academy of Science.
R'. E. HARRNESS, lice- President, American Telephone & Telegraph Company.
WILLIAM L. SAUNDERS, President, United Engineering Societies.
Cot,. J. R. QUioo, Commander, the American
Legion.

Moss, President, Kivanis International.
W. D. TERRELL, Chief Supervisor of Radio. Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
JOHN R.
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LABORATORY

In the World's Laboratories
(Continued from page 155)
must be developed, he believes, for the
generation and detection of such very

high- frequency waves.
The chief present obstacle to the use
of waves only a few millimeters long in
actual radio transmission, over short
distances at least, is the difficulty of
obtaining beams of these waves having
any substantial intensity. Waves in
this wavelength region have been produced by a number of methods;* but
they are always of feeble power. The
new and needed apparatus, which Dr.
Langmuir foresees, will consist, one may
be sure, of some device by which these
extremely short waves may be produced
in much greater intensity or by which
the waves from a number of relatively
feeble radiators may be concentrated
into an intense beam, as is done when
the light from several arc lamps is combined to produce the beam of a very
powerful searchlight.
Dr. Langlnuir's suggestion deserves
a hearty second. This is a field which
needs to be called especially to the attention of radio amateurs who have
time and energy for new lines of experimentation. It may seem a long step
from our present broadcasting range to
the ultra -short waves in the millimeter
wavelengths. It is really no longer,
however, than the one which we have
already made from the original radio
waves, thousands of meters long, to the
ten and fifteen meter waves which are
now in successful use. The radio amateurs have been the chief agents in opening up the wavelength range between
ten and one hundred meters. Let them
be the first to try for the still lower
waves which Dr. Langmuir suggests.
The successful generator of these
waves will consist, quite probably, of
some totally new device working on a
new principle. Nevertheless, there are
three things, now known, which are
worth trying. One is the iron -dust generator of Madam Glagolewa -Arkediewa,
in which the resonators are tiny individual filings of iron. Another is the device,
tried years ago by the French experimenters, of putting the entire oscillating
circuit inside the vacuum tube, so that
the length of the leads can be reduced.
A third is the device of reflectors; a
combination of a number of feeble
oscillators of the iron -filing type or of
the type of Nichols and Tear, with
reflecting mirrors so arranged as to give
a directed and powerful beam of the very

short radiation.
Still another suggestion, which is so
little understood that no one knows
*Nichols and Tear produced radio waves as short
as one-fourth of a millimeter (one four -thousandth
of a meter). see "The Shortest Radio Waves Ever
Produced by Man." by E. F. Nichols, POPULAR
RADIO for July, 1923, pages 22 -29. Equally short
waves have been detected in the radiation of a
mercury are lamp, see POPULAR RADIO for August,
1925, page 175. Madam Clagolewa-Arkediewa
succeeded in producing waves as short as onetenth of a millimeter, see POPULAR RADIO for
November, 1925, pages 464 -465.

RELIABILITY is the keynote of radio reception in the well
appointed home. And reliability, linked with true tone quality, is the foundation upon which the success of RAYTHEON
B -power units has been built.
The perfected B -power unit has joined the radio receiver
with a source of inexhaustible
power; power that flows with
1RAYTHEON,TYPE B, u a full
unceasing regularity from the
wave rectifying tube of ample
huge turbine -driven generators
capacity to eliminate B- batteries
in the central station.
on even the largest ten -tube set.
When your present set of B- batteries
RAYTHEON B-power units are
runs low and reception wavers, inbuilt by leading manufacturers
stall a RAYTHEON B -power unit. The

cost of B- batteries will pay a large
part of its price, and your B-battery
troubles will be ended forever.

,and sold by dealers

everywhere.

RAYTHEON
RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
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whether it is foolish or not, is the idea use will probably be the air. The rays
that radio waves in this range might be of heat and of infra-red light are largely
produced directly from heat energy, absorbed by our atmosphere. Much of
!
without involving the oscillation of the heat of the sun fails, for this reason,
electric charges (in the usual manner) at to reach the surface of the earth. Artiby
all. In the neighborhood of a thousandth ficial beams of heat rays, like those proof a millimeter wavelength, not much duced, for example, from an electric
INSTRUMENT"
shorter, you observe, than the waves heater, are absorbed in passing only a
produced by Madam Glagolewa -Arke- few feet through air. In the upper
diewa, the waves of the ether -wave series regions of our atmosphere, however, the
consist of ordinary heat rays, like those passage of these millimeter waves would
received from the sun. Here lie, also, probably be almost unimpeded. Even
the "black light" or infra -red rays, rays the waves of forty and fifty meter

VI

Startling

Two New Products
"GENERAL

just a little longer than those which
affect our eye as red light. The longer
waves of heat overlap the shortest radio
waves. Nichols and Tear produced
them both and measured both on the
sanie apparatus, thus proving that the
heat rays and the radio waves were the

G. I. Shielded Units
Are single stage T. R.. F. Amplifiers used interchangeably as detector or amplifier -increasing
selectivity and sensitivity of any set
Can be used
As complete receivers using I to 8

-

sanie.
No one seems to have experimented
importantly with the production of
intense beams of the longest heat waves
-which would be, of course, the shortest
radio waves. Possibly some way can be
devised to produce in this way, from
some new variety of furnace, the
stronger beams of millimeter waves
which the use of these waves in broadcasting or in communication would
require.
In whatever manner these wars are
produced, one chief obstacle to their

wavelength pass along the upper ionized
layer of the atmosphere with very little
loss. The practical problem will be,
probably, to get the millimeter waves
up into this upper layer and down again
out of it. But, if strong enough beams
can be produced, possibly this problem
can be solved. For the first experiments it need not be considered. The
work can be done over short distances,
as it was at first with the waves in the
ten to forty meter range.

Static Writes Its Diary
MR. R. A. WATSON WATT is already
well known as one of the leaders in that
small group of radio engineers who are

endeavoring to learn the exact facts
about the great bane of radio, static, or
to s peak more exactly, of "atmospher-

tubes.

To replace old tuning units.
To add R. F. Amplification to any set.
They cover entire broadcast band with absolute
stability and increase amplification. Each unit
a complete receiver in itself -with dial, UX socket
and SFL condenser in a mahogany crystallined
aluminum "can."
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Transformer

A transformer that really matches the characteristics of the tube.
For use in any set
detector circuit, and any !or
all stages of amplification.
Easily adjustable- merely turn the knob until
reception is clearest and sharpest. No squeals, no
howls; just perfect reproduction.

-in

Write for complete literature on all

G.I. Products

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP.
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Broadway, New York
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AN AVERAGE PICTURE OF THE YEAR'S STATIC
The average daily intensity of static, as indicated by Mr. Watson- Watt's
automatic recorder over a period of two and one -half years, is shown
by these charts one for each month of the year. Each chart begins at
midnight, marked "0000." Noon is indicated by "120)"; sit p.m. by
"1800" and the following midnight by "2'400." "G.M.T." mea118
Greenwich time, which is the official time of England.
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His latest step is the development of an automatic machine which
writes a record, hour by hour and day
A. RADIO PHAN
by day, of the intensity and direction of
the static impulses that arrive at a receiving station .t
ANYWHERES, U. S. A.
The apparatus works on the principle
of a slowly rotating loop antenna, the
Dear Mike:
directional properties of which supply
After reading some of the current advertisethe information concerning the direcments on Loud Speakers, I feel all puffed out like
tion of the atmospheric. A magnetic
Do you remember three years ago
a Pouter Pigeon.
oscillograph operates a pen which makes
when we came out with the "All Wood" Speaker and
a mark on the chart, indicating the arexplained how the wood was the cause of the melrival of an impulse. The position of
low tones?
Well, it looks like we were right for
this mark on the chart also indicates tl
We haven't yet found a
they are all coming to it.
direction in which the loop was pointing
way to make them in large quantities by machinery- at that instant. Although the instruand equal to our hand -made product, so we are
ment is admittedly crude and subject
still producing "hand- made" Speakers.
to known errors, it unquestionably does
give the most complete record obtained
so far of the intensity and direction of
Write W. Keene Jackson, c/o Sanford Bros., 30
static from hour to hour of the day.
West Walton Place, Chicago, Ill., and get him to
As Mr. Watson Watt well says, previous
tell you some of his experiences with the Tim records of static have been very inadIt will
bretone in competition with other makes.
equate samples; samples covering only
open your eyes.
those hours when the records happened
to be made.
If you have any questions about Speakers, I'd
The data obtained for the direction
like to try to answer them for you.
of the static are not yet sufficient to tell
Sincerely yours,
us much beyond what we already know.
Apparently there is still reason to believe that much of the static, if not all
of it, originates in areas where thunderstorms or similar atmospheric disturbances are going on. The distribution of
static during the hours of the day is
elucidated, however, by a considerable
mass of data. The amount of disturbance bears a close relation to the
hours of sunrise and sunset. In Eng"HOW TO BUILD" KITS
land, on long wavelengths, the static
We carry every kit the Popular Radio Laboratories produce with exactly
the salue pansas used in each hook -up. Write us for parts you cannot get.
appears to reach a maximum about
IMPROVED RAYTHEON POWER -PACK
six hours after sunset. The minimum is
I Raytheon tube
I Braaleyohm No. to8 6.0o
t
Dongan
No
10,00o ohms
transformer,
f 2.00
sunrise.
There
after
at about four hours
509
7.00
t Bradleyohn No. 25is a second maximum about five hours
2 Dongan
choke coils,
2.00
250,000 ohms
No. 514
10.00
I Bradleyunit resistance,
before sunset and a second minimum at
Condenser Corporation
75
7.500
combination condensElectrad resistance
about the hour of sunset.
er, 2 units of .1 mfd
.25
mounting
each
125
an
insuggests
Mr. Watson Watt
.35
I Hardwood base
I Condenser
Corporation
PRECISION
binding
post
Composition
multiple condenser,
ternational cooperative investigation of
strip
.25
five units of 2, 2, 8,
OCTAFORM COIL
.10
I pair small brass brackets
and 54 mfd. respecthe hours, directions and intensities of
tively
12.00
A new type of inductance used in
static, along lines similar to those folTotal
I Airgap socket
$42.70
75
the Cockaday LC -26 Receiver.
COCKADAY LC-26 KIT
lowed in this study. It is to be hoped
The only coil that can be used in
i Bradleyunit, 54 megohmS .75
set. Price $5.50.
this
General Radio variomeI
that something of this kind will be done.
3 Ampentes No. la
3.30
ter, type 269, equipped
1.10
i Amperite No. 112
knob
with
rheostat
f
s
30
transStatic is now the chief obstacle to
COCKADAY COIL $5.50
5 Benjamin standard "Clet General Radio rheostat,
Base)
ra-tone" sockets
5.00
thew Oetaforrn
type 214 -a, 7 ohms,
oceanic radio telephony. It is a great
I Carter single- circuit jack,
equipped with rheostat
The fact that this coil was used in
.70
No. tog
knob
-.25
detriment to broadcasting. Facts which
the 4-Circuit Tuner as designed
2 Carter Jack switches,
Precision Octaform coil
by Mr. Cockaday, is significant
we can learn about it are sure to have
set
5.50
recognition of the accuracy and
1.20
8 Eby binding lasts
I Animal special double unit
efficiency of Precision Coils.
practical value, as well as use for radio
I Fynur vernier control
condenser No. 1814
knob and dial
3.50
each section .0003 mfd. 6.25
and geophysical theories. The cost of
I Universal decorated pan PRECISION COIL
I Micamold fixed condensel, 8:22 inches
7.50
er, .0oo15 mfd
.35
installing a series of automatic static
SET
1.00
Blueprints
Micamold fixed condenser, .00025 mid
35 4 Small brass brackets
recorders in several parts of the world
Antenna connection
No. 300
resisto- couplers
2 Daven
block, 1x2 inches
(new type which inwould not be great and would be sure
For the new OrBattery connection block, 1.75
corporates .t mfd. conthophase ReIxy inches
to be repaid.
denser concealed in
ceiver described
2 Large brass brackets
3 .00
base)
in February
Screws and buss wire
I Amertran DeLuxe trans *For an account of the earlier work of Mr.

ics.,,*
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i

1

1

1

1

1

1

Watson Watt see POPULAR RADIO for February,
1924. pages 205-206.
t "The Directional Recording of Atmospherics,"
by R. A. Watson Watt. A paper read twfore the
Wireless Section of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, London, March 3. 1926. Information
for this note is from an advance copy of the paper
distributed by the Institution. At the same meeting Mr. Watson Watt and Mr. J. F. Herd presented another paper on "An Instantaneous Direct Reading Radiogoniometer," in which similar principles were applied to the automatic registration
of the direction of anv incoming radio signal. Both
papers will be published in the Proceedings of the

iA

Popular Radio.
Price. per set of
three, í7.5o.

former, first stage
to .00
Bradleyleak 55 to to meg. 1.85
3 Bradleyunits, 5t megohm 2.25

Solid Walnut Cabinet

Total

COMPLETE PARTS FOR
The S-C Receiver
Cockaday 3 -Tube 4-Circuit Tuner
Power -Pack Amplifier
The Orthophas$ Receiver (Solid walnut cabinet)

$81.

SO
42

o,

i

Precision Coils and Kits Are Absolutely Guaranteed

CO., Inc.
PRECISION COIL
New York, N. Y.
209

Institution.
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Eärth Electricity
NEW MODEL "T" CABINET

(Continued from page 113)

insulating supports but exposed freely
to the air, the charge on it will leak
slowly away.
Just so, the negative
charge on the earth itself leaks slowly
away. Professor W. F. G. Swann, of
Yale University, stated recently in a
lecture before the Franklin Institute in
Philadelphia, that if the negative charge
of the earth were not continually renewed ninety percent of it would leak
away through the air in ten minutes.*
A convenient way to think of this airleakage of earth electricity is to imagine
the atmosphere acting as a great potentiometer. The earth's surface is one
terminal, maintained at a negative potential. Some level in the upper air is
the other terminal, maintained at a
positive potential. Electricity passes
between these terminals through the
air. The air acts as the wire of the
potentiometer. This "wire" varies in
conductivity; being more conductive
in the higher levels of the atmosphere

Cabinets in stock -Model "T." Have Piano
hinge, and are full 8 in. and 10 in. deep inside.
Illustration shows gold line decorated wood panel
to match.-Price le. per square inch.
Sias

Mahogany Mahogany
or
Finish
Walnut

Sire

Mahogany Mahogany
or
Finish

walnut

7:18 -8 $8.00 $9.50
7:21 -8 9.00 10.70

7:18 -10 $10.00 $11.50
7x21-10
11.00
13.00
7x24 -8 10.00 12.00 7x24 -10
12.00 14.50
7:26 -8 11.00 13.00 7:26 -10
13.00 15.50
7x28 -8 12.00 14.20 7:28 -10 13.50
16.20
7:30 -8 13.00 15.50 7x30 -10 14.00
17.00
McLa

hlin Suppeerheterodyne.... $9.60 $12.00
ROBERTS
6.40
7.90
With sloping front and fancy panel effect line
grooves.

*HA114UND

New HOME Receiver Cabinet
also for L-C 26, and Orthophaoe
Mahogany or Walnut
$15.00
Mahogany or Walnut Finish
13.00
Shipping chargea prepaid
"CORBETT'S CABINETS" have been preferred
for several years by quality set builders and are
unquestionably superior in design and finish.
They are backed by our guarantee to please you.
Well
Carefully hand- rubbed piano finish.
packed for shipment.
WRITE FOR Folder "P" showing advance
1926 -27 models for all sizes of radio cabinets
consoles, tables and wood panels.
Jobbers and Dealers unite for discounts.

a''The Origin of the Earth's Electric and Magnetic Phenomena," by W. F. G. Swann. Journal
of the Franklin Institute (Philadelphia, Penna.),
volume 201, pages 143 -176 (February, 1926). This
lecture, together with an earlier one by the same

author before the same Institute, constitutes the
best short summary of atmospheric electric phenomena with which the present writer is acquainted.
The earlier address was "Unsolved Problems of
Cosmical Physics," published in the Journal, as
above, volume 195, pages 433 -474 (January. 1923)
and reviewed in POPULAR RADIO for February,

CORBETT CABINET MFG. COMPANY
St. Marys

Pennsylvania

1924, page 300.

than it is in the lower. Accordingly,
the fall of potential is greatest for one
meter of the "wire" in the lower levels,
next to the soil. It is less higher up.
If you tap off a voltage from any given
height in the air, it is the same as
though you took off a tap from a certain
distance along the wire of a potentiometer. The potential of the tap will lie
between the potentials of the two terminals of the potentiometer. Just so an
electrode in the air will be positive
toward the earth's surface and negative
toward the upper air.
.

Where Does All This Energy Come From?

From this comparison it is apparent
at once that the fundamental question
of earth electricity is that of the source
of energy. Whence comes the negative
charge which is maintained so continuously on the earth's surface and which
leaks through the atmosphere to create
the variations of potential with height?
This question has never been answered
satisfactorily. One answer, long considered a plausible one, was the suggestion that very high -speed electrons
are arriving all the time on the earth
from outer space, possibly from the
sun. It is possible to prove that if the
speed of these incoming electrons is
a III
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A BUSINESS ®JL'
I

^'

YOUR OWN
Without Capital

_

Right now, there is an opportunity
your locality to profitably devote your
spare time or all your time to a pleasant,
easy and profitable business -one that does
not require any training or capital.
The publishers of POPULAR RADIO offer
you an opportunity to become their local
representative to take care of expiring subscriptions and new subscriptions for POPLAR Ramo and four other popular magazines that they publish.
in

ff
ff

SALARY AND COMMISSION
All material will be furnished you free of
charge and you will be paid an attractive
commission and salary.

¡y

Mail roupon for full part ruin ras

$$

i

sea
POPULAR RADIO, Dept. 66,
627 W. 43rd St., New

York City.

Send me full particulars regarding your salary
aria commission offer to local representatives.

Name
Address

From a drawing by Arthur :derrick

HOW THE ELECTRICITY IN THE AIR IS MEASURED
The water drops, falling from the metallic can, keep that can at the air
potential at its height, here fifteen feet. The difference of potential between this level and the ground is indicated by the electroscope, the gold
leaves of which stand apart by virtue of this potential. A block of
sulphur forms the best insulator for the raised water can. The air
potential fifteen feet up is usually about 400 volts.
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When the battery needs charging.
2. When the battery on charge has
been charged enough.

160

Shows instantly whether your "A"
Battery will operate the radio set. It
also warns of approaching discharge
tells you whether the battery is good for
a few hours' emergency reception.

ISO

-

140
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Sterling Charge Indicator

90

You can't go wrong with it. It can't
get out of order or mislead you. It keeps
you fully informed of your "A" power
supply -vital to correct radio reception.
No acid to spill or bother with. No time lost. No confusion.
There is only one real Charge Indicator
Sterling. Ask for
it at your dealer's. If you can't be accommodated write
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ONE DAY'S RECORD OF ELECTRIC
POTENTIAL ON THE EARTH

-a

This curve shows the variation of the earth's
electric charge hour by hour during an average undisturbed day. The figures of the
vertical scale indicate the difference of potential for one meter of height, measured
near the earth.

high enough, almost as great as the
speed of light, they will penetrate the
earth's atmosphere without being
stopped by collision with the atoms of
the air. These electrons would provide,
of course, a negative charge for the
earth's surface and this charge would
be continually renewed.
It now seems probable, however, that
this explanation is not the true one. In
the address referred to above, Professor
Swann reviews this and other suggestions. This one he rejects because special
experiments designed to detect the supposed stream of electrons arriving continually from space have shown no sign
of its existence. Other suggestions he
rejects for reasons equally cogent. He
concludes, finally, that the only plausible explanation, for both the electric
charge and the magnetic field of the
earth, lies in a modification of our fundamental ideas of electrodynamics.
The usual equations by which engineers calculate the movements and
properties of electricity assume that
electric charges remain unchanged except as they may be neutralized by equal
quantities of opposite charge. It ii possible, however, to make slight modifications in the ordinary electric equations,
which modifications are not otherwise
unplausible, and which permit us to
assume a slow and very slight disappearance of positive electricity within
the rotating earth. This would leave an
excess of negative electricity. It would
explain just what we find, namely a
continually renewed negative charge on

the earth.
the
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July issue of
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Dr.

Free will describe the facts about earth magnetism, why the earth is magnetized, the
changes of earth magnetism and how these
are believed to influence radio.

direct to factory.

Price No. 32 Sterling Charge Indicator $2.00

THE STERLING MANUFACTURING CO.,

Dept. V

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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S. HAMMER RADIO CO.,
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Atkins Ave.
Brooklyn, New York
303

Cockaday Sets Now Made Easier to Build by Our New "Ready -to- Wire" Plan

50%

SAVED !

of Your Time, Work and Worry

All you need do is to connect bus -bar according to diagram, solder and your set is finished.
These Kits are sent to you completely mounted, and assembled on a Veneered Mahogany
baseboard and genuine bakelite panel, drilled and
ed. Genuine parts used as listed below;
exactly as used in Mr. Cockaday's Laboratory Model. COMPARE OUR OFFER!

RAYTHEON POWER -PACK

Cockaday's New LC -26 Receiver

These are the exact Darts used in

building the Laboratory Model

Raytheon Tube
Dorgan transformer,
transformer No. 509
2 Dongan choke coils
514
1 Condenser Corp. small combination condenser comprising 2
unite of .1 mid. with a common
terminal
1 Condenser Corp
multiple condenser comprising five units of
2. 2, 8. I, and fS mid. respectively with a common terminal.
1 A reap socket
1 Bradleyohm No.10- 10.000 ohms
1 Bradieyobm
No. 25- 250.000
1
1

ohms

1
1

Bradleyunit resistance, 7.500
ohms
Electrad resistance mounting
Hardwood

is

i

Brack

1

16.00
7.00
10.00
1.25

General Radio Varlom-

eter

type

9

3

with

rheostat k D
General Radio Rheostat
type 214 -a. 7 ohms.
with rheostat knob....
I Precision Octatorm coil

I

1

set

Ameco Double Unit Condenser No. 1814
I Mlcamold fixed Conden-

2.25
5.50

1

12.00
.75
2.00

ser .00015 mfd

8.25
.35

Bradleyyyunits.

megobm 82.25

it megohm
Amperlte No.
Bradley unit

3.75
112
1.10
Benjamin standard "C1era- tone" sockets
5.00
1 Carter single -circuit Jack
No.101
.70
2 Carter Jack switches No
2
2.00
8 Eby binding poste
1.20
vernier control
1 Fynur
knob and dial
8.50
I Universal decorated panel,
8 x 22 inches
7.50
4 Small braes bracket.....
.10
I
5

Mlcamold fixed Condenser .00025 mid
.35
Daven resisto-couplers
.. 3.00
2.00
(new type)
I Amn
eran DeLuxe trans2 Bakelite Connection
former, first stage..... 10.00
Blocks 1 x 2 plus 1 x 9
.75
.25 Bradleyleak 54 to 10 meg... 1.80 2 Large Brass Brackets
I

.

2

.35

READY-TO -WIRE KIT, PRICE,

°` "p

COMPLETE KIT $427-2 WIRED COMPLETE

.35

$62.90

In Genuine
Mahogany Cabinet

$77 e.00

The following UNASSEMBLED and READY -TO -WIRE KITS in STOCK:-

S- C

RECEIVER

NEW "HOME " RECEIVER
POWER - PACK AMPLIFIER
HAMMARLUND - ROBERTS

KITS

Best 5Tube Superheterodyne
McLaughlin

Single

GENERAL

Control

RADIO

Superheterodyne

UNIVERSAL

Send for Free Catalog and Complete Inquiries front
Information About Our Parts and Kits Dealers Invited
Transportation Prepaid.

..

-tbrd

mast accngaay all C.O. D seders.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Nol insured unless insurance charges included.
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GET THESE
SIMPLIFIED
LUE
PRINTS
FREE
e

E
E

E
E
E

has been tested and approved by POPULAR RADIO LABORATORY

t*

-_

=

You can have your choice of any one of nine
POPULAR RADIO Simplified Blueprints with
your new or renewal subscription for POPULAR
RADIO, accompanied by remittance of $3.00.
These Blueprints will make It possible for you
to build a tested and approved set, while
POPULAR RADIO for 12 months will keep you
In touch with the progress being made In radio.
You. as is reader of POPULAR RADIO, know the
manly entertaining interesting and Instructive
articles that are published each month. Every
Issue some new Item is sure to attract your
attention. We promise that throughout the
coming months POPULAR RADIO will hold mon.
and more of interest for Radio Fans.
Ease, Economy and Accuracy In

WHAT READERS ASK

E

_

I

CONDUCTED BY HUGH S. KNOWLES
justice to our regular subscribers a nominal fee of SI.00 per question is charged to
non-subscribers to cover the cost of this service, and this sum mutt be inclosed with the letter
of inquiry. Subscribers' inquiries should be limited to one question or one subject.
Iv

E
E
E

Construction

Simpllled Blueprints were prepared under
the personal supervision of Laurence M.
t'oekaday. They make It possible for
anyone. without previous knowledge of
radio. to construct a highly emelent radio
receiver. Each set of Blueprints consists
of 3 prints an follows:
Panel Pattern
Thls Blueprint L the EXACT site of the
actual set. So accurate that you need
merely lay it on your panel and drill as
Indicated. You can readily appreciate
the convenience of this Blueprint. No
scaling or measuring to do. no danger of
ruining the panel through faulty calculalion.

E
E
E

E
LI

E
E
E

E
E

=
E
E
E

E

=
E

=
Lal

=
E

=
E
E
E

El

=
E
=
E
E
E

_

Instrument Layout

II

Here again you have an actual Idle print
of each Instrument and binding post and
Its exact location both on the panel and
within the cabinet.
Even the cabinet
structure L clearly shown.

E
E

Wiring Diagram

E
E

E

_

The unusual feature of this Blueprint Ls that
It is an actual site picture diagram of the
finished set. Each Instrument and other
parts appear In exact alte and the wires are
NO clearly traced from one contact to another that you can connect all terminal
accurately without even knowing how ui
read a hook -up diagram.
Set Vo.
"Coekeday Four -Uterus Tuner with
Re.elvfance-C'oupkd Amplifier' as described In
the October. 1924, Late oI POPULAR RADIO.
Set No.
"Coekadey 8-tube Superheterodyne
Reiter Receiver" as described In the January.
1925, issue Of POPULAR RADIO.
Set No. 12
-gybe .Superheterodyne frith
S Ie Control" as described In the October,
1925, LRUe of POPULAR RADIO.
Set No. 13-"Raytheon Plate Sup
Unir as
desenbed In the November, 1925, Issue of

=

e
E
E

_
E
E
E

4-

6-

e

-_
=
E

E
E
E
e_

E
E
E

=
=
E

POPULAR
Net No. 14

-"The

as

LC -26 Broadcast Rereierr"
described in the December, 1925, Issue of

E.

e
_

POPULAR RADIO.
Set No. 15 -"The Orthophose Receiver" as described in the February, 1926. Issue of POPULAR
RADIO.
Set No. 16 -"The S-C All -Wan Rereirer" as
described In the March, 1926, issue of POPULAR
RADIO.
Net No.
"The Power-pack Amatper" as
described In the April. 1926, Issue of POPULAR

=
E_

E

-

I7-

=-

E

_

RADIO.
Set No. I8-"The Net, Home Receiver" as described In the June. 1926, Issue of POPULAR
RADIO.

=

E

Usa coupon below; indicate which set of
Blueprints you want.

*

627 West 43rd

E
E

=

POPULAR RADIO
_-

E
=

Dept. 69
Street
New York City

OMB

QuESTIoN: Is there such a. thing as
an Interfiex circuit or one having a
similar naine? I enjoy experimenting
with different types of circuits; and I
should like to build one. As I just wish
to experiment with it I would prefer to
make the necessary coils rather than
go to the expense of buying them.
-JAMES BRYAN
ANSWER: You probably have reference
to the Interfiex circuit which has been described both in this country and in the
British Isles. A circuit of this receiver is
given in Figure 1. This particular set
uses two stages of transformer-coupled
amplification. Any type of amplifier may
be added.
The following parts are necessary:
LI, L2 and L3
special type of coupler
used in this circuit;
VCI-variable condenser, .0005 nid.;
VC2- variable condenser, 2-20 mmfds.
(usual "balancing" type);
C -fixed condenser, .00025 mid.;
RI-rheostat, Bradley or Filkostat;
R2 and R3- filament control cartridges,
Brachstats or Amperites No. IA;
J1-filament control jack, double -circuit type;
J2-filament control jack, single -circuit

-a

E

-"8

R.O.

E

The Diagram and Parts for
the Interfiex Receiver

E

type;
AFT! and AFT2-Audio -frequency
transformer, first and second stage
types;
Det-crystal detector.
The inductances Ll , L2 and L3, form a
coup er similar to the type used in untuned

primary three -circuit couplers. The secondary, L2, should consist of 46 turns of
No. 22 DCC wire, wound on a three -inch
tube about 314 inches long. Space y; -inch
from the lower end (to which the filament
is to be connected); and wind 8 turns of the
same wire for the primary, Ll. The
tickler, L3, usually consists of a 25 -turn
honey -comb coil mounted on a threaded
rod, which in turn is mounted so that the
tickler may be moved from one end of the
stator to the other. A knob is fastened
to one end of the rod to provide a means
of rotating it. The coil is so mounted at
the other end that it rotates independently
of the rod. Two flexible connections
should be made to the tickler.
The crystal detector should preferably
be of the carborundum type so that its
adjustment will not be critical and will be

fairly permanent..
The variable tuning condenser, VC1,
may be of any type which has the proper
capacity; but, as in any other receiver,
the use of one which has something approaching straight -line-frequency characteristics will simplify tuning at the
higher frequencies. The use of such a
condenser does not increase the selectivity
of the set, but merely "separates the stations" in a mechanical sense. That is
greater angular rotation of the rotary
plates is necessary at low-capacity settings
to secure a given change in capacity.
To adjust the receiver, tune in a station
that operates on 450 meters or so; and
adjust the tickler until the set oscillates.
Then tune in a short wavelength station; and
adjust VC2 until the regeneration is sufficient to keep the detector just below the
oscillating point. You will find from experimentation the best setting for the
tickler on DX stations.

i

MIN

IPOPULAR RADIO. Dept. 69
627 West 43rd Street, New York City
Enclosed Is my remittance of $
In full
payment for subscription, with Blueprints as
cherxwl below. FREE.

Number

4

D Set Number

14

vet Number

6

D Set Number

15

vet Number

12

Set Number

16

Number

13

Set Number

17

Set

._ Set

Set

Number

rl_J

n tr

A

I

18

Name

street

-- - - - - -1
'13r

State..

J
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Parts used in the new

"Home"
Receiver
As designed by Wm. Bradley

Total

Set of 3 Bruno-Bradley Coils
$11.50
3 Amoco Universal Type AX -102 Tube
Sockets
2.25
75 ea.
1 Aniseo Single Rheostat with Dial, 20
ohms (B -102)
1.25
I Amoco Single- circuit Jack
.50
t XL Neutralising Condenser, Model N
1.00
I Tobe Deutschman By-Pass Condenser, .5 mfd
.90
:3 Benjamin new -type S.L.F. condensers,
.00035 mfd.
5 25 ea. 15.75
I Marco Battery Switch, No. 144
1 .00
I

THE CIRCUIT DIAGR:\\I FOR

A HIGH -VOLTAGE
PLATE SUl'I'LY UNIT
FIGURE 2: The connections for t le use of two Raytheon tubes for a
high -voltage output. A standard two-step filter is used to smooth
out current variations. It will be noted that the primaries of the
transformers are connected in parallel while the secondaries are
connected in series.

1

The filter is a standard one of the same
type as were used in the "Power-packs"
except that high voltage condensers should
be used. Note that the condensers should
be tested at a voltage of approximately
2000. The continuous operating voltage
should be approximately 20 percent that
of the "flash" test voltage to insure proper
operation.
The primaries of the transformers are
connected in parallel. The secondaries
are in series; and it is evident that the secondary of one will have a potential difference to ground almost twice that of the
other. For this reason a transformer
should be used which has a comfortable
safety factor.
The cores of both transformers and
their shells, the cases of the choke coils
and the condensers should all be grounded.
Such a unit cannot be loaded as heavily
as a single unit; and it will only supply
20 or 25 milliamperes satisfactorily. This
is sufficient to operate the UX -210, when
properly biased. The supply voltage will
vary with the load and with the voltage
of the transformers; but it will be of the
order of 350 volts.
The high negative bias which is necessary for the UX-210 may be secured by
using the drop in a resistance in the plate
circuit of the tube. This resistance should
have a value of approximately 1,000 ohms.
This may be connected, as shown in the
"Power-pack Amplifier" that was described in the April, 1926, issue of POPULAR RADIO or in this department in the
February, 1926, issue. Shunt this resistance with a 2 mfd. condenser.

3
9
2

Plate Supply Unit

QUESTION:

April, 1926, issue of POPULAR RADIO is
much the sort of thing I want except
that I don't require as much current as
this unit can supply, and that it uses a
rectifier tube of the heated filament
type. Is there any way of securing
more than 180 volts (which is the maximum I have seen advertised) from the
type of unit that I wish to construct?
S. BROWN
ANSWER: A diagram of such a unit is
shown in Figure 2. You will need the following parts:
T1 and T2- transformers of the step -up
type which give a high voltage, such
as the Thordarson;
C4, C5, C6 and C7- condensers, fixed,
.1 mfd.;
C1, C2 and C3- condensers, fixed, of
the same capacity as normally used
in these units except that they should
be capable of operating continuously
at 400 volts (flash test should be about

-J.

2000);

Ll and L2 -choke coils, any standard

type for these units, such as the Thor-

fier tube.

-

darson.

This arrangement consiste essentially of

THE 1NTERFLEX HOOK -UP
FIGURE 1: The connections for the various instruments and parts
that go into the makeup of the Interfiex circuit. The circuit uses a
tube and crystal detector to obtain a combination of radio-frequency amplification and detection as well as two separate stages

of audio-frequency amplification.
APT,

l

two units of the conventional type connected in series to keep the voltage across
each tube within the operating limits of
the tube. This arrangement is recommended by the manufacturer of the recti-

A High-Voltage Raytheon
I want to build a high
voltage plate supply unit to supply sufficient voltage and current to operate a
MC-210 tube properly. I have some
Raytheon full-wave rectifier tubes on
hand and would like, if possible, to use
them in the unit. The "Power -pack
Amplifier," that was described in the

I

APT?

1
1

1

1

1

Marco Five -point Switch
Carborundum Co. Stabilising Detector
Unit
Amperite No. 112
Amperite No. IA
Dubilier Fixed Condenser. type 601,
.002 mfd.
First-stage Amer. Tran Deluxe Transformer
Second -stage Amer. Tran. De Luxe
Transformer
Kurs -Kasch Aristocrat Dials...1.00 ea
Eby Binding Poets
15 ea.
Tait Brackets
pr.
Insuline Decorative Panel, hard rub ber, S s 22 inches

Complete

Parts

1.00

3.50
1.10
1.10
.40
10.00

10.00
3.00
1.35
2.00

4.55
$72.15

$72.1 7C

Corbett Cabinet

Mahogany or Walnut Finish ....813.00
Genuine Mahogany or Walnut..$15.00

-Mall Orders Shi yped the Sam Day as Received

HEINS & BOLET

Radio and Electric Supply Corporation
Wholesale and Retail 44 Park Plows, New York

arsee

anywhe
Greater

Selectivity
Better Tone

Less Static

Summer no
longer means
putting your

!
!

!

Use Indoors

orOutdoors
L.A.

!

'l

radio away.

This new antennae gives you
"winter clearness" during hot
weather. Increases selectivity, cuts down static. Owners say it's worth $10. Price
only $4. Write today for
testimonials and full information.

Fishwick Radio Co.
137 Central Parkway, West

Cincinnati, Ohio
FISHWICK RADIO CO.
137 Central Parkway West,

Cincinnati, Ohlo.
( ) Please send lull Information.
( ) Enclosed and 34.
Please send one
Eaarsee Antennae with money back

guarantee.

Name
Address

www.americanradiohistory.com
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BROADCASTS
ANNOUNCING
THE New Type

B

NATIONAL Velvet Vernier
DIAL
the dial with the variable ratio
This Dial will please you because of its
intrinsic beauty -ease of mounting (fits any
condenser) -its velvety smoothness -no
back lash -and because it is the only dial
that enables you to pick your own ratio.

These are exclusive features possessed by
the new National. Write for Bulletin 109

P. R.

Is Baseball Most Popular
Broadcast Feature?

Radio Helps the
Copper Business

IN the remarkable development of
daylight broadcasting during the past
year, baseball is said to be the most
popular feature. Probably more than
anything else, it was baseball along
with football that brought broadcasting
stations to realize what a good bet was
being overlooked if they closed down
during daylight hours.

THE radio industry has more than
doubled its consumption of copper during the last two years and is now approximating a total of 10,000,000pounds

r

Facts and Fancies
About Fans

NATIONAL CO., Inc.
W. A. READY, President
Brookline St., CAMBRIDGE, MASS

To what extent the information that
q111IIIIIIIIIIOt11111111111nIIIIII111111INIRllllllllll1011tlllllllllf
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Your

With the aid of

Popular

I3adb®

Blue Prints
It

is Easy, Quick and Accurate

g.

B

r.

The LC -26 is the ideal all- around receiver,
combining unusually fine tone quality, selectivity and distance -getting ability. with simplicity of construction and operation. It operates
on any antenna from 10 feet to 200 feet long,
indoors or out.
In tests at Washington, D. C.. the LC-26
brought in over 40 stations In one night, the
farthest away being KG W Portland, Oregon.
At Chicago, Ill., the LC -26 brought In KFI
Los Angeles, every night for a week, and over
60 other stations.
WEAF. New York, was
heard clearly at eleven o'clock ln the morning.
At New Haven, Conn., It brought in
WMIBF, at Miami Beach, Florida, at 4:00
p.m., as well as New York stations for which
New haven is a dead spot.
All reception on the LC -26 Is on the loudspeaker, as it has no phone connection.
By using POPULAR RADIO Blue Prints In
building your LC -26, you can save time, eliminate the possibility of error, and make your
set exactly like the laboratory models (see
,

41

If your local dealer cannot supply you with
Blue Prints of the LC -26, they will be sent
postpaid on receipt of $1.00 per set.
A full description of the LC.26, with detailed
directions as to how to build It, was published
in December POPULAR RADIO.

POPULAR RADIO
Bernice Bureau 64 -A

Street, New York

gmnunu6f:dnnnn6tmnfifiunt31Rn666urz uumun6nnuunuuf

*

Why Program Managers Get
Grey- headed

page 188).

627 West 43d

lias been brought out by the Congressional inquiry into the radio copyright
problem is based on actual figures and
to what extent they are based on personal opinions remains to be seen. But
here are some percentages that have
been submitted for consideration:
Paul Klugh of the Association of
Broadcasters, said that 70 percent of
the active broadcasting stations were
now accepting advertising, using the
revenue to pay for talent.
Gene Buck of the Society of Authors,
Composers and Publishers, claimed that
90 percent of the composers were poor
men, while another witness asserted
that nevertheless they controlled 90 percent of the copyright music.
The Society of Composers, it was
declared, included 90 percent of the
popular music writers.
According to the American Telephone
and Telegraph statistics, 50 percent of
the 5,000,000 listeners own their own
homes, 75 percent of them have phonographs and over 50 percent own pianos.

j

WHAT a task faces the program manager of a broadcasting station who must
keep track of which copyright pieces
of music may be played and which may
not, may be judged when it is learned
that no less than 21,850 musical compositions have been copyrighted during
the past three months alone.

www.americanradiohistory.com

a year.
s

Is Radio Taxation
Profitable?
RADIO fans in Sweden are to have the
license fees for receiving sets reduced
in 1926. This is because the revenue
to the Swedish Telegraph Administration, which controls the broadcasting
field in that country, has been more
than satisfactory for the twelve months
just passed.
The net profits to the administration
up to November, 1925, were 150,000
crowns. Up to 200,000 licenses were
issued at that time. The Swedish
Broadcasting Corporation has also been
able to make a nice profit from the sale
of these licenses alone.
This extra profit is to be turned to the
advantage of the listener, because it is
proposed to have between 16 and 18
stations in operation in Sweden by the

end of the year.
*

*

England's Broadcast
Experiment Ends
FROM now on the British Government
will reign over the field which formerly
was entirely in the hands of the British
Broadcasting Corporation. At the expiration of the latter's monopoly contract, a permanent broadcasting committee was appointed to study and gov-

ern the radio broadcasting situation
throughout the British Isles, with the
exception of the Irish Free State.
Before the work of this permanent
committee is felt, however, British fans
will no doubt know how they will be
affected. Another Government Committee, of which Rudyard Kipling is a
member, will draft plans for the future
of England's broadcasting. This committee includes Government officials,
as well as radio engineers and scientists.

Al! apparatus advertised in this magazine has been tested and approved by POPULAR RADIO LABORATORI"

'1,644,325 Licensed Receivers
in Great Britain

How the Boy Scout Earns the
Merit Badge in Radio

ALTHOUGH there are a number of
"radio pirates," whose failure to secure
a license would decrease the official total
of British radio fans, there have been,
nevertheless, 1,644,325 receiving licenses issued so far. In December,
1925, there were 69,593 licenses issued,
which was an increase of several thousand over any other month of the year.
When the grand total reaches the two
million mark, Great Britain will probably have more radio fans, per capita,
than any other country in the world.
As the broadcast stations are conveniently located and efficiently cover the
territory within their radius, crystal
receivers are numerous.
s
s

1. He must receive and send correctly
not less than ten words a minute.
2. (a) He must explain how to get in
communication with another station.
(b) He must explain how to send a
message in proper form.
3. He must tell in his own words the
principal laws and regulations regarding

A Remarkable Transatlantic

Radiophone Demonstration
IT is a little over twelve years ago that
engineers of the U. S. Naval Laboratory
at Arlington, Va., and of the French
Signal Corps, at the foot of the Eiffel
Tower in Paris, communicated for the
first time by radiotelephone across the
Atlantic. And it was a great feat. The
second experiment of the series was
recently accomplished when a four -hour
telephone conversation, the 3,000 -mile
link of which was by radio, was successfully carried on from London and New
York.
With a power of 100 kilowatts in each
station, and using wavelengths of 5,260
meters for America, and 5,770 for England, as perfect reception and transmission, as with an ordinary telephone instrument, was possible.
The American transmitter is located
at Rocky Point, Long Island, and is
connected to New York City by means
of land wire circuits. The receiving
station in England is in Wroughton,
from which the signals were sent to
London by wire. The transmitting circuit for England originates in London,
thence to the high -power station at
Rugby, thence, by radio, to Houlton,
Maine, where the American receiver is
located. Wires convey the messages to
New York.
The air line distance was about 3,400
miles, and the total distance travelled
by the megRages in various circuits was
probably another thousand miles.

The Tallest Radio Tower
A RADIO tower which, in its total
height is two feet taller than the famous
Eiffel Tower, will hold the new antenna
of the German Ministry of Posts and

Telegraphs' station at Keonigswusterhausen, near Berlin. The tower of
aluminum is 828 feet above the ground,
and has an antenna mast 58 feet higher.
And it takes a half hour for the hardiest
climber to ascend the 1,000 steps of the
spiral stairway to the top of the tower.

radio communication.
4. He must demonstrate at least ten
of the radiogram abbreviations (Q signals).
5. (a) He must explain the purpose
of a detector and adjust a crystal detector, using a buzzer to test its adjustment. (b) He must name two minerals
used in crystal detectors.
6. He must draw from memory, using
correct symbols, a hook -up diagram of
a complete vacuum -tube transmitting
apparatus, including generator or batteries, vacuum tube, condenser, tuning
helix key, antenna, ground and the
necessary protective devices. He must
also describe each part of the apparatus
and explain its function. He must explain how to use a wavemeter in connection with this transmitting apparatus to
secure the proper wavelength of radiation.
7. He must draw from memory,
using correct symbols, a hook-up diagram of a complete receiving apparatus
using a vacuum -tube detector, including
antenna, two-circuit tuner, detector,
fixed and variable condensers, resistances, batteries, phones and ground.
He must describe each part of the apparatus and explain its functions.
8. He must describe a vacuum tube
and explain its three principal uses -as
detector, amplifier and oscillator.
9. He must explain the difference between continuous wave, modulated or
interrupted continuous wave and spark
signals. He must explain how each kind
of signal is produced and how each kind
is received.
10. He must construct with his own
hands a practical , working, receiving set
and demonstrate its operation for receiving signals from a station twentyfive miles or more away.
11. He must explain how to install
an antenna, how to connect it to the
sending and receiving set, how to ground
it properly and how to protect it against
lightning. And he must state the Underwriters' laws for safeguarding radio

apparatus.
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JEFFERSON
"B" ELIMINATOR

Simplest
to

Build!
POPULAR Radio tells about the
Jefferson "B" Eliminator and how
you can construct it easily at home.
There are several advantages in the
Jefferson Eliminator. It is the simplest to build. And it gives unequalled results -silent operation,
better reception, negligible current
consumption. It can be used both
for Raytheon tubes and filament
tubes
unique feature.

-a

JEFFERSON
ESSENTIAL UNITS

The "vitals" of this superior eliminator come to you in convenient
form. A Jefferson Transformer,
Jefferson Chokes, 0.1 m.f.d. condensers, lamp socket, cord and
plug-all assembled in a compact
black enamel case with terminals
properly marked for connecting
with larger condensers and rheostats.
The result is simplified wiring, neatness, and perfect performance. The
list price of this convenient Jeffer-

-is

no more
son assemblage- $15
than you would pay for a transformer and chokes purchased sepa-

rately.
Build this Jefferson "B" Eliminator
now. Ask your dealer for Jefferson
Essential Units for "B" Battery
Eliminators. If he does not have
them, write us and we will see that
you are supplied.

Jefferson Electric Mfg. Co.
508 South Green Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

A DISCRIMINATING burglar in New
York is reported as stealing nothing but
radio sets.
*

THE only woman who can be sure her

husband really works when he says he
does, is the wife of the radio announcer.
And even she can't tell what he's up to
while a selection is being broadcast.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Specialists in Electrical
Precision Equipment

All apparatus advertised in til's magasiile has been ksted and appvoved by POPULAR RADIO LABORATORY
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YOUR
INDIVIDUAL
PROBLEMS
SOLVED
POPULAR RADIO maintains for the benefit of
Its readers a Technical Service Bureau and
Laboratory, under the personal superthoof
Laurence M. Cockaday which wwilll
charge. answer by personal letter any queetlon
problem or request for Information submitted
by a subecrlbxr. This service Is, however, also
available to readers, other than subscribers, at
the very nominal rate of 50 cents the Inquiry.
In writing please confine your questions to
one general subject. writing on one side of the
paper only. and enclose a self-addressed and

stampd envelope.
It Is possible that your Individual problem

has been covered In an issue of POPULAR
(RADIO, and so as an aid to you we endeavor
to keep a supply of back numbers in stock.
The condensed Index below gives a few of the

subjects that have appeared recently. look
this list over and if the Information you want
will be pleased to supply back
uumb_rs at 35e. a copy.

Is covered. we

June,

Pacific & Atlantic

THE "RADIO PEN" IN ACTION

1925

-New Development In Vacuum Tubes.
-How to Build a Five-tube A -C Receiver.
-How to Draw Up Your Own Tuning Chart.
-Watt's Law In a Nutshell.
-"What Set Shall I Buy ?"

By merely plugging into the loudspeaker jack of a receiving set,
the apparatus shown above, Mr. C. Francis Jenkins, the inventor, reports that ink drawings may be transmitted and recorded
by radio in much the same manner as the more familiar
telautograph machines.

First Installment.

July,

925

-The Best 101 Hook -ups.
-"What Set Shall I Buy ?"

Second Installment.
In the United States.

-Broadcast Stations

-What's New in Radio Apparatus.

August, 1925
Motion Pictures" by Ether Waves.

-A
New Type of Hornless Loudspeaker.
-How to Build a 5-Tube Radio-Frequency
Set

with Simplified Control.

-Trouble Shooting.

-Hints for Amateurs.
September, 1925
-How the Alr Affects

Radio.

-When You Turn Your Dial,.
-Useful Charts for Amateurs.

-

-Call

Letters That Have
Broadcasts.

Past.

October, 1925
-How Earth Magnetism Affects Radio Waves.

-How to Improve Broadcast Reception.
-What Makes a Low -lose Coil?
-How to Build the New 8-Tube Superheterodyne with a Single Control.
November, 1925
-Radio's Newest Instrument -the Photoelectric Cell.
-How to Build the Raytheon Plate Supply
Unit.
-New Methods of Calibrating Your Receiver.
-Practical Pointers About Transformers.

-Multi-layer

Coils.

December, 1925
-How to Build The New LC -26 Receiver.
-How to Improve Broadcast Reception.
-What Every Radio Experimenter Should
Know About Condensers.
-"Truthful Reproduction,' How to Get It
from Your Set.
-Radio that Runs on a Beam.

January,

-How

1926

to Get the Most Out of Your LC -26
Receiver.
-Some New and Useful Facts About Coils.
-When Your Set Won't Work.
-Straight -Line- Frequency Condensers.
-what's New In Radio Apparatus.

February,

1926

-How to Reduce Distortion In Amplification.
Sets.
-Important Kinks in Wiring.
-How to Cut Down Your "B" Battery Bill.
-Hints for Amateurs.
-Some Stunt

March, 1926
-A
New Theory of Wave Transmission.
-Why and How the Mlllammeter Increases
the Efficiency of Your Set.

-What "Inductance" Really Is.
-List of Broadcast Stations In the
-How to Build the S-C Receiver
and Long Waves.

U. 8.
for Short

Apr11, 1926
-How to Get an Operator's

_
_

'Ticket."
-What a Straight -fine Frequency Condenser
Really Is.
-How to Build a Power -pack Amplifier.
-The New "Crystal Pilot"
-How to Build and Operate a low-Power
Transmitter.
-The Popular Radio Medal for Conspicuous
Service.

B
B

May 1926
-How to Draw up Your Own "Tuning
Graphs"

B

Antenna Mast for $15.00.
-Fifteen Ways to Reduce Static.
-Do Your Colls Broadcast?

E,

-How to Build
Power-park.
-How to Build an

the Improved

Raytheon

POPULAR RADIO
Department

627 West 43d

Street
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Who Causes All the
Interferences?
AMONG all of the sources of broadcast
interference, broadcasting stations that
interfere with each other cause 65 per
cent of the trouble. Static causes 16
percent of the marring of programs;
fading accounts for 12 percent of the
difficulties experienced by radio fans,
and 14 percent are attributed to "other
causes."
These findings are the result of a
year's work by some 100 Government
listeners, located in every section of the
country. Altogether 7,500 observations
were made, and during those tests only
33 percent of them were perfect to the
extent of being completely free from interference or difficulties.
The observers used station KDKA as
the index station. The distances the
signals were heard and reported upon
varied between 10 and 4,000 miles. The
observations were made at 55 minute
intervals throughout the year.
Among the "other causes," which
contribute 14 percent of the interference,
were listed interference from other receiving sets, amateur transmitters, commercial land and ship stations, and

ment Weather Bureau experts from
Washington.
Mr, Jensen has been able to prepare
some forecasts of radio receiving conditions, as affected by weather relations
with some success. A typical release,
which is transmitted daily from station
WCAJ, is as follows: "For Eastern
Nebraska: Fine radio night, free from
static. Best ranges may be expected'
from the south, southeast, and east.
Fading will be experienced from the

northwest."

9:

t

Where Radio Customers
"Build Their Own"
THERE is one place in the world where
the radio fan should be a contented
soul, the radio workshop of Selfridge
and Company, a big department store
in London. There radio fans who have
secured admission tickets from the
store's radio department may build
their own sets under the instruction and
supervision of set-building experts. The
shop, which is open daily, is scheduled
off into two sessions. There is no
charge for the service.
The system has been called "Wireless
without Tears."
a

power lines.
s

a

s

One Receiver to Five

Predicting Radio `Weather"

Families

IT may not be unusual for radio fans
to receive from accredited stations reports very much the same as the U. S.
Government weather reports in the
morning mail, telling them how the radio
weather is going to be for the evening.
Interesting experiments have been carried out along those lines by J. C. Jensen, of the Department of Physics of
the Nebraska Wesleyan University,
which have been watched by Govern-

ACCORDING to a recent survey of the
radio industry, one out of every five
families in the United States owns a
radio set.
In addition, the statisticians tell us
that the radio sales have jumped from
$5,000,000 in 1920 to $500,000,000 in

1925.

But the most surprising announcement is that almost $15,000,000 were
spent last year on broadcast programs.

All apparatus advertised in this magazine has been kskd and approved by POPULAR RADIO
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Educational Tests by Radio
IN addition to the effort of the Swedish Government Radio Service to teach
English to its subscribers, it will give a
"general knowledge" test feature of an
educational nature.
An impartial board, made up of editors from all sections of the press, is to
frame a series of questions on geog-

"A" BATTERIES are OBSOLETE
Wherever 110 Volts -60 Cycles are Available

DAVY "A" POWER

raphy, history, literature, current
events and music. The music tests will
ask the listeners to identify famous selections of musical airs.
The questions will be broadcast, and
fifteen seconds will be allowed the listeners to write down their answers to
Then the correct
each question.
answer will be broadcast.
There are ovèr 120,000 listeners in
Sweden who will have the opportunity
to educate themselves in this navel way.
s

')

*ii,

A Triple-Control of Broadcasting in Japan
WITH radio broadcasting in the hands
of three separate and competitive organizations, one would think that the
situation would be particularly bright
for listeners of Japan. The Government, however, is seeking to amalgamate the Tokio, Osaka and Nagoya
companies, so that greater centralization of the broadcast work may be
carried on.
The Tokio Broadcasting Company,
which operates the popular Tokio station, has been the most successful so far,
having 146,000 subscriber- listeners. The
Osaka station is supported by 40,000
listeners and the Nagoya company
numbers 16,000 supporters.

A Record Two-way

Communication
An outstanding high- frequency development is contained in the report that
the U. S. S. Black Hawk has held twoway communication with stations at
distances from 7,000 to 12,000 miles.

- ""'-

FULLY GUARANTEED
Write for Descriptive Literature

THE DAVY ELECTRICAL CORPORATION

consider-

s

2

Simply plug DAVY "A" POWER in the lamp socket and it delivers
full, constant "A" current. There are no liquids at all, no condensers or moving parts to give trouble.
DAVY "A" POWER is built to last for years -and to give thousands
of hours of faithful service without requiring attention of any kind.
Contains a voltage regulator preventing your tubes from being
injured or overloaded.
For sets from 4 to 6 tubes

the authors' rights and royalties, with
respect to their broadcasting.
In view of this, the Locarno Congress,
under the presidence of Professor Bogler, director of the Zurich Conservatory
problem.
and apof Intellectual Development Branch of the
League of Nations shall create a special
international commission which shall
specially study the questions of the
rights of authors before the microphones, from an international angle.

with
Westinghouse
Rectigon Tubes

-

No Charger or Trickier
NO
Absolutely
HUM!

No Service

So far-reaching have been the effects
of radio that it has now become necessary
to consider the international aspects of

of Music, has been engaged in
ing the best ways to solve the
A motion has been made
proved, whereby the Society

$62.00
COMPLETE

`^.;;a;.,,

,ç

s

International "Radio Rights"
of Authors

Price

1

Steady,
Unfailing
"A" Current
from the
Light Socket

505 COURT ST.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Exceptionally fine results may be obtained with the

40
Home
Kit-$51.
New
meritorious
complete kit parts, containing the

B -C -L
A
1-fat

following

of

apparatus is offered to gain new friends.

of 3 Bruno-Bradley Coils.

3 -Amoco

Universal Type AX -102 Tube Sockets
20 ohms (B -102)
1 -Amato Single Circuit Jack.
1 -XL Neut sllsing Condenser. Model N.
I -Tobe Deutschman By -pass Condenser. .5 mid.
3-Cawigrad S.L.F. Condensers.
1 -Bruno Light Switch.
1-Marco Five -point Switch.
1-Carborundum Stabilising Detector Unit.
1

-Amoco Single Rheostat with Dial,

1Amperite No. 112.
Amperlte No. 1A.
11Dublaer Fixed Condenser. type 601..0022
1Thordarson 6-1 Transformer.
1-Thordarson 3-1 Transformer.

mfd.

3 -4-In.

Bakelite Dials.
Binding Posts.
1-Panel, hard rubber, 8x22 Inches.

9-Eby
2

-Tait Brackets.

New Home Kit (Parts as used by author) $72.15
RAM( DIAMOVL KIT

nalaki
Diamond of the Air Kit
The Diamond of the Air circuit is one of the main
topics of conversation wherever a group of radio
technical men get together. Such fine results have been
obtained with this remarkable five tube set that its
popularity has grown to enormous proportions and
reached all parts of the world.
We otter a complete kit of parts which Includes a
drilled and engraved panel. exactly as its designer Mr.
Herman Bernard specifies and uses in his original model.
The kit le complete In every detall even down to the
laet
and bolt.
535.00

Basic Diamond Kit
The Basic Diamond Kit la recommended for
those who already have some parts in their shop
und do not need a complete kit. The parts contained are one Bruno 99 Jr. coil. one 99 it F.. 3
Bruno Vernier Dials, two S.L.F. condenser,. one
Bruno light switch. which are all the essentials.
520.00
Price_____.
The Auxiliary Klt contains a drilled and enbrackets and
sub-panel.
graved panel
e shock absd
absorbing beeate sockets.
510.50
Price.

Send for Special Bulletin No. 702. It will amaze you)

B -C -L RADIO SERVICE, Dept. P, 221 Fulton Street
N. Y. C., N. Y.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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SIMPLIFIED
LUE
PRINTS
LAUREN CE M. COCKADAY kas personally
supervised the preparation of Simplified Blueprints of nine of POPULA R RADIO'S most
popular circuits. Each set consists of three or
more Actual Site Blueprints; first a Panel Pat-.
tern; second. an Instrument Layout: and
third, a Picture Wiring Diagram all simplified
in the Nihau, sense of the Word because

The panel Pattern

can be laid on the

panel and all holes drilled as Indicated.
No scaling to do and so accurate there is
no danger of ruining the panel through

faulty calculation.
The Instrument Layout placed on the
sub-base permits you to Indicate by pinpricks the exact location of every screw.

The Picture Wiring Diagram gives
every instrument In exact size, and position with every wire clearly indicated from
one contact to the other. With no knowledge of radio symbols you can assemble

part and complete
chance of error.

wievery
th no

your wiring

Priced at $1.00 Per Set
Set No. 4- "Cockaday 4 -Circuit Tuner with
Resistance -Coupled Amplifier" (five tubes, dlstortlonleae, two dials, automatic vacuum tube
control. as described in the October 1924 issue

of POPULAR RADIO).

6-

No.
"The Cockaday 8-Tube Superheterodyne Relies Receiver" (eight tubes, two
tuning dials, loop, non- radlaung distortion less, as described in January 1925 issue of
Set

-

Audio-frequency Amplification
(Continued from page 140)
permits us to recognize differences in audio transformers give even better
tone, and so to distinguish between results than the average resistance notes of the same pitch played, for coupled or impedance -coupled arrangeinstance, first on a violin and then on a ment; and in general they have the adflute. Just in so far as our amplifier vantage of simplicity and tube -andmagnifies these various harmonic fre- battery economy. However, to get good
quencies faithfully will we be able to results you must use good transformers.
recognize the original sounds.
All good transformers seem to be relatively expensive; but it is not so certain
Requirements in Amplifier Design
that all expensive transformers are good.
Our conclusion is, then, that an ideal
The matter of resonant periods is
amplifier would magnify uniformly and mainly dependent upon how fixed consufficiently from 16 to 16,000 cycles, densers are associated with the transbut that a practical outfit need not be former coils. Except as a radio-frerequired to go below 64 cycles nor above quency by -pass around the first primary,
6000 cycles per second. It must, none should be used; and even here the
however, within this range, give ade- size of condenser must be chosen carequate and constant amplification. Such fully with regard to the type of transan amplifier, when used with a good former used. In resistance- and imloudspeaker (one that has a correspond- pedance- coupled systems this effect is
ing frequency range of uniform repro- not so prominent, for the tube -linking
duction), will reproduce radio speech condensers should be of large size (2
and music of a natural quality that will microfarad) despite the economy of
astound listeners who have been accus- smaller values. Artificial augmentation
tomed to the varied kinds of muffled or of resonant effects by audio feed -back is
shrill sounds which are given off by usually indicated by a tendency of the
most radio receivers. If you install an amplifier to ring or sing. It is of ten
amplifier- speaker of this sort, you may caused by "microphonic" detector or
expect most of the people who hear it radio amplifier tubes, in which case it
to say they did not know radio was may be cured by replacing the tubes at
capable of producing such good music. fault. Where it persists because of
The three things that are necessary, battery coupling, large by -pass conas practical matters, to get amplifier densers are often of assistance.
operation of this desirable kind are:
Why Power

POPULAR RADIO).

12
"8 -Tube Super -heterodyne with
Single Control" (as described In October 1925
Issue of POPULAR RADIO).
Set No. 13-"Raytheon Plate Supply (Intl" (a
really dependable method for obtaining a "B"
source of supply as described In November
1925 issue of POPULAR RADIO).
Set No. 14 -"The LC -56 Broadcast Re cirer"
(as described in December 1925 Issue of POPU-

Set No.

LAR RADIO).

Set No. 15 -"The Orthophase Receiver" (as
described in the February 1926 issue of
POPULAR RADIO).

Set No.

I6- "The

S-C

A11-IYare

Receiver"(as

described in the March 1926 issue of POPULAR
RADIO).

Set No. 17 -"The Power-pack Amplifier "(as
described in the April 1926 issue of POPULAR
RADIO).

Set. No. 18 -"The New Home Receirer "(three
tubes, two stages of radio-frequency-tun pli-

Oration with crystal detector, as described in
June, 1926 issue of POPULAR RADIO).

Full constructional and parts details for
these Receiving Sets will be found in the
issue of POPULAR RADIO Indicated.
Back Issues of POPULAR RADIO will
be furnished at the rate of 35c a copy.

POPULAR- RADIO
Department
627
1-

I
I

I
I

Name

Address

City

Set Number
Set Number
Set Number
Set Number
Set Number 18.

12
13

nant effects (often produced by bypass condensers) or feed-back conditions in the audio system, either
of which would tend to exaggerate
the response at certain pitches or
frequencies.
(3) The

provision of vacuum tubes
sufficiently large to handle the
maximum power without overloading, together with adequate
power to operate them efficiently.
The Frequency Characteristic

Taking these up in order, the question
of how the audio amplifier tubes are

portance.

S

which kindly send me Blueprint Set (s) consisting
i
of Panel Pattern, Instrument Layout and R'Iring
Diagram ae checked below:

Set Number
Set Number

(2) The elimination of tuning or reso-

coupled to the detector, to each other
and to the speaker is of prime im-

York City

Date

Set Number 4
Set Number 6

I

New York

POPULAR RADIO. Inc., Dept. 64.

Enclosed is my remittance of

quencies.

64

West 43d Street,

627 West 43d St., New

tube coupling apparatus
that operates efficiently from the
lowest to the highest desired fre-

(1) The use of

14

15
16

17

To get sufficient volume to fill a good
sized living room, it is desirable to use
either two transformer-coupled tubes or
three resistance- or impedance- coupled
tubes. The resistance-coupled amplifier, when carefully designed, is probably
most nearly uniform in amplifying
power over a wide frequency range; but
a number of the outfits that have been
offered for sale do not have desirable
characteristics. Some of the modern
www.americanradiohistory.com

Is Needed

Perhaps the least recognized, of the
three essentials statedabove,is the third.
Most radio designers and users have
gone on the principle that a tube large
enough to reproduce violin music at
moderate intensity is powerful enough
for any purpose. The fact is otherwise,
for, in order to reproduce the low tones
that are so essential in a musical background, the final audio-amplifying tube
must be able to stand relatively high
instantaneous voltages without being
overloaded. If it cannot do this, the
music will sound broken or distorted
whenever deep or loud tones come
through, or else the lower tones will be
partly suppressed. This is true even
though the average volume is made no
greater than that desirable for the
average living -room. It becomes particularly evident when the outfit is
called upon to deliver still greater
volume.
The solution of this problem is the use
the newer and more powerful tubes for
the final audio stage. The UX-112 will
doformoderate volume; but the UX -210,
used with 300 or 400 volts in the plate
circuit, is much better. The larger
tubes supply reasonable reserve power;
and operation with them gives one the
comfortable sense that nothing is being
strained. Yet the ability to produce
great volume is there for use when desired -for instance to play dance
music. The situation is comparable to

Page
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that in driving a high- powered motor.

One may seldom want to make 70 miles
an hour, but the same reserve power
that makes it possible on demand has
the effect of providing greater flexibility
and comfort at lower speeds.
The selection of the loudspeaker is
every bit as important as the design of
the amplifier; but it is based upon considerations too extensive to be treated
in this short article. You will get the
best results by using the best cone type speaker you can buy, in conjunction with a powerful and well- balanced
amplifier.
In selecting your speaker, be sure
that you hear it driven by a proper
amplifier; otherwise you may be misled,
for a good speaker will show up the
defects of an unsatisfactory amplifier
by giving poor reproduction when con -

nected with it.
Yet the same speaker used with a
correctly designed amplifier may give
practically perfect speech and music.

TRF -I20
Tuned R.F. Kit with
Brackets 512.00

Hfl Better Coil for Any Set
-and
5.50

per Greater distance and power
fect Selectivity, in any type of set
Aero Coils will best fill your needs.
The amazing performance of these inductances is due to their patented construction, which gives them a lower
high frequency resistance and distributed
capacity than others. At your dealers
or direct from us.

Antennae Coupler

4.50

AERO PRODUCTS, INC.

Wave Trap Coil

4.00

TRF -120
Tuned R. F. Kit

$12.00

RFR -118
R. F. Reten Kit

11.00

CT-so
3

Circuit Tuner

8.00

os -5s
Oscillator

DX Fans on the Warpath
"LISTENERS' boycotts" are new,

A

but

they are understood to have won a
"silent evening" in Chicago for the
long- distance fans. Now in California
fans are threatening not only to boycott station KQW, which refuses to keep
silent during the DX period, but also
all Santa Clara Valley products. Station KQW, which is located in San Jose
and is said to represent the local agricultural interests as well as a church, appears to be in a serious situation.
Through this very station considerable
money has been spent to popularize the
products of the local district. How long
the supporters of KQW can withstand
a boycott on their products is problematical. It is already in effect, according to a report which states that
long-distance radio set manufacturers are
also being injured by the ruining of the
DX period.

iiiiiiiiiii

and greater
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CHANGES IN CALL LETTERS

W 1BG

WGBX

Portland, Ore., 212.8, change to
Orono, Me., 252, change to

WCAM
W DGY
WNRC

Kirkwood, Mo.,

KFVN

}Welcome,

change to
Minn., change to

t
Ra

t. t.s

319
234.2

St. Louis. Ma.
Fairmont, Minn.

'Transmitter in Kirkwood, onces and studios in St.

o

Lk°.t:

$12 .50
9 .75

Costa scarcely
ssuite combinedmore than
with
°U get re _
maximumr cost economy.
no
A. C. Model gives
at all
TION. Taps
Noiselesses Noiaeleseat
100. (Add "B"
oohs. Maximum
or higher
lean than
voltage,
a year.
Ca of
assembled.50cOrd
er yours t
Manufactured,
,day

ÁV
ssiel.)

t-

rf

make

J.

or

ionday,

419

FERBEND ELECTRIC
y, Superior
Street

r . ..

É

........... . .

Lotos.

jTraosmitter only, changed to Fairmont.
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will tell all my
Radio friend,
aboutit.
Another,atie5ed
I
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ustomer
C.
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Davie"

Crand ox
35

o

CO.

Chicago, Ill.

RBEND
8. ELIMINATOR

di can't be

beat byonecostingi16.00.
or even

Ferbend

direct
Use

Bir,:

yr

wonderful la

La

r`.
Send your
order now.

nu

S C.nGstier"

"91 Pullman
Rochester, NAve.
y
March 9,1926
Ferbend ectriC
Co'
Dear

uló

Ask Your Dealer
or Send Direct

dens
e. or C110
and
tmepaor 7.0
: ::
',F
to
your money willif n,,
be refunded.

i!

CHANGES IN LOCATIONS
KMOX

Lta

A.C.Model,
D.C.Model,

:::

CHANGES IN WAVELENGTHS
KQP

Complete
to .buy.
bay.

s.

n

'not
KEIN

doub

Iearreception,distortion
nocrackliaa noises

244
227

Minneapolis, Minn., change to
Greensboro, N. C., change to

rfll

Volumepraceteslly

f

Portland, Ore., change to
Camden, N. J., change to

"Waterloo, Ia.
1926
Ferbend ElecI Ardt
Co
Gentlemen:
wave
ain "Ba
re is n
maeterp,ecertainly
fion L better than
D.
f1
maintain lawith
freesh to"B
led Without

STATIONS DELETED

WFBI
WG W Y

AERO COIL

12.50

What Users Say:

lished each month in this magazine.

Denver, Colo.
Beaumont, Tex.

Chicagc

LWT -l2S

These corrections and additions to the list which
was published in the March, 1926, issue of POPULAR
RADIO (together with the changes which hare been
published in succeeding months) make the list correct
as of April 20, 1926. Further changes will be pub-

KOP

1768 -1772 Wilson Ave., Dept. 15,

Low Wave Tuner Kit

Changes in the List of
Broadcasting Stations
in the U. S.

KFVR
KFXM

X.45

II

1926

EMMarch
Dear Sirs; ectnc Co.
112 5Ó Ple.ese
eandt mua
one of your
EllminatOrs.
n
am ueingthe
A tPrew elnt
toryW.

H.
Pesé with it. Kindly
rush shipment
Mr. Perms
to¡shave
able of day, while
he is out of town
(Stgaed) E. C. Tackey

d

,,,
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COMING!

WHAT'S NEW IN RADIO

Next month we
will announce

THIS department is conducted by POPULAR RADIO LABORATORY for the purpose of keeping
the radio experimenter and the broadcast listener informed concerning the newest inventions
and the approved developments in radio equipment. Only such apparatus as has been tested
and endorsed by the Laboratory is noted in these columns.

the greatest

achievement in
Radio!
Watch for it!

A

AN ULTRA-COMPACT VARIABLE

CONDENSER

Name of instrument: Variable condenser.
Description: In this condenser the plates
are probably spaced more closely
than in any other condenser on the
market. They are mounted in milled
slots in a solid rotor. Stationary
plates are also mounted on a milled
section of metal that is supported by a
strip of insulation which also carries a
metal shield. The frame of the condenser is of die -cast aluminum fitted
with bearings and provided with a
stop that allows the rotor to turn only
through the prescribed arc that is
necessary for operation. The metal
parts except the frame are gold plated
The condenser is of the
straight -line -frequency type.
Usage: In any radio-frequency circuit for

NEW DETECTOR UNIT

Name of instrument: Carborundum crystal detector.
Description: In this unit is combined in
very handy form a fixed carborundum crystal mounted in an interchangeable tube, a small flashlight
battery that is mounted in special
clips and a potentiometer of suitable resistance for applying the
sensitizing voltage to the crystal.
The unit will be found extremely
effective as a rectifier or a detector
following a stage or a number of
stages of radio-frequency amplification, or simply as a detector in a
crystal set. The potentiometer
helps to sharpen tuning and helps
to stabilize ordinary radio-frequency receivers.
Usage: In a receiver as a rectifier or detector.
Outstanding features: Compact form. Good

sensitivity. Adjustable potentiometer that will control effective resistance.
(Further details furnished on request.)

.

V. T. sockrt

No. 145

Mark

G

U X

o.

:

p.:r.;pne

Tube Socket

tuning.

Outstanding features: Extremely compact.
Neat in appearance. High efficiency.
Electrostatically shielded. Straight line- frequency tuning.
(Further details furnished on request.)

This new push -type socket is
designed for use with the new
tubes with U X Bases.

Apparatus Approved by Popular Radio

Contacts of Phosphor Bronze
insure a smooth self- cleaning and
wiping contact. The lamps are
held ngidly in place.
Circle F V. T. Sockets are of
the most modern design and only
the best materials and workmanship are employed.
Ask Your Dealer

This list of apparatus approved by the POPULAR RADIO LABORATORY
will be continued as a part of the WHAT'S NEW IN RADIO
department until all instruments, parts and complete sets have been
included. The listing is alphabetical by manufacturer's name and
the installment in this issue includes only the letters L through M.
AERIALS
Spring aerial and rmnnterpoise; Mark Co.
Complete aerial kit; Leslie F. Muter Co.
:1

MFD. BY

CIRCLE F MFG. CO.
Trenton, New Jersey

MPLIFIERS
Complete S-stage resistance amplifier; Leslie F.

Muter Co.

AUDIO-FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS
Audio-frequency transformer; Liberty Transformer Co.. Inc.
Audio-frequency transformer; Marte Engineering Co

www.americanradiohistory.com

"Marco" audio-frequency transformer; Martin -

Copeland Co.
Audio-frequency transformer; Maxim Radio eh
Electric Co.
Modern-Symphony transformer; Modern Electric Mfg. Co.
Modern reflex .transformer; Modern Electric
Mfg. Co.
Muter audio-frequency transformer; Leslie F.
Muter Co.

BATTERIES
"Red .Sea!" dry batteries; Manhattan Electrical
Supply Co.
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BATTERY CHARGERS AND RECTIFIERS
Ful-Ware battery chargers; Liberty Electric
Corp. of N. Y.
BATTERY ELIMINATORS
Mayolian B- supply; AC hanaformer unit, type
601; DC filler unit, type 605; 11Iayohan Radio
Corp.
"B" battery eliminator; Morrison Radio Corp.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS
Wonder fixed detector; Lego Corp.
Mar -Co. crystal detector; Martin -Copeland Co.
Miller-B -Metal crystal; A. H. Miller Radio Co.
Argentite crystal; Mineral Products Co.
"M.P.M." crystal; M.P.M. Sales Co.

DIALS
Mar-Co vernier dial; Martin- Copeland Co.
A. J. vernier dial; Mydar Radio Corp.
"Accuratune" micrometer control; Mydar Radio
Corp.

FIXED CONDENSERS
"MicamoI" condenser; Mieamold Radio Corp.

"Muter" mica fixed condenser; Leslie F. Muter
Co.

GRID -LEAKS AND RESISTANCES
Elkay resistor; Langbein & Kaufman
Mar-Co grid -leak; Martin-Copeland f o.
Mieamold fixed resistors; Mieamold Radio
Corp.
"Me- Am -Co" grid -leak; Michigan Elec. &
Mfg. Co.

HEADPHONES
Lark headphone; Leich Electric Co.
"Red Seal' headset; Manhattan Electrical Sup ply Co.
"Repeater" phone; Moes-Schury Mfg. Co.
Mozart- Radioreirer headset; Mosart -Grand Co.
Murdock phones; Wm. J. Murdock Co.

INSULATORS
Insulators; M. & M. Co.
Antenna lead -in insulator; Leslie F. Muter Co.
JACKS
Duo-stage jacks; Leicn Electric Co.
Mar -Co Shur -gr;p jack; Martin -Copeland Co.
Non -solder jack; Metro Electric Mfg. Co., Inc.
"Murdock" plug jack; Wm. J. Murdock Co.

KITS
Superheterodyne kit; Liberty Electric Corp.
Lincoln kit; Lincoln Radio Corp.
Resistance -coupled amplifier kit; Micamold

Radio Corp.
KU-54 one -dial kit; Mohawk Electric Corp.
el-tube superheterodyne kit; Moekowits & Her bath.

Complete aerial kit; Leslie F. Muter Co.

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
Lightning arrester; Leslie F. Muter Co.
Guardian arrester; Leslie F. Muter Co.
LOOPS
Lincoln collapsible lore; Lincoln Radio Corp.
"Red Seal" map -lcop; Manhattan Electrical
Supply Co.
Fading loop aerial (with couplers); Marion
Electrical Mfg. Co.

KNOBS AND DIALS
Knobs and dials; R. Mitchell Co.

LOUDSPEAKERS
The Talking Book; Listen -in Publishing Co.

Magnavox reproducer; Magnavox Co.
Manhattan loudspeaker; Manhattan Electrical
Supply Co.
Morrison loudspeaker; Morrison laboratories,
Inc.
Mozart loudspeaker; Mosart-;rand Co.
"Atlas" loudspeaker; Multiple Electric Products Co., Inc.
"Murdock" loudspeaker; Wm. J. Murdock Co.

"Music Master" loudspeaker; Music Master
Corp.
MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES
Terminals; Liberty Transformer Co.. Inc.
"Bull Dog" mast seat; Maat Seat Mfg. Co.
Choke Coil; Mayolian Radio Mfg. Co.

mericanTran sformer (ómpany

transformer; Mayolian Radio Mfg. Co.
Saddle ground clamp; Mertz Specialty Co.
Battery connectors; R. Mitchell Co.
Step -up

Antenna tensionator; R. Mitchell Co.
Fluxite; Monarch Products Co.
Morrison toner; Morrison Iaboratories, Inc.
B- Radicator; Mu-Rad Radio Corp.
Instant adjustable ground clamp; Leslie F.
Muter Co.
Resistance mountings; Leslie F. Muter Co.

PANELS
Panel; Marshall-Gerken Co.
PHONE PLUGS
Lark plugs; Leich Electric Co.
Mar -Co switch plug; Martin -Copeland Co.
Mar -Co multi-plug; Martin- Copeland Co.

Automatic shock-proof phone plug; Leslie F.
Muter Co.

PHONOGRAPH ATTACHMENTS
"Red Seal" phonograph attachment; Manhattan
Electrical Supply Co.
Loudspeaker "Mocking Bird" unit; Morrison
Laboratories, Inc.
"Atlas" phonograph attachment; Multiple Electric Products Co., Inc.
"Ace-uratune" phonograph attachment; Mydar
Radio Corp.

POTENTIOMETERS
Mar -Co ermorclad potentiometer; Martin -Cope-

AmerTran
DeLuxe

land Co.

cgREPUTATION for fine
transformers that has been

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Magnavox power amplifier; Magnavox Co.

maintained for over a quarter -centuryl Today this high standard of
manufacture is more apparent than
ever -for radio has adopted each of
the advanced, depe ndable AmerTran
Products as the leader in its field.
The new AmerTranDeLuxe Audio
Transformer actually puts the development of the "audio side" ahead of
existing acoustical devices. Faithful
amplification with natural quality
over the entire audible range is consistently obtained with this audio
transformer. It sets a new standard
of audio amplification.

RADIO-FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS
Vario-transformer; Langbein & Kaufman Radio
Co.
Special air core radio-frequency transformer;
Liberty Transformer Co., Inc.
Radio-frequency transformer; Marie Engineering Co.
Radio-frequency transformer; Maxum Radio &
Electric Co.
Superformer; bloskowits & Herbach
Radio-frequency transformer; DI.P.M. Sales Co.

RECEIVING SETS
Elkay Super-Selector receiver; Langbein &
Kaufman Radio Co.
Uni- Control receiver; Le Mor Radio, Inc.
Liberty Sealed Five Receiver; Liberty Transformer Co., Inc.
Arborphone receiver; Machine Specialty Co.
Magnavox broadcast receiver; Magnavox Co.
Marwol A -1 receiver; Marwol Radio Corp.
Iletro-Magnetic receiver; Mercury Electric
Corp.
Mercury receiver; Mercury Radio Products Co.
Metrodyne Super-Five receiving set; Metro
Electric Co.
Michigan receivers; Michigan Radio Corp.
.tliraco Ultra 5- receiver; Midwest Radio Corp.
Mohawk Single- control receiver; Mohawk Electric Corp.
Moon Satterlee antennaless receiver; Moon
Radio Corp.
Moon Ultra -five receiving set; Moon Radio
Corp.
Dfu -Rat Transcontinental receiver (one dial);
Mu -Rad Radio Corp.
Murdock neutrodyne receiver; Wm. J. \lurdock
Co.
Music Master receiving set; Music Master Corp.

As the receiving set of the future is destined to be power operated, the American
Transformer Company is now offering two
units of the finest type -especially adapted
to the use of the new Tyr volt power tubes
in the last audio stage. These are the Amer
Tran Power Transformer and the Amer
Choke which are strictly up to standard, and
may be depended on in the type of audio
amplifier required. The Power Transformer
also has filament supply windings for the
power tube in the last stage and for the reaifying tube, and supplies sufficient plate current, after rectification, for the operation
of the set.

RHEOSTATS
Mirra rheostat; Liberty Screw Products Co.
Marshall-stat; Marshall Electric Co.
Rheostat; Marshall-Gerken Co.
Mar-Co rheostat; Martin -Copeland Co.
SOCKETS AND ADAPTERS
Improved socket; Leich Electric Co.

A

AmerTran De Luxe, 1st Stage $10.00
AmerTran DeLuxe, 2nd Stage 10.00
AmerTran AF-7 (314-I)
5.00
AmerTran AF 6 ( 5 -1)
5.00
AmerTran Power Trans. PF-45 15.00
AmerTran Power Trans. PF -52 18.00
AmerChoke Type 854
6.00

....

Write today for interesting tree booklet
"Improving the Audio Amplifier"

-

MINIATURE VOLTMETER

AmerTran Products Are Sold Only
at Authorized AmerTran Dealers

Name of instrument: Direct current volt-

meter.

Description: A small but accurate voltmeter that may be attached directly
on the panel of a radio receiving or

equipment. It is
furnished with a double range of
voltage from zero to 7 volts and
from zero to 140 volts.
Usage: On a receiving set for measuring
the "A" and "B" battery potentials.
Outstanding features: Reliable. Rugged in
construction.
(Further details furnished on request.)

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER CO.
178 Emmet Street

transmitting

www.americanradiohistory.com

Newark, N. J.

DEALERS -The Sale of AmerTran Radio Prod wets East of the Rockies is handled exclusively
by the AmerTran Sales Company, Inc.. 178 Emmet
Street, Newark, N. J. Direct to dealer sales policy. Some territories are available for parts
dealers and service station,.

Transformer Builders for Over 'went -Five Years
-

-
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Make Your Own
Cone Speaker
-and Save $25
(All Parts Supplied)

Why pay $35 or more
for a cone speaker when
you can easily assemble
a splendid supersensitive
one with the complete
parts we send you -and
save $25?
We include a special
cone unit, blue print and
simplified directions for
assembling. Directions
are so clear anyone can
easily set it up in a few
hours. It's a big cone.
eighteen inches high,
complete in every detail.
Unmatched for beauty.
and reproduces music
and voice with faultless
accur Icy. The cost is
amazingly low-only $10
complete for the most approved form of loud speaker known. Big saving is
due to elimination of labor in assembling and packing and because we save jobbers and dealers' profits.

Send no money
Simply send name and address for the complete
outfit. When postman brings package, deposit only
$10.00 in full payment. If not entirely satisfied return parts within ten days and your money will be
instantly refunded. Never before has a better radio
bargain been offered. Write at once.

SCIENTIFIC RADIO LABORATORIES
254 W. 34th St., Dept. 36, New York City

A Radio Cabinet of Beauty

and Elegance Direct to
You at Lowest Cost

"Thorobred" socket; Marshall- Gerken Co.
Mar -Co V.T. socket; Martin-Copeland Co.
Double -contact socket; Mazda Radio Mfg. Co.
Radian Socket; Merrick Laboratories
SWITCHES
"Mac- Kontrol "; Mack Co.
Mar -Co filament battery throw switch; MartinCopeland Co.
Mar -Co double-pole, double -throw swi ch: Martin-Copeland Co.
Keelock switch; Metro Electric Mfg. Co Inc.
"So-Ar-be" automatic selector switch; R Mitchell Co.
Double -pole. double-throw switch; Leslie F.
Muter Co.
Single-pole, double -throw switch; Leslie F.
Muter Co.
.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS
Mack Reconditioner; Mack Laboratories

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Alcohol blow torch; Lenk Mfg. Co.

TUBES
Elektron tube; Lectrodio Corp.
Magnavox tube; Magnavox Co.
Dye-a-blue tube; Magnite Laboratories
Dynatron tube; Magnite Laboratories
AC tube; McCullough Sales Co.
McCullough rectifier tube; F. S. McCullough
Co.
Duotron tube; Miles Electric Co.
Myers tube; Myers Radio Tube Corp.
Myers tubes; E. B. Myers Co.

TUNING INDUCTANCE UNITS
Universal varionuder; Langbein & Kaufman
Radio Co.
Variable clarifying selector; Langbein & Kauf-

man Radio Co.

Lincoln tuner; Lincoln Radio Corp.
Oscillascope; Lincoln Radio Corp.
Low -loss tuner; A. C. Lopes & Co.
Control-O -Meter; Malone -Lemmon Products.
Variometer; Marshall- Gerken Co.
Mar -Co tuner; Martin -Copeland Co.
Cockaday coils (silk wound); McConnell Cable

& Specialty Co.
"Se-Ar-De" coupler; R. Mitchell Co.
Toroidal coil; Morris Register Co.
Precision selector; Moskowitz Herbach.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Mirra stroighl- line-frequency condenser; Liberty
Screw Products Co.
Low-loss condenser; Lincoln Radio Corp.
Lombardi SLF condenser; Lombardi Radio
Mfg. Co.
Lombardi condenser; Lombardi Radio Mfg. Co.
Red Seal variable condenser; Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
Mar-Co super-vernier condenser; Martin -Copeland Co.
Variable condenser; Mignon Electric Mfg. Corp.
"Se-Ar-De" condenser; R. Mitchell Co.
5 -Gang condenser; Mohawk Electric Corp.

ton.
Prompt shipment. Big stock ready.

Hardwood,
Rubbed Solid Black
Mahogany American
Walnut
Finish
7x18x7% or t0 in. deep.. .$3.50
$5.00
7x 21a 74§ or 10 in. deep... 3.75
5.25

FREE WITH EACH CABINET

A

t

glued-up stock non -warping %-inch

BASEBOARD.
Free Catalogue.

THE SOUTHERN TOY COMPANY, INC.
Dept. N.

of instrument:

Audio-frequency

transformer.
Description: This transformer is unique in
that it contains four taps on the
inductance of the primary winding.
In this way, the ratio of the transformer may be changed to suit the
conditions in the receiver with
which it is used. It has been designed especially for the radio set
builder and experimenter who
wishes to use just the right ratio
for the circuit which he is trying.
Usage: In a radio receiver as an audio-frequency interstage-coupling device.
Outstanding features: Neat construction.
Accessible terminals. Variable ratio.
Good tone. High amplification.
(Further details furnished on request.)

AUTOMATIC FILAMENT CONTROL

5.50
6.25
7.00
8.00

CASH WITH ORDER or C. O. D. if
of price is sent with order.
Prices F. O. B. Hickory, N. C. Order
express shipment, often cheaper than
mail and much safer from damage.

HICKORY, NORTH CAROLINA

Name

TRANSFORMER WITH
A VARIABLE RATIO

Name of instrument: Automatic rheostat.
Description: This unit is furnished with a
mounting similar to the ordinary
grid -leak mounting circuits in place
of the ordinary rheostat for controlling the filament current of vacuum tube receivers. It may be need in
any tube where it is necessary to
vary the filament current, as in the
case with a regenerative detector.
Usage: In any receiver as an automatic
filament control.
Outstanding features: Compactness. Reliability. Requires no adjustment.
(Further details furnished on request.)

Lid splined both ends to prevent warping.
Nickeled piano hinge -Full length.
Nickeled lid support of artistic design.
Anti- vibration cushion feet.
Edges of lid moulded to match bottom.
Shipped securely packed in strong car-

7x 24z 7A§orIOin.deep... 4.00
7x 26z 74.6 or 10 in. deep.. 4.75
7:28x 744 orl0in.deep. .. 5.50
7z 30x 7% or 10in.deep... 6.00
Add 25c. for "E-Z" Fone plug.

A

Name

FIGURE EIGHT WINDING

of instrument:

Radio-frequency
transformer.
Description: The coils that are located inside the bakelite housing shown in
the illustration, are wound in the form
of figure eight coils that are self -supporting. Two terminals are brought
out on each side of the unit-two for
the primary and two for the secondary. Coils of this type have a very
small external field.
Usage: In a radio-frequency circuit as in
interstage- coupling device.
Outstanding features: Compact. Inductive field Neat appearance.
(Further details furnished on request.)
.
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A USEFUL

INSTRUMENT

Name of instrument: Moulded grid leak.
Description: The resistance element in this
part is moulded inside and hermetically sealed in a solid bakelite compound so that moisture and climatic
conditions cannot affect its resistance value. It is made with a
terminal on each end to fit into
the standard grid -leak mounting.
Usage: In any receiver where a fixed resistance of low current carrying
capacity can be used.
(Further details furnished on request.)

All apparatus advertised in this magazine has been tested and approved by POPULAR RADIO LABORATORY
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TANDEM VARIABLE CONDENSER UNIT

Name of instrument: Single- control variable
capacity unit.
Description: This unit consists of a special
!assembly of two standard-make variable condensers mounted so that the
gears comprising parts of the separate
instruments mesh with each other and
with a special gear furnished with the
unit for controlling both condensers
from a single dial.
Usage: In a receiver for radio-frequency

tuning.

Outstanding features: Single -control. Low
minimum capacity. Neat and compact assembly.
(Further details furnished on. request.)

A

NOVEL LOOP

Name of instrument: Loop antenna.
Description: A collapsible loop that may be
folded up by simply bending the four
supporting arms of the center junction. The wooden supports termi-

nate at the outer end in a slotted bake.
lite strip through which the wires are
threaded. This strip is cut in the shape
of a V and gives a V section to the
loop wires. The two terminals are
brought out to binding post at the
lower end of the loop close to the
center of revolution.
Usage: In connection with a radio-fre-

quency receiver as a pick-up device.
Outstanding features :. Neat appearance.
Good workmanship. Well insulated.
(Further details furnished on request.)

"Built Better"

RESISTOFORMERS
Tested and approved by M.I.T.,

Yale, Radio News, Popular
Radio, and Popular Science.
Used by over 200 of Amer.
ica's leading set manufacturers.
AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP.
489.491.493 Broome St., New York
Branch Offices:
St. Louis. Mo.,Syndicate rrus: Building
Cincinnati, O.. 304 Palace Theatre Bldg.
Chicago. Ill.. 53 W. Jackson Boulevard

- 94 Portland Street
Boston. Mas.
Los Angelcn Cal., 324 N. San Pedro St.

AUTHORIZED PARTS for the

"HOME" RECEIVER
$72.15
Or you can have this remarkable Receiver built for you, using exactly the
same parts as Mr. Bradley used in
the laboratory model except that a

Bakelite Panel, beautifully engraved,
will be provided and the set will be
enclosed in a genuine walnut cabinet
for $95.00.
THE RAYTHEON POWER PACK
Will Supply "B" Voltage for Any Receiver
1
1

2
1
1

TRIPLE CONTROL

A

Name of instrument: Triple tuning control.
Description: By means of three special
vernier knobs with the center one
equipped with a dial, three condensers
may be mounted on the panel and
controlled with a single dial. The
complete assembly operates by means
of smooth acting bakelite pinions engaging with a long rack which in turn
actuates the three condensers synchronously The two outer knobs merely
act as verniers to line up the capacity
of all three instruments to the same
value. A vernier on the middle dial
operates all of the condensers with
slow motion.
Usage: In any radio-frequency circuit for
single dial tuning.
Outstanding features: Simplified control.
Smooth operation. Neat appearance.
Equipped with verniers.
(Further details furnished on request.)
.

1

I
1

I
I
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Tobe Multiple Condenser 11.00
(or Condenser Corp. at $12 00)
.75
Airgap Socket
Bradleyohm No 10. 100,000
2.00
ohms
Bradleyohm No. 25, 250,000
2.00
ohms

Bradleyunit Resistance, 7500
ohms
Electrad Resistance Mount
ing

.75
.25

.35
Hardwood Base
Binding Post Strip, Brackets
.50
and 4 Binding Posts
$41.30
Complete Parts
$1.15
Switch, Cord and Plug
I
I

AN AUDIO -FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER

Name of instrument: Audio-frequency
transformer.
Description: This transformer is mounted
in a novel form of case with an insulating slab at the top that carries the
solenoid lug terminal. The transformer has a heavy cross -section; and
the windings are such that pleasing
reproduction is obtained from an
amplifier which utilizes these units.
Usage: In a receiver as an interstage audio frequency coupling
Outstanding features: Ease of mounting.
Good quality. Neat appearance.
(Further details furnished on request.)

-

AUTHORIZED PARTS
$6.00
Raytheon Tube
Dongan or Acme Transformer 7.00
10.00
Dongen or Acme Chokes
Tobe Combination Condenser .70
(or Condenser Corp. at $1.25)

Assembled, and Shipped Ready to Use

Specify make of Transformer,
Chokes and Condensers
Cockaday LC -26 Authorized Parts $62.15

Completely wired and assembled in
$75.15
Corbett Cabinet
Sets built to order by competent engineers.
Write us for complete information and parts
price list on the set you want to build.

THE RADIO SHOP
20

el

Stamford

Worth Street, Stamford, Conn.
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FREE PARTS

POPULAR RADIO LABORATORY

WITH THE INVENTORS

for the

N w" Home

=

eceiver
nnO

If you want to build your own set. here Is your
opportunity to secure FREE all the parts you
need for this New Home" Receiver. Coll
on all your radio friends, and on anyone who
has a set and tell them of the many special
features of POPULAR RADIO.
The liberal offers will make It possible for
you to secure an order from every one you call
upon. For each subscription with remittance
you send us, you will receive credit, as ter the

E

E

following scale:

4

POPULAR RADIO
Months for $1.00 counts 16 credits
"
1.50
25
"

6

r.

a
E

=
E
E
E
E
E
B
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E

=
E

''
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credits at the rate of 3 cents each. Example:
With(7) seven I -year subscriptions (350 credits)
and 36 cents additional In cash you may have
a Stabilizing Detector Unit, a Marco Five
Point Switch and a Hard Rubber Panel, alto
8 x 22 Inches, for which you need 362 credits.
If the parts you want are not listed In this
advertisement, we are prepared to supply
them. Let us know what you want nd we
will tell you how many credits you will need.
On page 188 are described POPULAR RADIO'S
Simplified Blueprints. You can have any set
of prints you want for only 40 credits. You
may alao secure a copy of "How to Build Your
Radio Receiver" described on page 196 for
60 credits.

CREDITS Needed for Parts

Required for the NEW "HOME"
RECEIVER
(Described and Illustrated In this Issue of

POPULAR RADIO).

Quantity

Item

1-Set of 3 Bruno-Bradley Coda----

3 -Amsco

A Device for Using Your

Telephone as an Antenna

PATENT No. 1,554,626, issued to
Harry J. De Nault ,of Springfield, Mass.,
is a simple device for utilizing the usual
telephone desk set, with its electric circuit, as an aerial. This does no! in any
way interfere with the ordinary operation of the telephone or injure it.
The invention consists essentially of
a radio-receiving plate that is made up
of a bed of insulating material. This

bed is provided with a flange or rim that
projects some distance above the top.
There is also an electrically-conducting
member mounted upon this bed, which
is provided with means for a wire con-

50

1

40

-XL Neutralising Condenser, Model N
1 -robe Deutschmann BY-Pass Condenser, .5 mid.

3-Benjamin
new-type
ers, .00035 mfd.

B.L.F. Condens® 210. - - -.
1 -Marco Battery Switch, No. 144
1 -Marco Five-point Switch..
1-Carborundum Co. Stabilising Detector
Unit
1-Amperlte No. 112.
1-Amperite No. lA.
1-Dubier Fixed Condenser, Type 601,
.002 mfd...

20

nection. The plate constructed in this
way is large enough to receive the base
of the stand of a telephone desk set, together with any other parts that may be
necessary to make it serviceable as an
antenna.

Some New Developments In
Variable Inductances
AUGUST J. KLONECR, of New York
City, was recently granted U. S. Patent
No. 1,556,612 for improvements in vari-

able inductances and couplers.
The variable inductances described in
this invention are of the type which
is chiefly used for tuning alternating or
high- frequency currents which are ein-

\/ naue..uoo.ouvu000aoiavavq

90

ohms, (B- 102)
1 -Amico Single-Circuit Jack.

-First -stage

THIS department will keep you in touch with the latest inventions of interest on which patent
rights have been granted, and which are significant contributions to radio art.

Credits
460

Universal Type AX-102 Tube
sockets ® 30.
1-Amsco Single Rheostat with Dial, 20

1

G. H. FINCH

,

8
2.00
33
3.00
50
24
5.00
"
75
Send us the full amount collected with name.
and addressee of euhserlbern and tell us the
parts your credits entitle you to and we will
send them to you. If the aubaerl tlone you
secure do not give you enough credits for the
pasts you want, we will allow you to purchase
12

CONDUCTED BY WILLIAM

AN

-_'__-.

-°.

.k-//
.

36

630
40
40
140

44
44
16

Amertran DeLuxe Trane-

former.....
400
Second -stage Amexrran DeLuxe Transformer
400
Kurs -Kasch Aristocrat Dials ® 40.. - - 120
9-Eby Binding Posts ® 6
54
2 -Taft Brackets, pr.--_
80
Panel, hard rubber, 8 x 22 inches._.._ 182

1-

3-

.

1-

Total.

2886

Corbett Cabinet (mahogany or walnutfinish)
520
Corbett Cabinet, (genuine mahogany or
walnut).
600

Write for List of Free Parts for
Other Popular Radio
Receivers

POPULAR RADIO
Department
627 West 43d
LI1I011161111

61

St. New York City

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN VARIABLE INDUCTANCES
FIGURE 1: How the inductances are mounted as primary or secondary coils in this invention so that sets of coils may be placed in positions where they are mutually magnetic or in opposition to other
sets of coils.
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All apparatus advertised in this magazine has been tasted and approved by POPULAR RADIO

ployed in radio telephony and telegraphy
The invention aims to produce a variable inductance by moving two or more
coils in respect to one another so that
they are mutually magnetic or opposing
one another. It also aims to combine
sets of these inductances so as to form
co- operating coils such as the primary
and the secondary coils of a transformer.
These objects are attained by the
novel arrangement and combination of
parts which is illustrated in Figures
1 and 2.
Attached to the inner side of the cover
of the apparatus are two semi- circular
coils which form a stationary part of one
set of inductance coils. These coils are
connected together to form opposing
poles at one side of the set.
Co-acting with these stationary coils
are two rotating coils. These latter are
arranged upon a tubular shaft which
runs from the coils and a center hole in
the cover plate to a brake and dial and
an adjusting knob. A spring upon the
tubular shaft causes the dial to move
upon the cover with friction. For this
purpose the dial and cover are centrally
undercut so that only a circumferential
band is engaged. A separate knob operates the dial by gear for finer adjust-

BRADLEY
Quartzite Coils

.

ments.

As each of the movable coils have different magnetic poles facing the stationary coils, at one position of the coils, the
stationary and movable coils will mutually magnetize one another. It follows
that when the position of the rotating
coils is reversed the magnetic poles of
the stationary and movable coils will
be opposed to each other and the inductance of the coil set will be zero.
Connection between the rotating coils
and the stationary part is established by
two contact brushes which make contact with ring collectors.
If a separate primary and secondary
inductance is needed, another coil may
be set in inductive relation to the coil set
already described. The latter then
forms an independent circuit for a transformer. This second coil set comprises
twonon -rotating coils which aremounted
on slides so as to obtain a loose coupling
effect with the first coil set.
Two rotating coils are mounted on a
shaft and co-act with the other coils as a
single coil combination. This rotating
shaft projects through the dial and knob
portion of the tubular shaft to another
indicating disk and an adjusting knob.
A spring upon the shaft serves as a
frictioning disk for the knob. The end
of the shaft is flattened or squared; and
the holes in the rotating coils are similarly shaped to allow the rotating coils
to slide on the shaft. The rotating coils
are connected with the stationary coils
by means of two rings which have overlapping flanges and contacts which engage these flanged rings toward the
coils. This is shown in Figure 1.
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The heart of the New Home Receiver -bear

the certified approval of WILL BRADLEY, Jr.
Home Receiver.
When Mr. Bradley. Jr.. designed the New
with Mr.
he needed colle of certain specifications. working
Corporation
Bradley. the engineer,. of the Bruno Radio(three
colla in
brought out the Kit of Bruno-Bradley coilsHome Receiver
each Kit) specially designed for the New
and meeting its every requitement.
The Bruno-Bradley coils are wound on quartzite glass rodof
held In place by moulded bakelite rings in the form
cylindrical cage. Upon these rods are wound the primaries
and secondaries in orange and green colors thereby lending
a pleasing appearance. The good looks of the coils is mil)
rivaled by their high degree of emeleney.
e t 511
Price (Kit of threri
I

Bruno Light Switch

Bruno Magic Dial

Indicator
There has been a latte demand for a visual tubes
of a
on the front of the panel to show that the
set are Ut and the receiver Is in an operating condiof A
tion. The Bruno Light Switch is a combination
The Light Switch
battery switch and Nsual adviser. and
to operate all
mounts with a single binding nut
the ruby crystal. A conthat is necessary is to turnbattery
line and the switch
tact Is made clung the A
bulb glows as do the tubes In the set. To stop the
receiver lust preen the ruby glass and it automatically
breaks the contact.
75r
Price (without bulbs
If your dealer cannot supply you send your order direct.

any semi- circular plate
The Bruno Mogle Dial makes
Frequency type.
condenser tune Ilke the Straightane
Wider dial separation of the crowded lower waveof
the
day and the
emnd
the
is
stations
length
Magic Dial certainly fuimisathat demand.
No gears-No backlash.
32.50
Price..._
2.00
Bruno Vertier Dial

BRUNO RADIO CORP.,

ell WidenerfBldg.

40 Payntar Ave., Long Island City, New York
159

E.rElia We'

eir

St.

Boston Office
127 Fed era! St.

San Francisco Office:
274 Brannon St.

Chicago
337 W.
adÌwn St.
Los Angeles Office:
324 N. San Pedro St.

FIBROC Panels
radio need and tubes meet every

FIBROC panels enable the
amateur as well as the manufacturer to build a better look-

ing, more efficient set that will
serve for a longer period of

Fibro -Bakelite
Features
High dielectric strength assuring
lowest dielectric losses. Great tensile strength. Will not warp, crack,
chip, feather or cold flow. Easily
worked. Readily engraved. In
black, high polish or mat finish;
mahogany, circassian, walnut or
natural finish. Standard sizes, each
packed in individual envelope.

time.
For FIBROC panels are beautiful-unusually so because of
their wide range of finishes.
They are easily drilled, cut and
engraved. They eliminate distortion and high frequency
losses. They will not warp or
cold flow.

If your dealer cannot supply
write us direct for prices and
complete information.

FIBROC INSULATION CO.
257 LINCOLN AVENUE

VALPARAISO, IND.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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THE ELECTRICAL SCHEME OF CONNECTION
diagrams show the general hook-up of the
variable coils which are used in the Kloneck inductance. Various
additions, omissions and rearrangements of the coils may be made,
however, without destroying the essential character of the invention. Square or circular coils may be also used in place of the
semi-spherical ones shown.
FIGURE 2: These two

RADIO MANUAL

FREE
WITH

POPULAR RADIO
Aside from the feat tire of economy, t here Is
the thrill and satisfaction that comes from
building your own receiving set.
Thousands of sets have never been con-

structed because of the atmosphere of mystery
that has enveloped the whole subject of radio.
Kendall Banning. Editor. and Laurence M.
Cockaday, Technical Editor of POPULAR RADIO
through their close contact with the great
radio public sensed this and compiled a book
that will convince the veriest beginner that
technical training Is not essential. If you have
a little time to devote to a most fascinating
pastime, send for a copy of "How to BWId
Your Radio Receiver."
Free Advisory Service
POPULAR RADIO Is full of helpful suggestions
as well as Instructive and entertaining articles
on radio and allied scientific phenomena. This
Information is supplemented by an advisory
service that Is free to all subscribers. Any
problem you encounter that is not answered
In the book or magazine will be answered by
personal letter if you will submit it to the
Technical Service Bureau.
A Valuable Combination
For the next thirty days we will give you a
copy of "How to BWId Your Radio Receiver."
FREE and enroll you for all privileges of the
Technical Service Bureau at no further expeme, on receipt of your remittance of $3.00
In payment fora 12 months' subscription for
POPULAR RADIO. (As an alternative offer, if
you wish the co
on with POPULAR RADIO
for 7 months only-send but $2.00). In and
event, you run absolutely no risk as we will
refund to full If you are not more than satisfied
with Your purchase.
In How to Build Your Radio Receiver"
you will and complete constructional diaRrsms, specification., photographs and
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HERE are eight simple rules to follow
when something goes wrong with the set.

Take down the aerial and remove
from it all foreign matter such as soot,
1.

form small loop aerials in radio signaling
and thus produce interaction and interference with other coil actions several
hundred feet away, as well as with coils
of the same set. For this reason, it is
advantageous to employ the parallel, oppositely wound coils which have been
described. These coils will not produce
an outside magnetic field and are not
affected in any way by an outside magnetic field.

4. Examine the Bee batteries carefully. They may have the hives.
5. When your set squeals do not take
it for granted that it is on the hog. It
may be caused by a nearby ham.

1

corrosion, carrier pigeons, Russian prop-

1

aganda, etc.

6. If you cannot tune through the
locals and get Italy there is something

2. Try a new cabinet. Many foreign
national governments are continually
doing this with varied success.

wrong with the spaghetti.

1

FREE.

1

Name

1

with "How to Build Your Radio Receiver."

/Z

How to Repair Your Radio

1

1

Check here and remit 62.00 if you prefer
POPULAR RADIO for 7 months only in combination
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This new mica fixed condenser
was developed to obtain low -capacity effects
in relatively small epace. The who structure is held together by means of the two
threaded rods.

-- --I

State.

1

10

FIGURE 3:

months' aubetrlptlon for POPULAR RADIO
and copy of "How to Build Your Radio Receiver"

Pity

ÑI

,'rl:aagJ
a.'a'a'oa.o

THE NEW LATOUR CONDENSER

West 43d Street, N. Y. C.

12

awwcao.o'oe
9',4'4'!/,0'.0'.0.

9

POPULAR RADIO

e

hl

YA'.6'.O'ASOeH<.
:

4

AMPLIFIER
THE COCKADAY 4- CIRCUIT TUNER
A 5 -TUBE TUNED RADIO -FREQUENCY
RECEIVER
THE "IMPROVED" COCKADAY 4 -CIRCUIT TUNER
THE REGENERATIVE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

Enclosed remittance of 33.00 Is payment In full for

9

11Yb.

THE HAYNES SINGLE TUBE RECEIVER
A TWO -STAGE AUDIO- FREQUENCY

1926

resistance may be secured in a piece of
apparatus which occupies relatively
little space. Low capacities of this
type are especially useful in radio receivers where all apparatus is preferably
reduced to the smallest practicable dimensions.
The manner in which the cores of the
condenser are assembled is clearly
shown in Figure 3. The plates are
placed inside and are separated by one
or more sheets of mica or by any other
dielectric which is thick enough to give
the desired capacity.
Both ends of a leaf of paper, which has
been impregnated with a material which
has the desired conductivity, are clamped
between plates.
These two plates
serve as electrodes as well as clamps for
the ends of the paper leaf.
The whole assemble is pressed together by means of four nuts which may
be screwed on the ends of two threaded
rods which are insulated by bushings.

French inventor
and engineer, was recently granted patent No. 1,563,754 for an electrical condenser.
By means of this invention capacities
which are shunted by an extremely high

A $5 CRYSTAL SET

POPULAR RADIO Dept. 65,
627 West 43d St.. New York City

A Novel Condenser for

Radio Receivers

CONTENTS

Offer expires June 30th,

a marked advantage over present types
of coils. Air core coils, in particular,

MARIUS LATOUR, a

instructions for building the following
sets. Each has been selected as
resentative of Its circuit because in laboratory
tests It proved the best for distance, selectivity, tone volume, simplicity lof con struction, ease in tuning, reliability and
all -around satisfaction.

627

A spiral or worm-threaded shaft secured to a knob on the cover plate and
engaging a spiral threaded arm of the
coils is employed to obtain the sliding
movement of the last coil.
It is obvious that various additions,
omissions or rearrangements of coils may
be made, if desired. Also, coils which
are square or circular in shape may be
employed instead of the semi-circular
coils, which were described.
Variable inductances and coupling
transformers of the types described have

1

I

-J

3. Remove the tubes and drop them
on the floor a number of times. This
is especially advised where it is desired
to eliminate microphonic noises. Give

the baby a tube and a hammer and
watch him socket.

www.americanradiohistory.com

7. If you are unable to separate stations, get a job as train announcer.

8. Above all, when your set goes
phlooey call in a service man. Then
you will have something to really worry

about.

-

ARTHUR L. KASER

All apparatus advertised in this magazine has been tested and approved by POPULAR RADIO LABORATORY
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Set Builders
BOOST
THE

S -C
4 -Tube

All Wave
Single Control Receiver
Designed by SILVER AND COCKADAY

They Write
"My S-C more than lives up to your claims."

"Assembled S-C in z 2 hours. Worked perfectly."
"S-C wiring harness certainly is a marvel."
"It's absurdly easy to assemble the S-C correctly."
"Amazed that single control works so well without adjustment."
"Bring Chicago into Newark, N. J., with plenty of volume."
"S-C is a wonder for volume and clarity."
"Simplicity and compactness of S-C is absolutely marvelous."
"It's impossible to hook the S -C up wrong."
1

Universally Endorsed

The designers of the S -C recommend

The S-C Receiver

the parts made by the following man.
ufacturers. These parts may be obtained in a complete S -C KIT from
any Radio Dealer.

has been endorsed and approved by Radio News, Radio

New Features

Belden Mfg. Co.
Wiring Harness

S -C

In the S -C, single control
a remarkable degree.

Polymet Mfg. Corporation
Fixed Condensers, Leak
and Leak Clips
Silver-Marshall, Inc.
Variable Condensers, Coil

Vernier Dial, Mounting
Brackets

Anyone can assemble the S -C with just a screw
driver and a pair of pliers in a few hours. A
specially -designed, multi -color wiring harness
eliminates all soldering, unless desired and as
one S -C Builder wrote: "Makes it impossible to
go wrong." The S -C is adaptable to any cabinet, tubes, batteries or eliminators
fact
to almost every installation condition. It is a
marvel of simplicity throughout, which accounts in part for the remarkable endorsement
it has received.

-in

MERCHANDISING CO., Inc.

S -C

Sockets, Coils, Tube Sockets,

281 S. Peoria St.,
CHICAGO

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Equiformer Audio
Transformers

Yaxley Mfg. Co.
Rheostat, Jacks, Switch

Easily Assembled

has been perfected to

The designen have secured all wave reception through the use of
interchangeable coils. S -C volume equals that
of many 6 and 7 tube receivers, while reports
from S -C owners indicate a consistent range of
1,000 -2,500 miles. S -C sensitivity is such that
KFI was brought into New York City through
e blanket of powerful locals.
In quality the
S -C is unsurpassed.

Central Radio Laboratories
Centra lab Resistance

Poster & Co.
Drilled and Processed Front
Panel and Drilled Sub -Panel

Review, Radio Age,

Radio, Radio Engineering, On The Air, Popular Science Monthly, Christian Science Monitor and
Newspapers throughout the country. Moreover it is backed by the reputations of its designers
-McMurdo Silver and Laurence Cockaday as well as the authority of Popular Radio Magazine.

E'fAI
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GT

TK

OAR

sec

r

$C

=
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?Olt

4?
-4C-01-#1.

TZ$

C,

S

TJ'

The S -C

M81 S.aPeoria St``, Chic go

Gentlemen: Please find enclosed aqc, for which send me hand book of the new SC Receiver.

NAME

ADDRt'S4
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INCORPORATED

J.B.

?he Gold Standard ofRadio Deceivers
MODEL TEN
-

One Tuning Control
Calibrated in Meters!
Simply select your program
from the newspaper, turn up
its wavelength and in comes

your station.

This precision -built FERGUSON, with its
resistance -coupled amplifier, delivers all of the
music exactly as broadcast. From the silvery
strains of the soprano to the deep boom! boom!
of the bass drum -each note comes through
in perfect timbre and with all the countless
delicate overtones and shadings that give music
its greatest charm. Complete shielding of all
tuning elements gives this Receiver its great
selectivity. 'Write us!
J. B. FERGUSON, INC.
225 West 57th Street
New York, N. Y.
Sold by

-

No Seasonal Models
Continually Developing
Refinements.

Authorized Ferguson
Dealers

www.americanradiohistory.com

Excerpts
from Telegrams:
"Tested your RFL-60 within
two blocks of local 500 -watt
broadcasting station, using
twenty -five foot wire on floor
for aerial. We picked up
stations all over the country
and when local station came
in tuned it out and picked up
WSAI at 319 meters. The
local station is 270 meters.
This is the only set ever tested under these conditions that
would tune this station out
at any point on dials."
Decatur. Ill.

-

TLe

All

Oak, 5..br -S8

the volume,

Mm5o.

edeaWty
in the

best
Ae Gear-ends,
Me

$38

decorative

"An RFL-60 tested in competition with other receivers of
much higher price proved its
unquestioned superiority. The
new Crosley models offer the
greatest values on the radio
market."-Kansas City, Mo.

"The Model 4-29 is classed
with the Trirdyn. Model 5 -38
bringing in Pacific points with
ample volume, using a Musicone. RFL-60 and 75 are very
selective. Have sepa rat ed distant stations on less than one
degree on the dial. Have log ged Mexico City and Pacific
Coast Stations with plenty of
volume." -Miami Fla.

`

"The RFL sets outstripped
much higher priced outfits.
These sets bring in Canadian,
Cuban and Mexican stations
as easily as those on nearby
states.' -Glasgow. Ky.

What's the idea of keeping a
fellow up all night foolin'

around with that darned

little 4-29?
I've been in the radio game
for seven years and was beginning to believe that there
wasn't a set in the world that
would keep me up late but
when that little 4-29 started
to pull in Houston, Texas and
with such extreme volume I
sat up and took notice.
I got California stations with
unbelievable volume last
night. KFI came in so loud
that it could be heard over a
block on a Musicone speaker.
I've gotten over one hundred
and twenty -five stations in
only three nights. Spring
Valley, III.

-

$60

Time Creek, S.oke -RFL-75
Simplicity and speed in tuning,
fidelity of tone
d decorative

beauty, enhanced bythe

"We tested one of your new
RFL-60 sets here in our building using an antenna about 75
feet long and directly under
and parallel with our transmitting aerial. The exceptional selectivity of the Crosley
receiver permitted us to tune
out our station WTAX, just
as easily as we would tune out
a Chicago station."-Strea tor, Illinois.

Tite Crode Seubs -RFÓo
A set c/ manriow per/omwre
and bea tijud by the

art

pa,mel

î

$ 5

17te Cruet* 4-tube-4.29
in rand. the Crrxrnl.n i+ ryat
to one or more additional tubes

of tuned radia

pustule ampliFca;'a'n

29

Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies

By Expressed Opinion of
Fans The Greatest Radio
Values Ever Offered!
Real performance! Amazing sensitivity and selectivity! Marvelous tonal qualities- inspiring volume.
And surpassing beauty
Read, in the column at the left, the enthusiastic
comments of a few of the many radio fans who have
voluntarily written or wired us their praise.
True radio values
astonishingly low prices. Hear
a Crosley Concert at your nearby Crosley dealer's.
!

-at

For descriptive catalog write Dept. 16

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OHIO
Powel Crosley, Jr., President
(Tuning and Operating W L W, first remote control super -power broadcasting station inAmerica

C.R0 S EY
aata

rE

COSTS

R

LESS

DLO

}or the entertainment Corner

Manufactured under Armstrong U. S. Patent No. t, i tá,149, or under patent applications
of Radio Frequency Laboratories, Inc.
PREW OP WILLIAM GREEN. NEW TORE

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TO MAR THE BEAUTY OF THE ROOM
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New and Imprved

FRESHAI
mASTERPIEu

J

I

Over 300,0)0 of these wonder sets are spreading happiness, educat_on and contentment in homes all over the world.
With the Freshman Masterpiece you get everything the most discriminating
person could possibly demand from a radio receiver -greater distance, better
tone, ample volume and, what's more, it is very easy to operate.
Sold, Serviced and Installed by Authorized Freshman Dealers only.
Write for 24 page booklet illustrating and describing our entire line.
Buiidin ,New York
CHAS. FRESHMAN CO., INC., Freshmen
2626 Washington Blvd., Chicago
Price .tightly higher Denver and West.
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